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Abstract 
 

The ability of cells to communicate and coordinate their activity is crucial to the 

development and homeostatic function of all tissues. In addition to the well-established means of 

biochemically mediated signaling, a more recent body of evidence has indicated that cells can 

also communicate via cell-generated forces transmitted to neighboring cells through the 

extracellular matrix (ECM). One setting in which a deeper understanding of mechanical 

intercellular communication (MIC) would be extremely valuable is in vasculogenesis, or the de 

novo formation of a microvascular network. This dynamic process involves the assembly and 

organization of individual endothelial progenitor cells into an interconnected network of 

capillaries, thus requiring cellular communication and coordination over large spatial scales. If 

fully understood and harnessed, vasculogenic assembly presents a promising approach to 

vascularizing engineered tissue constructs for regenerative medicine applications. We 

hypothesize physical properties of the ECM are critical to MIC as the matrix context defines not 

only the generation of cell forces but also force transmission through the matrix to nearby cells. 

Thus, the focus of this dissertation is to study cell force propagation and MIC between 

endothelial cells (ECs) in controllable synthetic ECMs towards the informed design of 

biomaterials that drive rapid self-assembly of functional microvascular networks. 

 First, this thesis explores how physical attributes of the ECM regulate the assembly of 

ECs into interconnected multicellular networks. To mimic the fibrous microenvironments where 
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neovascularization typically occurs in the body, we developed a novel model of the EC network 

formation assay utilizing 2.5D matrices of electrospun synthetic dextran methacrylate (DexMA) 

polymeric fibers. Our results revealed that active cell-mediated matrix deformations and fiber 

recruitment through actomyosin force generation occurs concurrently with the formation and 

stabilization of multicellular EC networks. 

 Next, this thesis describes the development and characterization of a new material system 

composed of electrospun dextran vinyl sulfone (DexVS) polymeric fibers that possess longer-

term mechanical stability in culture as compared to DexMA matrices. These matrices were 

utilized for two major objectives: 1) investigating the role of matrix mechanics on the activation 

of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts, a key component of wound healing and the fibrotic 

progression, and 2) exploring the impact of nonlinear matrix mechanical properties on 

vasculogenic assembly by imbuing fibers with crimped microstructure.  

 Lastly, this thesis describes the mechanism of MIC between individual ECs during 

vasculogenic assembly. By combining electrospun DexMA fiber matrices with a 

microfabrication-based cell-patterning method, we investigated EC force-mediated matrix 

displacements and MIC as a function of matrix stiffness and identified the critical cellular 

machinery required for ECs to sense and respond to mechanical signals emanating from 

neighboring cells. We then sought to harness these observations in more translatable 3D 

hydrogel constructs by using a composite approach where fibrin hydrogels were reinforced with 

electrospun DexVS fiber segments. While traditional approaches to prevascularize 3D hydrogels 

require long-term cocultures of ECs and support stromal cells, our work demonstrated that 

mechanical cues from synthetic fibers enable ECs alone to rapidly self-assemble into networks of 

lumenized capillary-like structures.  
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 Overall, the work presented in this dissertation integrates biomaterials, tissue 

engineering, and microfabrication approaches to investigate the mechanobiology of how cell 

forces regulate intercellular communication during vasculogenic assembly. The results presented 

here are critical to the design of biomaterials that promote robust capillary network assembly for 

applications in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

The overarching goal of this thesis is to design and utilize synthetic fibrous matrices 

towards investigating the role of mechanical signaling during the self-assembly of multicellular 

structures. To do so, the following work employs a variety of natural and synthetic fibrous 

biomaterial platforms with tunable biophysical properties, combines cell and matrix labelling 

techniques with live confocal microscopy to dynamically assess cell force-mediated matrix 

deformations over time, and identifies critical matrix properties that mediate mechanical 

intercellular communication (MIC) and the self-assembly of functional engineered microvascular 

networks.  

Chapter 2 provides broad background information on the extracellular matrix (ECM) and 

biomaterial approaches to study mechanical interactions between cells and their 

microenvironment. Additionally, this chapter details how cell-generated forces are propagated 

through the ECM and evidence for these forces acting as mechanical signals during MIC to 

guide the behavior of neighboring cells. Lastly, Chapter 2 outlines the current state of vascular 

tissue engineering approaches, specifically bottom-up techniques that rely on cellular self-

assembly of microvascular networks. To advance our knowledge, the remaining chapters focus 

on utilizing synthetic fibrous matrices to study MIC and engineer prevascularized tissue 

constructs.  
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Chapter 3 utilizes both natural and synthetic fibrous materials to better understand how 

physical attributes of the ECM influence the assembly of EC networks in 2D and 2.5D fibrous 

materials. This work revealed that active cell-mediated matrix recruitment through actomyosin 

force generation occurs concurrently with network formation on Matrigel, a reconstituted 

basement membrane matrix regularly used to promote endothelial cell (EC) networks, and on 

synthetic matrices composed of electrospun dextran methacrylate (DexMA) fibers. Furthermore, 

modulating physical attributes of fibrous matrices that impair matrix recruitment consequently 

inhibited the formation of cellular networks. Overall, this chapter suggests an iterative process in 

which dynamic cell-induced changes to the physical microenvironment reciprocally modulate 

cell behavior to guide the formation and stabilization of multicellular vessel-like networks.  

Chapter 4 shifts in focus onto the development and characterization of a new material 

system composed of electrospun dextran vinyl sulfone (DexVS) polymeric fibers that have 

enhanced stability in mechanical properties over longer culture times compared to the DexMA 

matrices utilized in Chapter 3. These DexVS fibrous matrices exhibit mechanical tunability at 

both the single fiber and bulk matrix level as well as user-defined cell adhesion by 

functionalization with thiolated adhesive peptides or methacrylated heparin to sequester cell-

derived ECM proteins. This work utilized DexVS fibrous matrices to investigate the role of 

matrix mechanics on the activation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts, a key step of the fibrotic 

progression. In contrast to previous findings with non-fibrous hydrogel substrates, fibroblasts in 

soft and deformable matrices exhibited increased spreading, focal adhesion formation, 

proliferation, and myofibroblast activation as compared to cells on stiffer matrices with 

equivalent starting architecture.  
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Chapter 5 focuses on the development of a new and simple method for modifying 

electrospun DexVS matrices to have control over nonlinear mechanical properties by imbuing 

crimped microstructure. This work utilized a hydrophilic peptide that could be functionalized to 

DexVS matrices to trigger swelling of individual hydrogel fibers, resulting in orthogonal control 

over nonlinear stress-strain responses and matrix stiffness. This work also examined ECM 

mechanosensing of ECs, finding that fiber crimp promoted enhanced physical matrix 

remodeling, increased migration speed, and evidence for long-range interactions between 

neighboring ECs. Additionally, ECs seeded in crimped matrices rapidly assembled into 

capillary-like networks containing tube-like structures. Overall, this work provides an additional 

level of mechanical and architectural tunability to synthetic fibrous matrices and implicates a 

critical role for mechanical nonlinearity in EC mechanosensing and network formation.  

Chapter 6 focuses on MIC between ECs, specifically investigating how tissue-relevant 

matrix properties mediate the transmission of cell-generated forces as well as the cellular 

machinery required for ECs to sense and respond to mechanical signals. This work utilized 

electrospun DexMA fibrous matrices in conjunction with a microfabrication-based cell 

patterning approach to examine MIC between individual ECs. This work identified that cell-

force mediated matrix displacements in deformable fibrous matrices underly directional 

migration of neighboring ECs towards each other prior to the formation of stable cell-cell 

connections. Additionally, these interactions were mediated by intracellular calcium signaling 

that was correlated with focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and transient receptor potential vanilloid 4 

(TRPV4). Lastly, this work extended these observations to 3D fibrous settings by examining 

MIC during vascular network assembly in fibrin hydrogels.  
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Chapter 7 focuses on utilizing a composite approach in which fibrin hydrogels are 

reinforced with electrospun DexVS fiber segments to enhance MIC in 3D. While traditional 

approaches to prevascularize 3D hydrogels require long-term cocultures of ECs and support 

stromal cells, this work demonstrates that mechanical cues from non-adhesive synthetic fibers 

enable ECs alone to rapidly self-assemble into networks of lumenized capillary-like structures. 

Furthermore, RNA-sequencing and analysis of 3D cell force-mediated matrix displacements 

identified that fiber-reinforcement of fibrin hydrogels promote cell-ECM interactions and 

provide local mechanical cues that enable EC communication and assembly. Overall, this work 

posits that electrospun fibers can be an inexpensive alternative to sourcing and expanding a 

secondary supporting cell type alongside patient-specific ECs. 

Finally, Chapter 8 provides a summary of the major findings from this thesis work and 

future directions towards investigating MIC and vasculogenic assembly. Recent advances in 

molecular sensors and synthetic biomaterials as well as in vivo analysis will improve our 

understanding of the mechanisms behind MIC and our ability to engineer prevascularized tissue 

constructs for regenerative medicine applications. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
 

2.1 Mechanotransduction and the ECM 

2.1.1 ECM structure and composition 

 The extracellular matrix (ECM) is broadly defined as the non-cellular components in all 

tissues and organs (Frantz et al., 2010). While one major role of the ECM is to provide the 

physical scaffolding for cellular components, it also imbues crucial biochemical and biophysical 

cues that are required for tissue morphogenesis, vascularization, and wound repair processes. 

There are two major classes of macromolecules that make up the ECM: 1) fibrous proteins (e.g., 

collagens, elastins, fibronectins, and laminins) and 2) proteoglycans which fill the majority if the 

interstitial space within a tissue (Järveläinen et al., 2009; Schaefer, 2010). Collagen is the most 

abundant fibrous protein and constitutes the main structural element of the ECM, providing 

tensile strength and regulating cell adhesion and migration (Rozario & DeSimone, 2010). The 

majority of collagen molecules form a triple-stranded helix that can assemble into 

supramolecular complexes, such as the micron-scale collagen fibril bundles found within 

interstitial tissue stroma. Proteoglycans are composed of glycosaminoglycan chains covalently 

linked to a specific protein core and are extremely hydrophilic, contributing to the hydration of 

extracellular interstitial space (Järveläinen et al., 2009). 
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Figure 2.1: The ECM is the non-cellular component present in all tissues and organs, providing 

physical scaffolding and crucial biochemical and biomechanical cues that guide cell behavior. 

Image reproduced from (Xue & Jackson, 2015). 

 

2.1.2 Mechanosensing at focal adhesions 

 The organization and composition of ECM components varies considerably across organ 

and tissue systems and changes drastically during disease progression, indicating that cells must 

sense physical aspects of their environment and respond appropriately over time for proper cell 

function. Indeed, mechanical interactions between cells and their surrounding ECM have been 

shown to be critical in many single- and multi-cellular processes including cell spreading (Vogel 

& Sheetz, 2006), cell migration (Charras & Sahai, 2014), and tissue morphogenesis (Lutolf & 

Hubbell, 2005). While there are many mechanisms by which cells can sense external forces and 

matrix geometry, one of the most studied mechanisms is sensing through focal adhesions (FAs), 
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the physical link between a cell and its surrounding ECM (Bershadsky et al., 2003; Geiger et al., 

2009; Oakes & Gardel, 2014; Parsons et al., 2010). Cells sense matrix rigidity and mechanics by 

exerting traction forces at FAs. These physical cues are then converted to biochemical signals 

inside of the cell leading to changes in cytoskeletal reorganization and transcription that regulate 

basic cell behavior, a process termed mechanotransduction. This information also feeds back to 

the FA and regulates the amount of traction force that the cell exerts on the ECM (Jansen et al., 

2017; Schoen et al., 2013; Vogel & Sheetz, 2006). Mechanotransduction, however, is difficult to 

study in vivo due to the lack of control over ECM properties, leading many to turn towards in 

vitro biomimetic platforms to investigate the role of individual ECM properties on cell behavior 

(Li et al., 2017).   

 

Figure 2.2: Cells sense the mechanical features of their environment at focal adhesions where 

biophysical cues are transduced to intracellular signals that alter cell behavior. Image reproduced 

from (Vogel & Sheetz, 2006). 
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2.1.3 Biomaterial platforms to model the ECM 

 The first class of materials employed to study the role of ECM structure in cell behavior 

were hydrogels based on isolated matrix components such as collagen I, fibrin, or basement 

membrane (e.g., Matrigel). These natural polymers are suitable for biomedical applications as 

they are biocompatible, biodegradable, and contain biologically recognizable moieties. 

Furthermore, they bear structural resemblance to the fiber-rich network of certain native ECM 

(Levental et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012). However, these reconstituted gels typically form via 

noncovalent interactions resulting in poor mechanical properties and nanometer-scale diameter 

fibrils, whereas in vivo interstitia contain assemblies of fibers with micrometer-scale diameters 

and lengths spanning multiple cell bodies (Wolf et al., 2009). Additionally, gel mechanical 

properties, fibrous structural features, and biological ligands are typically intertwined, making it 

difficult to isolate the specific contribution of biophysical vs. biochemical cues on cell behavior 

(Ghajar et al., 2008; Li et al., 2017).  

 These limitations have inspired the development of synthetic ECM mimetics that provide 

controllable and modular design. Specifically, synthetic hydrogels can provide orthogonal 

control over crosslinking density (bulk stiffness), ligand type and density (cell adhesivity), and 

crosslinker susceptibility to cleavage (matrix degradability). For example, one common synthetic 

material used for studies isolating ECM stiffness and adhesion ligand is polyacrylamide (PAA) 

(Dembo & Wang, 1999; Denisin & Pruitt, 2016; Engler et al., 2006). Due to having limited 

interactions with proteins, PAA hydrogels can be modified with full-length ECM proteins (e.g., 

collagen I, fibronectin) or cell-adhesive peptides, thus isolating adhesivity from bulk stiffness. 

However, PAA hydrogels are only suitable for 2D culture as the catalysts used for 

polymerization are cytotoxic. One alternative to PAA for 3D culture is poly(ethylene glycol) 
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(PEG) as it is similarly inert and tunable while able to be polymerized using cytocompatible 

conditions (Lutolf et al., 2003). Furthermore, PEG-based hydrogels can be crosslinked using 

matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-degradable crosslinkers to support cell-mediated degradation of 

the bulk material. Similar approaches have been taken with polysaccharide-based polymers such 

as dextran, hyaluronan, gelatin, and alginate, as they provide a high number of active sites for 

chemical modification resulting in enhanced flexibility in tuning biochemical and biophysical 

properties (Liang et al., 2017; Matera et al., 2020; Rosales & Anseth, 2016). Furthermore, recent 

advances in crosslinking strategies have engineered techniques to control the viscoelasticity of 

hydrogels by introducing non-covalent crosslinks that undergo stress relaxation (Chaudhuri et 

al., 2015, 2016; Loebel et al., 2019). Despite the multiple levels of control, however, these 

materials are non-fibrous and mechanically homogeneous, thus failing to mimic the complex 

physical properties of the in vivo cellular microenvironment.  
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Figure 2.3: Biomaterial platforms can incorporate a variety of important structural and 

mechanical features of the ECM. Image reproduced from (Davidson et al., 2020d). 

 

2.1.4 Electrospun fibrous matrices 

 One fabrication technique that has been extensively used to fabricate biomaterials with 

fibrous microstructure is electrospinning (Mauck et al., 2009). The basic electrospinning setup 

consists of a polymer solution, a high voltage power supply, and a grounded collecting surface. 

Briefly, the high voltage source is utilized to charge a polymer solution that is slowly being 

expelled by a syringe. This causes charge buildup and repulsion amongst the polymer chains 

within the droplet until these intermolecular forces overcome the surface tension holding the 

droplet in place. Once this threshold is reached, a fiber jet is ejected and expelled towards the 
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grounded collecting surface. Simultaneous to this process, solvent evaporation result in ultra-fine 

fibers that accumulate on the surface to develop a fibrous mesh (Reneker & Chun, 1996).  

Electrospinning affords high levels of control over architectural features of the fiber 

matrix by modulating different electrospinning parameters (Baker et al., 2015). For example, 

mesh density and thickness can be controlled by simply increasing the time of deposition. 

Additionally, structural anisotropy can be imbued to the fiber mesh via methods to induce fiber 

alignment. One such method is to spin onto a collecting surface of oppositely charged parallel 

electrodes with varying separation distance to create an electric field that aligns fibers as they fall 

to the surface (Wang et al., 2019). Recently, approaches to electrospin hydrogel fibers with 

tunable mechanics have also been developed. Specifically, much of the work in this thesis is 

built upon work from Baker et al. that established a technique to electrospin methacrylated 

dextran (DexMA), a protein-resistant polymer that can be functionalized with cell-adhesive 

moieties and photocrosslinked after spinning to independently modulate ligand presentation and 

matrix stiffness (Baker et al., 2015).   

 

2.1.5 ECM control over traction force and matrix displacements 

 Mechanical forces generated by cells during mechanosensing, and their resultant matrix 

deformations are greatly influenced by the mechanical properties of the surrounding ECM. These 

metrics can be quantified experimentally via cellular traction force microscopy (TFM) methods 

that involve tracking ECM deformations that result from cell-generated forces (Polacheck & 

Chen, 2016). Briefly, small fluorescent beads are mixed into hydrogel substrates that serve as 

fiducial markers that can be tracked in space and time with microscopy (Dembo et al., 1996; 

Legant et al., 2013). Cells are plated on the hydrogel and allowed to spread; the distribution of 
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beads in this stressed state is imaged, cells are then lysed, and beads are imaged again to 

determine their position in the unstressed state. Computational algorithms can then be utilized to 

analyze the two images and quantify matrix displacements and the forces required to cause such 

displacements. Cellular tractions are very small (in the range of piconewtons to micronewtons) 

thus leading to low levels of deformations on simple elastic materials (such as PAA and PEG) as 

strain field magnitude decays rapidly from the point of force. For example, ECs cultured on low 

stiffness PAA gels (500 Pa) generate deformations of only a few microns in magnitude and are 

only measurable up to approximately 50 µm from the cell (Reinhart-King et al., 2003, 2008).  

In contract, force transmission in biological materials is greatly affected by the presence 

of fibrous networks with a large mesh size and relatively rigid filaments. Specifically, the 

presence of matrix fibers leads to complex mechanical behavior, namely non-affine 

deformations, realignment in the stress direction, and resulting strain-stiffening, all of which can 

enhance the transmission of cell-generated forces (Ma et al., 2013; Ronceray et al., 2016; Wang 

et al., 2015). For example, fibroblasts cultured on low density collagen hydrogels generate 

deformations that are measurable up to 1500 µm from the cell (Pakshir et al., 2019). This long-

range force transmission has been hypothesized to play an important role in tissue development, 

normal tissue function, as well as disease progression, but continued understanding of how these 

forces guide cell behavior is necessary.  

 

2.2 Mechanical Intercellular Communication 

2.2.1 Modes of intercellular communication 

 The ability of cells to communicate and coordinate their activity is crucial to the 

development and homeostatic function of all tissues (Yang et al., 2021). Despite its importance, 
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however, the precise mechanisms in which cells send and receive signals through biochemical or 

mechanical stimuli are not completely understood. Intercellular communication can be broadly 

segregated by direct and indirect forms of signaling (Yang et al., 2021). Direct communication 

occurs either via exchange of biochemicals or transmission of mechanical stresses through cell-

cell contacts. Intercellular communication over larger spatial scales, however, occur via indirect 

communication, generally mediated through secreted molecules that move by flow or diffusion 

(Dupont et al., 2018; Grecco et al., 2011; Nguyen et al., 2017; Van Niel et al., 2018). These 

secreted molecules are either hydrophobic molecules that passively diffuse across the plasma 

membrane or hydrophilic molecules that are recognized by membrane surface receptors of target 

cells, ultimately leading to the activation of intracellular signaling pathways that define the cell 

response. Indirect biochemical signaling can vary in range, with paracrine signaling only 

affecting neighboring cells near to the signaling cell, and autocrine signaling mediated by 

endocrine cells that can distribute signaling molecules (i.e., hormones) throughout the body via 

the circulation system.  

In addition to these well-established means of biochemically mediated intercellular 

signaling, a more recent body of evidence has shown that cells can also communicate via cell-

generated forces transmitted to neighboring cells through the ECM (Alisafaei et al., 2021; Sapir 

& Tzlil, 2017). This type of mechanical intercellular communication (MIC) is unique from 

biochemical signaling as it is long ranged, possesses strong directionality, and is greatly 

dependent on the mechanical properties of the ECM spanning the interacting cells. Indeed, these 

distinctive properties have led many to hypothesize a potential role for MIC during development 

and tissue morphogenesis as these processes are defined by precise collective motion and spatial 

coordination of cell orientation (Rozario & DeSimone, 2010). However, the dynamic and 
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reciprocal nature of cells generating and sensing mechanical signals makes MIC difficult to 

investigate. Additionally, isolating the specific role of mechanical signals from other modes of 

communication (e.g., chemical, electrical, direct communication) is challenging.  

 

Figure 2.4: Cells within 3D tissues communicate through direct or indirect approaches that are 

mediated by both biochemical and biophysical signals. Image reproduced from (Yang et al., 

2021). 
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2.2.2 Examples of mechanical intercellular communication 

 Several prior studies suggest that cell force-generated deformations of the ECM mediate 

communication between neighboring cells to regulate critical cell functions in cell migration and 

multicellular assembly. MIC has been observed in a variety of settings spanning different cell 

types, distinct ECM settings, and across scales ranging from tissues (Sawhney & Howard, 2002; 

Stopak & Harris, 1982), to multicellular clusters (Guo et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2014), to single 

cells (Natan et al., 2020; Nitsan et al., 2016; Pakshir et al., 2019; Reinhart-King et al., 2008; 

Winer et al., 2009). One of the first observed instances of MIC was nearly four decades ago, 

where Stopak and Harris observed that cultured contractile tissue explants embedded within 

collagen matrices physically reorganized and aligned collagen fibrils, generating tensile regions 

that directed cell migration between adjacent explants over millimeter length scales (Stopak & 

Harris, 1982). Similarly, recent studies with mammary epithelial cells cultured in collagen 

matrices provide evidence that matrix-borne tension can disrupt normal acinar architecture, 

promote epithelial-mesenchymal transition, and trigger cell escape in the context of metastasis 

(Shi et al., 2014). 

 At the single cell level, Reinhart-King et al. showed evidence that endothelial cell (EC) 

traction forces create local gradients of tension when cultured on low stiffness PAA hydrogels 

(500 Pa) that influence migration and cell-cell contact between neighboring cells (Reinhart-King 

et al., 2008). Additionally, more recent work from Pakshir et al. identified evidence for MIC 

between macrophages and contractile myofibroblasts, a heterotypic cellular interaction that bears 

significance in pathological healing and fibrosis (Pakshir et al., 2019). When co-cultured on low 

density collagen matrices (2 mg mL-1), macrophages persistently migrated towards contractile 

signaling myofibroblasts. Additionally, this work was also able to demonstrate that the strain 
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field generated by the contractile myofibroblast could be replaced with a microneedle to apply a 

similar magnitude of force and maintain macrophage response, indicating that mechanical 

signaling is occurring independent of biochemical signals. Beyond regulating cell migration, 

MIC has also been shown to influence synchronized beating of cardiomyocytes. Work from 

Nitsan et al. utilized a “mechanical cell” consisting of an oscillatory mechanical probe that 

mimics the deformations generated by a beating cardiomyocyte on a polyacrylamide hydrogel 

(Nitsan et al., 2016). Interestingly, cardiomyocytes cultured within 130 microns from the 

mechanical cell were trained to beat at the same frequency as the mechanical stimulus. This 

response was maintained for an hour after the stimulation was stopped, implying long-term 

adaptations within the cell. Furthermore, MIC likely underlies collective motion and spatial 

coordination of cell orientation during multicellular organization and, if properly harnessed in 

vitro, could be of importance when engineering tissue constructs for regenerative medicine 

applications.  

 

2.3 Engineering Microvascular Networks 

2.3.1 Vascular tissue engineering 

 The fields of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine are driven by the long-term 

goal of developing biological constructs that restore, maintain, or improve the function of a 

tissue or organ (Griffith & Naughton, 2002; Langer & Vacanti, 1993; Vacanti & Langer, 1999). 

While the past few decades have reported success in relatively thin non-vascularized tissues such 

as skin or cartilage (Chua et al., 2016; Makris et al., 2015), large and complex tissues require an 

adequate blood supply throughout the construct (Auger et al., 2013; Griffith et al., 2005; Koike 

et al., 2004). The rate of host vessel invasion of traditional biomaterials upon transplantation is 
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typically limited to several tenths of a micron per day, leading to necrosis at the center of the 

construct after implantation (Clark & Clark, 1939; Laschke et al., 2009; Rouwkema et al., 2008). 

Thus, an engineered graft thicker than the diffusion limit of gases and nutrients (about 150-200 

µm) requires a pre-formed vascular network. Additionally, ischemic diseases remain one of the 

leading causes of mortality and morbidity across the world and present an additional need for 

prevascularized constructs (Hausenloy & Yellon, 2013). As dense microcapillary networks can 

supply the demanding oxygen needs of many tissues due to their large surface area, engineered 

microvascular networks presents the most promising potential to solving this prevascularization 

problem.  

 

2.3.2 Fabrication approaches for engineered microvasculature 

 Previous strategies to vascularize 3D engineered biomaterials can generally be 

categorized as top-down or bottom-up. In top-down approaches, engineered vascular templates 

are pre-designed and fabricated before cells are introduced and include techniques such as 3D 

printing bioinks or sacrificial materials (Miller et al., 2012; Norotte et al., 2009; Skardal et al., 

2010), laser-mediated ablation (Brown et al., 2017b; Heintz et al., 2016), or layer-by-layer 

assembly (Morgan et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2016). For example, the use of sacrificial 3D 

printing to fabricate perfusable vascular networks was first demonstrated by Miller et al (Miller 

et al., 2012). In this work, rigid 3D filament networks of carbohydrate glass were printed as a 

sacrificial template within a hydrogel to generate cylindrical networks that were lined with ECs. 

More recently, Grigoryan et al. utilized stereolithography, an approach employed to efficiently 

convert photoactive liquid resins into structured components through localized 

photopolymerization, to enhance the production speed of 3D hydrogels containing intricate and 
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functional vascular architectures compared to extrusion printing of sacrificial structures 

(Grigoryan et al., 2019). In these approaches, ECs can be seeded within fabricated hollow spaces 

where they eventually spread and form a monolayer along the walls of the channel.  

Despite exquisite control over network geometry and architecture of top-down 

approaches, these methods fail to achieve the 5-20 µm diameter of microcapillaries. In contrast, 

bottom-up methods seek to harness the innate biological mechanisms that drive vessel formation 

during development and wound healing. In the body, neovascularization occurs via two distinct 

methods: angiogenesis, the extension of new vessels from a preexisting vessel, or 

vasculogenesis, the de novo formation of new vessels by self-assembly of individual ECs and/or 

endothelial progenitor cells (Vailhé et al., 2001). Angiogenesis is a multistep process that 

involves gradients of chemokines that promote tip cell formation, collective migration of 

multicellular sprouts through the ECM, and subsequent maturation of lumenized microvessels 

(Potente et al., 2011). One simple approach towards recapitulating angiogenic sprouting in vitro 

is an EC outgrowth assay from microcarrier beads or cell spheroids embedded within 3D 

hydrogels (Ghajar et al., 2008)g. Additionally, more advanced models have taken advantage of 

advances in microfluidics to develop tissue-on-a-chip platforms that recapitulate 3D EC 

sprouting morphogenesis from a stable endothelium of an engineered parent vessel (Nguyen et 

al., 2013; Trappmann et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020, 2021a, 2021b).  

 

2.3.3 In vitro vasculogenic assembly 

Alternatively, vasculogenesis does not rely on the presence of a parent vessel and can 

also be recapitulated in vitro. Compared to angiogenesis-driven approaches, vasculogenic 

assembly has increased scalability due to the concurrent formation of vessel-like structures 
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throughout the biomaterial construct as opposed to progressive vascularization via sprouting 

(Song et al., 2018).  

Due to the numerous challenges studying vasculogenesis in vivo, in vitro network 

formation assays have greatly facilitated our understanding of the biological regulation of this 

complex process. The earliest work studying EC network formation consisted of ECs plated on 

Matrigel, a reconstituted gel containing basement membrane matrix proteins (Kubota, Y., 

Kleinman, H. K., Marin, G. R., and Lawley, 1988). In this setting, ECs rapidly attach, extend, 

and form networks of multicellular capillary-like tubules within 24 hours. These studies have 

been critical in determining vital growth factors, genes, and signaling pathways involved with 

the self-assembly of EC networks, but the 2D nature of this work yields an incomplete 

understanding. Thus, many have since developed 3D vasculogenic models in a variety of natural 

and synthetic ECM settings, such as fibrin, collagen, and PEG, in which ECs associate with 

neighboring cells to form an interconnected network (Beamish et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2012; 

Freiman et al., 2016; Koh et al., 2008; Lesman et al., 2011; Rao et al., 2012; Zanotelli et al., 

2016). In these 3D settings, the addition of a support stromal cell, such as dermal fibroblasts, 

mesenchymal stem cells, or pericytes function to guide and stabilize vessel-like networks. The 

exact mechanism by which stromal cells support vasculogenic assembly is not well understood, 

but previous work has revealed pivotal importance in secretion of proangiogenic growth factors 

(DiPietro, 2016; Xiao et al., 2019) and ECM remodeling (i.e., matrix degradation and secretion) 

(Newman et al., 2011). Interestingly, recent work from Song et al. identified that the presence of 

stromal cells is only necessary during the first few days of EC morphogenesis, after which they 

can be ablated without significantly affecting the structural features and functionality of the 

developed vessel-like networks (Song et al., 2020).  
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Figure 2.5: Engineered microvessels can be fabricated using either top-down or bottom-up 

approaches. Image reproduced from (Song et al., 2018). 

 

2.3.4 Mechanical regulation of vasculogenic assembly 

While biochemical regulation of vasculogenic assembly has been well studied, far less is 

known about how physical attributes of the ECM govern the assembly and maturation of 

engineered microvessels. Previous work implicating matrix mechanical properties in 

vasculogenesis has identified a role for matrix elastic modulus and generally suggests that the 

more compliant a material is, the greater its capacity to facilitate EC network formation (Lesman 

et al., 2016). For example, Vailhé et al. varied fibrin gel concentration and resulting elastic 

modulus and observed that decreasing fibrin concentration led to an increase in 2D EC network 

formation (Vailhé et al., 1997). However, given the co-dependence of gel mechanical properties, 
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matrix topography, and ligand density on ECM protein concentration within naturally derived 

gels, isolating the specific contribution of biophysical vs. biochemical signals proves difficult. 

One approach to counteract this problem in natural materials is glycation, which increases gel 

elastic modulus with minimal impact on gel architecture. Using this technique in collagen gels, 

Mason et al. found that increasing ECM stiffness correlated with the formation of capillary-like 

structures in 3D, a result opposite of the accepted trend (Mason et al., 2013). Furthermore, 

studies conducted on PAA gels conversely demonstrated that ECs transition from a monolayer to 

network-like phenotype with decreasing hydrogel elastic modulus (Califano & Reinhart-King, 

2008). 

While matrix stiffness is directly regulating cell spreading and migration via 

mechanotransduction pathways, mechanical properties of the ECM also underly the generation 

and transmission of cell forces and are likely impacting MIC that could underly vasculogenic 

assembly. The following thesis chapters focus on designing fibrous biomaterial platforms that 

support EC network formation (Chapters 3-5), developing techniques to study mechanical 

communication between ECs in fibrous matrices (Chapter 6), and utilizing this information to 

design 3D fiber-reinforced hydrogels that optimize MIC to support the self-assembly of ECs into 

functional prevascularized tissue constructs (Chapter 7). Lastly, Chapter 8 will provide a 

summary of the main findings of this thesis and future directions of studying MIC and 

vasculogenic assembly towards improving strategies for regenerative medicine and therapeutic 

applications.  
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Chapter 3: Cell Force-Mediated Matrix Reorganization Underlies 

Multicellular Network Assembly 
 

3.1 Authors 

Christopher D. Davidson, William Y. Wang, Ina Zaimi, Danica Kristen P. Jayco, Brendon M. 

Baker 

 

3.2 Abstract 

Vasculogenesis is the de novo formation of a vascular network from individual 

endothelial progenitor cells occurring during embryonic development, organogenesis, and adult 

neovascularization. Vasculogenesis can be mimicked and studied in vitro using network 

formation assays, in which endothelial cells (ECs) spontaneously form capillary-like structures 

when seeded in the appropriate microenvironment. While the biochemical regulators of network 

formation have been well studied using these assays, the role of mechanical and topographical 

properties of the extracellular matrix (ECM) is less understood. Here, we utilized both natural 

and synthetic fibrous materials to better understand how physical attributes of the ECM influence 

the assembly of EC networks. Our results reveal that active cell-mediated matrix recruitment 

through actomyosin force generation occurs concurrently with network formation on Matrigel, a 

reconstituted basement membrane matrix regularly used to promote EC networks, and on 

synthetic matrices composed of electrospun dextran methacrylate (DexMA) fibers. Furthermore, 
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modulating physical attributes of DexMA matrices that impair matrix recruitment consequently 

inhibited the formation of cellular networks. These results suggest an iterative process in which 

dynamic cell-induced changes to the physical microenvironment reciprocally modulate cell 

behavior to guide the formation and stabilization of multicellular networks. 

 

3.3 Introduction 

Vasculogenesis, the de novo formation of blood vessels, occurs during embryonic 

development, organogenesis, and adult neovascularization (Asahara et al., 1997; Matsumoto et 

al., 2001; Risau & Lemmon, 1988). This dynamic process involves the aggregation and 

organization of individual endothelial progenitor cells into an interconnected network of 

capillaries (Drake, 2003). Due to numerous challenges studying vasculogenesis in vivo, in vitro 

network formation assays have greatly facilitated our understanding of the biological regulation 

of this complex process. In typical studies, endothelial cells (ECs) plated on Matrigel (a 

reconstituted gel containing basement membrane matrix proteins) rapidly attach, extend, and 

form networks of multicellular capillary-like tubules within 24 hours (Kubota, Y., Kleinman, H. 

K., Marin, G. R., and Lawley, 1988). These and similar studies performed with two- or three-

dimensional collagen and fibrin gels (Davis et al., 2000; Vailhé et al., 1997) have been critical in 

determining the vital growth factors (Browning et al., 2008), genes (Bell et al., 2001), and 

signaling pathways (Grove et al., 2002) required for vasculogenesis, but far less is known about 

how physical attributes of the extracellular matrix (ECM) govern this cell assembly process. A 

deeper understanding from the perspective of the physical microenvironment would aid in the 

design of biomaterials that facilitate the rapid formation of vasculature and subsequent host 
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integration following implantation, which are significant outstanding challenges in the field of 

tissue engineering and regenerative medicine (Auger et al., 2013). 

 Mechanical interactions between cells and the ECM are critical in many single- and 

multi-cellular processes including cell spreading (Vogel & Sheetz, 2006), cell migration (Charras 

& Sahai, 2014), and tissue morphogenesis (Lutolf & Hubbell, 2005). Previous work implicating 

matrix mechanical properties in vasculogenesis has focused on matrix elastic modulus and 

generally suggests that the more compliant a material is, the greater its capacity to facilitate EC 

network formation (Lesman et al., 2016). For example, Vailhé et al varied fibrin gel 

concentration and resulting elastic modulus, and observed that decreasing fibrin concentrations 

led to an increase in EC network formation (Vailhé et al., 1997). However, given the co-

dependence of gel mechanical properties, matrix topography, and ligand density on ECM protein 

concentration within naturally derived gels, isolating the specific contribution of biophysical vs. 

biochemical signals proves difficult. One approach to counteract this problem in natural 

materials is glycation, which increases gel elastic modulus with minimal impact on gel 

architecture (Roy et al., 2010). Using this technique in collagen gels, Mason et al found that 

increasing ECM stiffness correlated with the formation of capillary-like structures, a result 

opposite to the accepted trend (Mason et al., 2013). Synthetic ECM mimetics typically provide 

greater control over matrix cues and therefore have provided another key approach to examining 

the role of matrix mechanical properties on EC network formation. Studies conducted on 

polyacrylamide (PA) gels, a commonly used elastic hydrogel that enables independent 

modulation of ECM elastic modulus and ligand density, conversely demonstrated that ECs 

transition from a monolayer to network-like phenotype with decreasing hydrogel elastic modulus 

(Califano & Reinhart-King, 2008; Deroanne et al., 2001; Saunders & Hammer, 2010). 
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One potential source of these conflicting observations is that elastic modulus, although an 

important metric representing the stress/strain response of an elastically deforming material, may 

not sufficiently describe the mechanical behavior of all biologic materials. In vivo 

microenvironments that promote vessel formation, such as embryonic mesenchymal tissue 

during development or fibrin-clots during wound healing, possess complex mechanical behavior 

due in part to their fibrous composition and viscoelastic properties. Indeed, many of the settings 

commonly used to promote the formation of EC networks in vitro – Matrigel, collagen, and 

fibrin – also possess fibrous structure at various length scales with complex and hierarchical 

mechanics not fully encapsulated by an elastic modulus value (Beier et al., 2009; Gelain et al., 

2006; Lisi et al., 2012; Nam et al., 2016). 

In particular, we recently showed that in fibrous matrices, cellular ECM mechanosensing 

is affected by dynamic changes in local adhesive ligand availability and matrix topography due 

to cell-force mediated recruitment of matrix fibers (Baker et al., 2015). Cellular reorganization of 

the matrix has also been observed in vivo (Provenzano et al., 2006), in natural materials such as 

collagen and fibrin (Ban et al., 2018; Malandrino et al., 2017), and within stress relaxing 

hydrogels (Lou et al., 2018). Interestingly, matrix reorganization in many of these materials has 

been shown to be irreversible, implying plastic deformation that permanently alters matrix 

architecture (Malandrino et al., 2017; Nam et al., 2016). Elastic hydrogels such as PA, however, 

support limited matrix reorganization (Baker et al., 2015; Legant et al., 2010), and any 

deformation to the underlying substrate under cell forces is completely reversible (a behavior 

essential to the use of elastic materials for traction force methodologies) (Dembo & Wang, 

1999). As the majority of EC network formation studies in synthetic ECMs have focused on non-

fibrous elastic hydrogels, the relationship between matrix reorganization and vasculogenesis has 
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not been explored. Here, we combined experiments in natural and synthetic materials to gain 

insight into how physical properties of fibrous ECM and cell-mediated matrix reorganization 

regulate network formation. We established a model of EC network formation in a synthetic 

fibrous matrix, orthogonally examined the effect of matrix architecture and mechanics on this 

assembly process, and found that cell-force mediated matrix reorganization and continued force 

propagation is required for the formation and stabilization of these networks.  

 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 ECM mechanics regulate EC network formation and matrix reorganization on 

Matrigel 

To begin to investigate the role of ECM mechanics on EC network formation we utilized 

Matrigel, a reconstituted basement membrane matrix known to robustly promote the formation 

of EC networks (Kubota, Y., Kleinman, H. K., Marin, G. R., and Lawley, 1988). We adopted a 

technique to fabricate wedge-shaped gels with varying thickness across the substrate (Mullen et 

al., 2015), thus modulating cell-perceived matrix stiffness via proximity to a rigid underlying 

boundary condition (Buxboim et al., 2010). Human umbilical vein ECs seeded on these 

substrates and visualized after 12 hours of culture resulted in varying multicellular morphologies 

as a function of gel thickness (Figure 3.1a). At thicker sections of the gel (> 200 microns), 

networks formed with long cellular extensions in contrast to thinner sections (< 200 microns) 

where extensions were shorter and yielded a denser network or a cell monolayer at the thinnest 

regions examined (< 20 microns). To statistically differentiate these morphological variations, 

we utilized a previously established metric of the ratio of cellular area to perimeter (A/P ratio) 

(Califano & Reinhart-King, 2008). This metric numerically distinguishes three possible 
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phenotypes: single, disconnected cells (A/P < 10 μm), an interconnected network (10 μm < A/P 

< 30 μm), or a cell monolayer (A/P > 30 μm) (Supplementary Figure 3.1). In the above 

experiment, A/P ratio decreased significantly with increasing Matrigel thickness, supporting the 

morphological transition from monolayer to network phenotype (Figure 3.1b). 

To provide further evidence that matrix mechanical properties mediate this assembly 

process, Matrigel substrates of uniform thickness (approximately 450 µm) were crosslinked with 

glutaraldehyde (Semler et al., 2000). Controlled exposure to varying concentrations of 

glutaraldehyde increased Young’s modulus from 401 to 1126 Pa (Figure 3.1c, Supplementary 

Figure 3.2) and led to a graded cellular response ranging from successful network formation in 

untreated controls (E = 401 Pa), a heterogeneous mixture of networks with large areas containing 

monolayers at low concentrations of glutaraldehyde (E = 595 Pa), to a complete monolayer 

lacking network morphology at the highest concentration examined (E = 1126 Pa) (Figure 

3.1d,e). Taken together, these results obtained by two distinct methods are in agreement with the 

general claim that more compliant materials promote the formation of EC networks in vitro 

(Califano & Reinhart-King, 2008; Deroanne et al., 2001; Saunders & Hammer, 2010; Vailhé et 

al., 1997). 

To visualize cell-mediated deformations of the underlying matrix, control or 

glutaraldehyde-crosslinked Matrigel substrates with embedded fluorescent microspheres (Fl-μS) 

were imaged by time-lapse microscopy immediately after seeding with ECs. In control 

substrates, cells appeared to exert traction forces to actively deform and recruit the ECM 

concurrent with cellular reorganization and network assembly, resulting in dense regions of 

matrix directly beneath ECs that mirrored closely the overall pattern of assembled networks 

(Figure 3.1f, Supplementary Figure 3.3a, Supplementary Movie 3.1). Furthermore, these 
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cell-mediated deformations to the matrix were permanent, as limited elastic recovery was noted 

following removal of EC networks by lysis (Figure 3.1f). Interestingly, we observed distinct Fl-

μS dynamics in crosslinked Matrigel substrates that led to monolayer formation (E = 1126 Pa). 

Although non-negligible motion was observed, Fl-μS displacement paths were short, randomly 

directed, and did not condense, implying limited ECM recruitment during the formation of a 

cellular monolayer (Figure 3.1g, Supplementary Figure 3.3b, Supplementary Movie 3.2). 

These studies suggest an important role for matrix reorganization in EC network formation, and 

may in part explain why compliant, deformable matrix settings tend to be pro-vasculogenic.  

 
Figure 3.1: ECM mechanics regulate EC network formation and matrix reorganization on 

Matrigel. (a) Confocal fluorescence maximum projections of phalloidin-stained ECs seeded on 

wedge-shaped Matrigel substrates ranging in thickness from approximately 0 to 550 µm, after 

12h of culture. (b) Resulting network morphology was determined by the area/perimeter ratio of 
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thresholded images at select thicknesses of Matrigel as indicated (Supplementary Figure 3.1). 

Horizontal error bars represent the range of thickness for each analyzed section of the image; n ≥ 

3. (c) Young’s modulus of Matrigel crosslinked with varying glutaraldehyde concentrations 

determined by microscale compression testing; n ≥ 8. (d) Fluorescent images of ECs cultured for 

12 hours on Matrigel after glutaraldehyde crosslinking at the indicated concentration; actin 

(cyan), nuclei (yellow). (e) Cell area/perimeter ratio on Matrigel substrates as a function of 

glutaraldehyde crosslinking; n ≥ 7. Representative time-lapse images of lifeAct-GFP expressing 

ECs (top row) and embedded fluorescent microspheres (Fl-μS, bottom row) on untreated control 

(f) and 0.1% glutaraldehyde treated (g) Matrigel substrates. Rainbow overlays depict cell and Fl-

µS motion (with final EC structure outlined in white) over the 8 hour time-lapse. Rightmost 

images in (f) depict cell and Fl-µS images following cell lysis. Untreated control substrates 

demonstrate high levels of matrix deformation and reorganization in contrast to glutaraldehyde 

crosslinked Matrigel. In the control case, limited elastic recovery is observed after removal of the 

formed network. Scale bars: 500 μm. All data presented as mean ± std, * P<0.05. 

 

3.4.2 Synthetic fibrous DexMA matrices undergo pronounced matrix reorganization 

during EC network formation  

While Matrigel has served as an important setting for studying various biological 

processes including vasculogenesis, eliminating the influence of its numerous biochemical 

components and orthogonally modulating the biophysical properties of this material proves 

challenging. In the experiments above, we modulated crosslinking and quantified differences in 

substrate elastic modulus from bulk compression testing, however glutaraldehyde crosslinking 

alters biochemical and mechanical properties beyond solely the elastic modulus of the gel. 

Furthermore, although Matrigel possesses a fibrous ultrastructure (with fibers on the range of 70 

nm in diameter (Abrams et al., 2000)), tuning mechanical and topographical features significant 

to EC network formation is not currently achievable with this material. Given these challenges 

and a putative role for fibrous structure in vasculogenesis, we adopted a previously developed 

synthetic fibrous ECM mimetic composed of electrospun dextran methacrylate (DexMA) fibers 

possessing well-defined and tunable mechanical and biochemical properties (Baker et al., 2015). 

DexMA fibrous matrices were suspended over an array of microfabricated wells such that 
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cells in well-regions are not influenced by a rigid underlying support, but instead sense the 

mechanical properties defined by fibrous architecture, the stiffness of individual fibers, and 

proximity to rigid boundary conditions of the well edge (Figure 3.2b). Fiber matrices with low 

bulk stiffness (E = 1.5 kPa) were functionalized with the adhesive peptide CCRGDS (RGD) via 

Michael-type addition with unreacted methacrylates, and seeded with ECs which rapidly 

adhered, reorganized ECM fibers, and assembled into networks within 24 hours (Figure 3.2b,d, 

Supplementary Movie 3.3). During the first four hours, we noted marked matrix reorganization 

through recruitment of fibers beneath individual ECs and lateral bundling of fibers between 

adhered cells, accompanied by cell spreading and the formation of cell-cell contacts (Figure 

3.2d, Supplementary Movie S4). Following this initial phase, EC network morphology 

stabilized over a prolonged period of spatially and temporally heterogeneous deformations and 

force propagation throughout the matrix and EC network (Supplementary Movie S3). Although 

the majority of cellular connections formed during the first four hours, additional cell extensions 

leading to inter-cellular connection occurred throughout the 24-hour culture period 

(Supplementary Figure 3.4). Similar to Matrigel, physical matrix reorganization of DexMA 

matrices proved permanent, as limited recovery of fibers to their initial geometry occurred 

following cell lysis (Figure 3.2c). Furthermore, we note that ECs secrete fibronectin that adheres 

to DexMA fibers at network nodes where there is high relative fiber density (Supplementary 

Figure 3.5), which could in part explain the permanence of matrix deformations. A/P ratio 

throughout this dynamic process began low (< 10 μm) while single cells adhered prior to 

spreading and connecting with other cells, rapidly increased over the first four hours as 

interconnected network formed, and then settled at an intermediate value (10-30 μm) following 

stabilization (Figure 3.2e). To quantify matrix reorganization over time, Fl-μS were embedded 
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within DexMA fibers and tracked during network formation (Tinevez et al., 2017). The sum of 

the mean squared displacements between frames for each individual Fl-μS was calculated via 

custom Matlab script (Figure 3.2f, Supplementary Figure 3.6). Bead displacement increased 

rapidly over the first four hours paralleling the dynamics of A/P ratio, but then transitioned to a 

constant linear increase reflecting continuous matrix deformations and force propagation 

following EC network stabilization (Figure 3.2f, Supplementary Movie 3.3). We further 

quantified matrix remodeling by performing image analysis on the open space, or pores, between 

DexMA fibers (Supplementary Figure 3.7). Through this quantification, we observe that 

average pore size increases and the total number of pores decreases over time, supporting the 

observation that ECs bundle and condense matrix fibrils as they spread and interconnect into a 

multicellular assembly. Overall, these studies established EC network formation in fully 

synthetic DexMA fibrous matrices that, despite significant distinctions in matrix structure and 

adhesive ligand, reveal similarities in terms of network morphology and matrix reorganization as 

studies performed with Matrigel. 
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Figure 3.2: Synthetic fibrous DexMA matrices undergo pronounced matrix reorganization 

during EC network formation. (a) Schematic of microfabricated PDMS multi-well substrate 

possessing a 4x4 array of wells, each supporting a suspended matrix of non-aligned DexMA 

fibers coupled with RGD to facilitate cell adhesion. (b) Tile-scan confocal image of EC networks 

after 24 hours of culture on DexMA fiber matrices; rhodamine-labeled fibers (magenta), F-actin 

(cyan), and nuclei (yellow) (scale bar: 1 mm). (c) Limited elastic recovery of fibers after lysis of 

CellTracker labeled ECs, demonstrating that physical matrix reorganization is permanent (scale 

bar: 100 μm). (d) Representative time-lapse images of lifeAct-GFP expressing ECs at 0, 1, 4, and 

24h following seeding (scale bar: 100 μm). Cell area/perimeter ratio (e) and total Fl-μS 

displacement (f) over the 24-hour time-lapse series of network formation; n = 8. 

 

3.4.3 Actomyosin contractility is required for EC network formation on fibrous DexMA 

matrices 

  Given the likelihood that the deformations observed in the above studies are 

consequences of cell traction forces, we tested a requirement for actomyosin-generated 

contractile forces in EC network assembly by treatment with pharmacologic inhibitors. Cells 

dosed with cytochalasin D (actin polymerization inhibitor), blebbistatin (myosin II inhibitor), or 
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Y-27632 (ROCK inhibitor), EC networks failed to form over 24h (Figure 3.3a). Treatment with 

cytochalasin D completely abrogated cell spreading, resulting in individual cells with a low A/P 

ratio (Figure 3.3a,b). In the presence of blebbistatin and Y-27632, ECs were adhered to the 

matrix and spread but demonstrated limited interaction with neighboring cells and largely 

remained as individual cells, resulting in a lower A/P ratio as compared to controls (Figure 

3.3a,b). Fl-μS displacements were significantly lower for all inhibitors, corresponding to limited 

reorganization of matrix fibrils (Figure 3.3a,c). Additional analysis of cytoskeletal structure via 

high-resolution confocal microscopy indicates the presence of F-actin stress fibers in control 

conditions, in contrast to a diffuse or punctate F-actin signal and absence of stress fibers upon 

treatment with cytochalasin D, blebbistatin, and Y-27632 (Supplementary Figure 3.8). These 

studies demonstrate that actomyosin-generated contractile cell forces are required for matrix 

reorganization, and associate the absence of matrix reorganization with failure of ECs to form 

networks. 
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Figure 3.3: Actomyosin contractility is required for EC network formation on fibrous 

DexMA matrices. (a) Confocal fluorescence images of phalloidin-stained ECs and rhodamine 

labeled fibers after 24 hours, with indicated pharmacologic inhibitor treatment; actin (cyan), 

nuclei (yellow), fibers (magenta). Scale bar: 100 μm. (b) Cell area/perimeter ratio after 24 hours 

of culture as a function of pharmacologic inhibitor treatment. (c) Total Fl-μS displacement over 

the first 12 hours of network formation as a function of pharmacologic inhibitor treatment. All 

data presented as mean ± std; n ≥ 6; * P<0.05. 
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3.4.4 Physical properties of fibrous ECM influence matrix reorganization and EC network 

formation 

  The above results suggest a potential requirement for cell-mediated matrix reorganization 

during EC network formation, so we further hypothesized that matrix mechanics and architecture 

could regulate this process by impacting the ability of cell forces to reorganize the matrix. 

Taking advantage of the tunable nature of these synthetic matrices, we orthogonally modulated 

physical matrix properties relevant to natural tissues and examined matrix reorganization and 

network formation. First, the stiffness of matrix fibers was modulated by tuning crosslinking via 

photoinitiator concentration, resulting in increases in the Young’s moduli of fiber matrices with 

no effect on initial fiber density (Figure 3.4a,b, Supplementary Figure 3.2). In comparison to 

controls (E = 1.5 kPa) where high levels of matrix reorganization corresponded with EC network 

formation, matrices with increasingly stiffer fibers led to a graded decrease in network formation 

and a transition towards monolayer formation (Figure 3.4b, Supplementary Movie 3.5). 

Increases in A/P ratio as a function of fiber/matrix stiffness corroborated this change in 

morphology (Figure 3.4c). Increasing fiber/matrix stiffness also yielded a graded decrease in 

matrix reorganization as determined by Fl-μS displacements (Figure 3.4d). 

  We next investigated the effect of matrix fiber density by altering the duration of 

electrospinning and fiber collection (Figure 3.4e,f), while maintaining a constant degree of 

crosslinking (equivalent to the lowest stiffness concentration). Control matrices with the lowest 

fiber density examined resulted in formation of EC networks, concurrent with high levels of 

matrix remodeling (Figure 3.4f). Increasing fiber density resulted in a graded response in A/P 

ratio and Fl-μS displacement similar to the above studies modulating fiber stiffness (Figure 3.4f-

h), further supporting a strong connection between matrix reorganization and successful network 
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formation. 

  Lastly, we welded junctions between fibers via exposing substrates to high humidity prior 

to crosslinking in order to model inter-fiber crosslinking. This perturbation does not alter overall 

matrix architecture, the elasticity of individual fibers, or the Young’s modulus of the bulk 

material, but has previously been shown to decrease fiber recruitment by mesenchymal stem 

cells (Baker et al., 2015). Control conditions with limited inter-fiber welding formed networks 

concurrent with high levels of matrix reorganization, as in earlier studies (Figure 3.4j). 

However, inter-fiber welding of matrices of the same crosslinking and initial fiber density 

(Figure 3.4i,j) led to a significant increase in A/P ratio and a significant decrease in Fl-μS 

displacement, indicating a transition to a cellular monolayer and a decrease in matrix remodeling 

(Figure 3.4j-l). While networks still formed in both conditions, there was a clear change in 

network morphology, as welding led to larger network nodes containing monolayers as 

compared to the control condition, similar to Matrigel substrates exposed to low concentrations 

of glutaraldehyde (Figure 3.1d). For all matrix perturbations (stiffness, density, and inter-fiber 

crosslinking) described above, there were no significant differences in fiber diameter 

(Supplementary Figure 3.9). 
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Figure 3.4: Physical properties of fibrous ECM influence matrix reorganization and EC 

network formation. EC network formation was assayed on DexMA fibrous matrices with 

varying stiffness (a-d), fiber density (e-h), and with modulation of inter-fiber crosslinks (welds) 

(i-l). (a) Young’s modulus of DexMA fiber matrices as a function of photoinitiator (LAP) 

concentration. (e,i) Fiber density prior to cell seeding determined as the percent total area of each 

substrate containing fibers. (b,f,j) Representative image of initial fiber density prior to cell 

seeding (far left); confocal fluorescent images of phalloidin-stained ECs (left) and rhodamine 

labeled fibers (middle) 24 hours after seeding under the indicated matrix perturbation after 24 

hours of culture; merged images (right) showing actin (cyan), nuclei (yellow), and fibers 

(magenta) (scale bar: 100 μm). (c,g,k) EC area/perimeter ratio as a function of ECM 

perturbation. (d,h,l) Total Fl-μS displacement over the first 12 hours of network formation as a 

function of ECM perturbation. All data presented as mean ± std; n ≥ 6; * P<0.05. 

 

3.4.5 Matrices permissive to physical reorganization and persistent deformations yield EC 

networks stabilized by VE-cadherin enriched cell-cell junctions 

  These results support a role for cell force-mediated matrix reorganization in EC network 
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formation (primarily over the first 4 hours of culture), but do not address the stabilization of 

networks and ensuing steady state behavior. A constant A/P ratio with linearly increasing Fl-μS 

displacements after the initial four hours of culture (Figure 3.2e,f) reflect stable cellular 

connections and network morphology despite continual deformations to the underlying matrix 

(Supplementary Movie 3.3). To investigate stabilization of EC networks, we examined cell-cell 

adhesion maturity via immunostaining for VE-cadherin, an EC adherens junction molecule 

critical to blood vessel maturation and stability. Fluorescent intensity of VE-cadherin 

(normalized to cell density) significantly increased over time on control matrices (Figure 

3.5a,b). In contrast, cell-cell adhesions in stiff matrices that underwent limited reorganization 

possessed significantly lower VE-cadherin levels despite successful spreading and formation of 

cell-cell contacts (Figure 3.5c,d). Furthermore, treatment of formed cell networks on control 

matrices with ethylene glycol-bis(2-aminoethylether)-N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic acid (EGTA), which 

chelates calcium ions and disrupts cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesions (Telo’ et al., 1998; 

Volberg et al., 1986), resulted in a loss of intercellular connections and dissociation into single 

cells (Supplementary Figure 3.10). 

  Both matrix reorganization and force transmission may contribute to the observed 

maturation of cell-cell adhesions, however the above experiment fails to segregate the two. 

Matrix reorganization to a condensed architecture with restricted fiber/ligand availability could 

more rapidly facilitate cell-cell engagement through contact guidance, but alternatively, a 

mechanically permissive matrix that can be reorganized by cells may also facilitate force 

transmission between interconnected cells that would strengthen cadherin junctions. To 

discriminate between topographical and mechanical effects, we created soft and stiff matrices 

with pre-organized fiber architecture reflecting the final state of control matrices in the above 
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studies. Pre-organized matrices were fabricated by allowing networks to form normally followed 

by cell lysis, as matrix reorganization is largely permanent (Figure 3.2c). Following lysis, pre-

organized matrices were either UV crosslinked and reseeded (“reorg – stiff”) or immediately 

reseeded with ECs (“reorg – soft”). Reseeding of reorganized stiff matrices which allow for no 

further matrix deformations after initial organization resulted in significantly lower VE-cadherin 

expression as compared to control networks, despite retaining a network-like morphology due to 

contact guidance of pre-organized fibers (Figure 3.5c,d). In contrast, the reorganized soft 

matrices that allow for continued matrix displacements and force propagation resulted in cell-cell 

junctions with significantly higher VE-cadherin (Figure 3.5c,d). Taken together, these results 

suggest that matrix deformability and force transmission after initial interconnections form 

between cells stabilizes EC networks through promoting the maturation of cell-cell adhesions.  
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Figure 3.5: Matrices permissive to physical reorganization and persistent deformations 

yield EC networks stabilized by VE-cadherin enriched cell-cell junctions. (a) Confocal 

fluorescence maximum projections of phalloidin-stained ECs (cyan), rhodamine labeled fibers 

(magenta), nuclei (yellow), and VE-cadherin (gray) at 0, 1, 4, and 24 h after cell seeding on 

control DexMA matrices (top row). Dashed boxes indicate locations of higher magnification 

images depicting VE-cadherin expression at cell-cell junctions (bottom row). (c) Confocal 

fluorescence maximum projections of phalloidin-stained ECs (cyan), rhodamine labeled fibers 

(magenta), nuclei (yellow), and VE-cadherin (gray) of samples 24 h after seeding on control and 

stiff DexMA matrices, on control matrices cultured for 24h, lysed, crosslinked, and then 

reseeded for 24 h (Reorg – Stiff), or on control matrices cultured for 24h, lysed, and then 

reseeded for 24 h (Reorg – Soft) (top row). Dashed boxes indicate locations of higher 

magnification images depicting VE-cadherin expression at cell-cell junctions 24 h after cell 

seeding (bottom row). Scale bars: 50 μm. (b,d) Quantification of total VE-cadherin fluorescent 

intensity normalized to cell density at each timepoint (b) and matrix condition (d). All data 

presented as mean ± std; n ≥ 16; * P<0.05. 

 

3.5 Discussion 

Mechanical interactions between cells and the ECM have been shown to be crucial in 

many biological processes, including migration, differentiation, and morphogenesis. Here, we 

utilized both natural and synthetic matrices to examine how cell interactions with the physical 

microenvironment mediate the assembly of multicellular networks and found that dynamic force-

mediated modulation of matrix structure is critical in this phenomenon. Studies varying the rigid 

boundary conditions and crosslinking of Matrigel demonstrated that mechanical perturbations to 

the microenvironment profoundly altered this process. Interestingly, we observed that active 

matrix recruitment coincided with network formation, resulting in regions of condensed matrix 

that closely paralleled the patterning of EC networks. Next, we identified matrix conditions that 

facilitate rapid EC network assembly on synthetic DexMA fibrous matrices affording 

controllable mechanical and topographical properties. We confirmed a requirement for 

actyomyosin-generated forces in matrix fibril reorganization and observed a strong association 

between dynamic changes to matrix structure and successful EC network assembly. Varying 

physical parameters of these matrices, we further found that perturbations that diminish the 
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ability of cells to physically reorganize the matrix proved inhibitory to network formation. 

Lastly, we found that deformable matrices that permit active force transmission across an 

interconnected cell network promoted stabilization of cell-cell junctions as seen by increased 

VE-cadherin levels. Taken together, these results demonstrate that cell force-mediated 

reorganization, independent of enzymatic activity, mediates dynamic changes in matrix 

topography, ligand availability, and mechanical forces that underlie the formation and 

stabilization of interconnected multicellular networks. 

Highly localized reorganization of the matrix through cellular recruitment of matrix 

fibrils results in actively changing adhesive ligand distribution and density. Our previous work 

demonstrated that cell-mediated fiber recruitment increased adhesive ligand density proximal to 

the cell surface, contributing to increases in cell spreading, focal adhesion formation, and 

associated signaling (Baker et al., 2015). Similar findings have been confirmed in natural fibrous 

materials, such as type I collagen gels (Xie et al., 2017), and may occur at a smaller length scale 

in viscoelastic hydrogels (Chaudhuri et al., 2015). Studies performed on 2D elastic hydrogels 

increasing adhesive ligand concentration while maintaining gel elastic modulus constant revealed 

increases in cell spreading and cell force generation as measured by traction force microscopy 

(TFM) (Califano & Reinhart-King, 2010; Engler et al., 2004; Reinhart-King et al., 2003). TFM 

in fibrous matrices is not yet an established technique due to their composition of discrete fibers 

(thereby invalidating continuum assumptions), non-linear mechanical behavior, and plastic 

deformations, thus a direct relationship between cell-generated forces and fibril/ligand 

organization remains an outstanding challenge. However, given previous studies in a variety of 

settings connecting ligand availability with focal adhesion maturation (Baker et al., 2015; Xie et 

al., 2017) and traction force generation (Balaban et al., 2001; Engler et al., 2004; Rape et al., 
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2011), it is likely that local matrix recruitment in this setting feeds back to increase cell force 

generation. This suggests the initial phase of EC network assembly involves a cyclic process in 

which ECs initially adhere and recruit matrix, triggering increased spreading, focal adhesion 

formation, and force generation, which in turn could further amplify matrix recruitment until an 

equilibrium is eventually achieved. 

Reorganization of the matrix likely also contributes to dynamic and heterogeneous 

changes in matrix topography and mechanics. In isotropic matrices lacking fibril alignment, cell-

generated forces generally lead to radial alignment of fibers around the cell (Baker et al., 2015; 

Piotrowski-Daspit et al., 2017). However, when cells are in close proximity or sense mechanical 

resistance from a nearby rigid boundary, cell and force anisotropies rapidly develop (Barocas & 

Tranquillo, 1997; Stopak & Harris, 1982). In these studies, localized fiber alignment between 

two cells could contribute to directional extension and formation of cellular interconnections via 

contact guidance, supporting a role for matrix recruitment and fiber bundling in multicellular 

assembly. Beyond topography-induced contact guidance, however, the presence of aligned fibers 

spanning neighboring cells over large distances (up to 300 microns, Supplementary Figure 

3.11) also suggests the involvement of long-range mechanical force propagation. Heterogeneous 

force distribution and localized paths of highest tension could induce cell polarization, 

directional extension, and bundling of matrix fibers. Subsequent alterations to local matrix 

structure would then reinforce a preferential direction of force transmission along tensile tracks 

of aligned fibers between neighboring cells. Fibrous matrices in particular have been shown to 

propagate and focus cell-generated force across large distances (Ma et al., 2013; Ronceray et al., 

2016; Sopher et al., 2018a; Wang et al., 2015), and previous studies have implicated cell-cell 

communication via force transmission through the ECM (Reinhart-King et al., 2008; Sapir & 
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Tzlil, 2017; Winer et al., 2009). This notion is supported here by experiments on synthetic 

fibrous matrices where diminished intracellular contractility, and therefore low force generation 

and transmission, corresponded to the failure of network formation (Figure 3.3). Further, 

increases in fiber stiffness, fiber density, and the addition of inter-fiber crosslinks, perturbations 

that would dampen force transmission through the ECM, all abrogated network formation 

(Figure 3.4). Taken together, these experiments suggest matrix-regulated mechanical forces 

enables cells to communicate their position over long distances in order to assemble into 

networks. 

The above provides potential mechanisms influencing cell extension leading to cell-cell 

contact, but does not address network stabilization after these contacts are formed. Soft matrices 

permissive to matrix reorganization and network formation yielded cell-cell contacts enriched for 

VE-cadherin compared to stiff matrices, despite the presence of cell-cell contacts in both 

conditions. Further, on pre-organized networks, cell-cell contacts and cell networks formed in 

both soft and stiff conditions, but significantly higher VE-cadherin was noted in pre-organized 

and deformable matrices (Figure 3.5). Previously, Liu et al. used microfabricated force sensors 

to show that mechanical tugging forces between cells engenders cell-cell adhesion formation and 

maturation (Liu et al., 2010d) and other work has demonstrated the requirement for actomyosin-

generated tensile forces in maturing adherens junctions(Huveneers et al., 2012). Given the 

appearance of dynamic cell forces throughout the assembled multicellular tissue during 

stabilization (> 4h, Movie S3), increases in VE-cadherin at cell-cell junctions could similarly be 

explained by tugging forces between cells at cell-cell junctions and throughout the matrix. 

Overall, this study sheds light on the complex relationship between cell-ECM interactions 

during EC network formation, and highlights an interplay between active and passive mechanical 
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cues from the microenvironment. Active mechanical cues, defined as external stimuli that act 

directly on a cell (e.g. applied compressive forces, fluid shear), versus passive mechanical cues, 

defined as physical properties of the environment that cannot directly perturb a cell (e.g. 

stiffness, viscosity, matrix alignment) (Ricca et al., 2013), have historically been dichotomized. 

Here, however, passive properties of the matrix (stiffness, density, inter-fiber connections) 

mediate matrix reorganization to influence active mechanical cues in the form of cell-generated 

forces propagated through the matrix to neighboring cells. This relationship is reciprocal - active 

forces can reorganize the matrix, in turn modifying passive matrix properties local to the cell. 

Importantly, reorganization of the matrix in these studies appeared permanent (Figure 3.1, 

Figure 3.2), implying plastic deformation, a behavior of viscoplastic materials such as Matrigel, 

collagen, and fibrin (Ban et al., 2018; Nam et al., 2016). Interestingly, these three materials also 

facilitate network formation in vivo and in vitro, further supporting a role for matrix remodeling 

in this process and suggesting that the permanence of these deformations could be essential. 

Taken together, this information is critical to the design and development of vasculogenic 

biomaterials. Specifically, when designing synthetic materials to support vasculogenesis, matrix 

physical properties that support permanent matrix reorganization and long range force 

transmission should be considered. While elastic modulus influences these processes, physical 

properties beyond stiffness, such as matrix architecture and plasticity, also require careful 

consideration. In accord, this study suggests fiber reinforcement of synthetic biomaterials as a 

means to promote both matrix reorganization and long range cell-cell communication to enable 

multicellular assembly processes. 
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3.6 Materials and Methods 

3.6.1 Reagents 

All reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received, unless otherwise 

stated.  

 

3.6.2 Cell culture 

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (ECs) were cultured in endothelial growth 

medium (EGM-2; Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) supplemented with 1% penicillin-streptomycin-

fungizone (Gibco, Waltham, MA). Cells were cultured at 37°C and 5% CO2. ECs were used 

from passages four to eight in all experiments. For live cell time-lapse imaging, lentiviral 

transduction of lifeAct-GFP was utilized. 

 

3.6.3 Network formation on Matrigel 

Growth factor reduced Matrigel (Corning, Corning, NY) was thawed overnight on ice at 

4°C. 100 L of thawed Matrigel was pipetted onto 25mm glutaraldehyde-functionalized glass 

coverslips and seeded at 4.5 x 104 cells cm-2. Coverslips were prepared through exposure to 

oxygen plasma and subsequent 2 hour incubations in 0.1 mg ml-1 poly-L-lysine (PLL) and 5% 

(v/v) glutaraldehyde. Gelation of Matrigel was completed by incubation at 37°C for 30 minutes. 

For variable thickness Matrigel, 25 mm coverslips were first glutaraldehyde-treated as described 

above. Separate 18 mm coverslips were silanized with trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-

perfluorooctyl)silane. A small 600 μm thick rectangle of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) 

(Sylgard 184, Dow-Corning, Midland, MI) was then placed on the edge of the glutaraldehyde-

treated coverslip, and the silanized coverslip was placed at an angle on the PDMS wedge. 100 μL 
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of Matrigel was slowly pipetted between the two coverslips, incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes 

and incubated overnight in PBS. The next day, the silanized coverslip was carefully removed, 

seeded, and cultured for 12 hours before fixing, staining, and imaging. For studies in which Fl-

μS were tracked over time, 0.1% (v/v) blue carboxylate-modified FluoSpheres (1.0 μm diameter, 

2% w/v) was added to Matrigel before gelation. For Matrigel crosslinking studies, following 

gelation, glutaraldehyde solutions of various concentration were pipetted onto the gel and 

incubated for two minutes and thirty seconds. Samples were then washed twice with 1.0% (w/v) 

glycine in PBS and incubated for at least 6 hours to neutralize any excess glutaraldehyde in the 

sample. To quench glutaraldehyde autofluorescence before imaging, substrates were incubated in 

1.0% (w/v) sodium borohydride in PBS for 30 minutes at room temperature. To lyse cells on 

Matrigel, a solution of 20mM ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) in 0.05% (v/v) Triton-X in PBS 

was added to the sample, incubated for 5 minutes, and washed with PBS.  

 

3.6.4 DexMA synthesis 

Dextran (MW 86,000 Da, MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA) was methacrylated by 

reaction with glycidyl methacrylate as previously described (van Dijk-Wotthuis et al., 1995). 

Briefly, 20 mg of dextran and 2 mg of 4-dimethylaminopyridine was dissolved in 100 mL of 

anhydrous dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) under vigorous stirring for 12 h. 24.6 mL of glycidyl 

methacrylate was then added and the reaction mixture was heated to 45°C for 24 h. The solution 

was cooled at 4°C for 1 hour and precipitated into 1 L ice-cold 2-isopropanol. The crude product 

was recovered by centrifugation, redissolved in milli-Q water, and dialyzed against milli-Q water 

for 3 days. The final product was lyophilized and stored at −20 °C until use. DexMA was 

characterized by H-NMR. The degree of functionalization was calculated as the ratio of the 
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averaged methacrylate proton integral (6.174 ppm and 5.713 ppm in D2O) and the anomeric 

proton of the glycopyranosyl ring (5.166 ppm and 4.923 ppm). As the signal of the anomeric 

proton of α-1,3 linkages (5.166 ppm) partially overlaps with other protons, a pre-determined 

ratio of 4% α-1,3 linkages was assumed and the total anomeric proton integral was calculated 

solely on the basis of the integral at 4.923 ppm. A methacrylate/dextran repeat unit ratio of 0.7 

was determined. 

 

3.6.5 Fiber matrix fabrication 

Suspended DexMA fiber matrices were fabricated through electrospinning and soft 

lithography as previously described (Baker et al., 2015). DexMA was dissolved at 0.5 g ml-1 in a 

1:1 mixture of milli-Q water and dimethylformamide with 0.005% Irgacure 2959 

photocrosslinker and 0.002% methacrylated rhodamine (Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA). 

For bead tracking studies, 3.0% (v/v) blue carboxylate-modified FluoSpheres (1.0 μm, 2% w/v; 

Life Technologies, Eugene, OR) was also added. Electrospinning was completed with a set-up 

consisting of a high-voltage power supply, syringe pump, and a grounded copper collecting 

surface enclosed within an environmental chamber at 30% relative humidity. Electrospinning 

was performed at a flow rate of 0.5 ml h-1, voltage of 7.0 kV, and gap distance of 6 cm. Fiber 

density was varied through modulating electrospinning time and humidity. Samples were 

primary crosslinked under ultraviolet light to stabilize fibers, hydrated in varying concentrations 

of lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP; Colorado Photopolymer Solutions, 

Boulder, CO) solution, and then exposed to ultraviolet light (100 mW cm-2) for 20 s for 

secondary crosslinking. LAP concentration was varied between 0.01 and 1.0 mg ml-1 to achieve 

fibers of varying stiffness. Fibers were collected on PDMS arrays of circular wells (2 mm 
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diameter) functionalized with methacrylates to promote fiber adhesion. Briefly, silicon wafer 

masters possessing SU-8 photoresist (Microchem, Westborough, MA) were produced by 

standard photolithography and used to generate PDMS stamps. Following silanization 

with trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane, stamps were used to emboss uncured PDMS 

onto oxygen plasma-treated coverslips. Well arrays were methacrylated with vapor-phase 

silanization of 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (Gelest, Inc., Morrisville, PA) in a vacuum 

oven at 60°C for at least 6 h. To promote fiber-fiber welding, fiber networks were exposed to a 

humidified environment for 45 seconds before secondary crosslinking. 

 

3.6.6 Mechanical testing 

To determine the Young’s modulus of Matrigel substrates assuming a linear elastic 

material, compression testing with a rigid cylinder was performed on a commercial CellScale 

Microsquisher (CellScale, Waterloo, Ontario). Cylinders (1 mm diameter, 0.5 mm tall) of SU8 

photoresist were microfabricated and affixed to pure tungsten filaments (0.156 mm diameter, 

59.6 mm length). Matrigel substrates were generated with a height of 450 µm, and indented to a 

depth of 150 µm at a strain rate of 0.44% s-1. Young’s modulus was then calculated as the slope 

of the linear region (0.04-0.08 strain) of the engineering stress vs. strain plot to remove the 

influence of a tow region resulting from surface engagement. Young’s moduli of suspended 

DexMA fiber matrices were measured by microindentation with identical indenters as describe 

above.  Samples were indented to a depth of up to 200 µm at an indentation speed of 2 μm s-1. As 

previously described (Baker et al., 2015), Young’s modulus was approximated assuming the 

material behaves as an elastic membrane using the following equation:  

𝐹 =
𝐸𝑡𝜋𝛿3(𝑟𝑜

2 − 𝑟𝑖
2)

2(𝑟𝑜 − 𝑟𝑖)
4(1 − ν)
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where t is the membrane thickness (10 μm, as determined by confocal microscopy), ro is the 

membrane radius (1 mm), ri is the indenter radius (0.5 mm), ν is the Poisson ratio (0.5), F is the 

indentation force, δ is the indentation depth, and E is Young’s modulus. 

 

3.6.7 RGD functionalization and seeding on DexMA fibers 

DexMA fibers were functionalized with the cell-adhesive peptide CGRGDS (RGD; 

Peptides International, Louisville, KY). An RGD concentration of 4 mM was used for all studies. 

RGD was coupled to available methacrylates via Michael-type addition. Briefly, the peptide was 

dissolved in milli-Q water containing HEPES (50 mM), phenol red (10 μg ml-1), and 1 M NaOH 

to adjust the pH to 8.0. 200 μL of this solution was added to each substrate and incubated for 30 

minutes at room temperature. Following RGD functionalization, substrates were rinsed 2x with 

PBS before cell seeding. For network formation studies on DexMA fibers, ECs were trypsinized, 

resuspended in 1.5% (w/v) methylcellulose supplemented EGM-2 to increase media viscosity, 

and seeded at 6 x 104 cells cm-2. 

 

3.6.8 Pharmacologic contractility inhibition 

Blebbistatin, Y27362, and Cytochalasin D (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX) were 

diluted to stock concentrations and stored following the manufacturer’s recommendation. 

Blebbistatin was utilized at 50 µM in DMSO, Y27362 at 30 µM in milli-Q water, and 

Cytochalasin D at 1 µM in DMSO, and samples were treated with pharmacologics at the point of 

seeding.  
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3.6.9 VE-cadherin disruption 

EGTA was used to chelate calcium ions, as VE-cadherin engagement at cell-cell 

adhesions is calcium dependent. Formed EC networks were incubated with 5 mM EGTA at 37C 

for 30 minutes and immediately fixed and processed for fluorescent imaging.  

 

3.6.10 Bead displacement quantification 

For bead displacement analysis to quantify matrix reorganization, time-lapse imaging on 

a Zeiss LSM 800 confocal microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) was performed, imaging 

at minimum every 10 minutes for 12 hours. Images were converted to maximum intensity 

projections, and single particle tracking was completed with TrackMate, a freely available 

ImageJ plugin (Tinevez et al., 2017), and custom Matlab scripts. Beads were detected at each 

time point using a difference of Gaussians (DoG) detector with an estimated particle diameter of 

5 μm and threshold of 1.0 with use of a median filter. Single particle tracking was completed 

using a linear assignment problem tracker with a linking max distance and gap-closing max 

distance of 50 μm and gap-closing max frame gap of 5 frames. Tracks were filtered to only 

contain particles detected throughout the entire time-lapse, and total displacement for each 

particle was calculated via custom Matlab scripts. 

 

3.6.11 Fluorescent staining and microscopy 

ECs on Matrigel and DexMA fibers were first fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min 

at room temperature. To stabilize the fibers for long term storage, DexMA samples were 

crosslinked in 2 mL LAP solution (1.0% w/v) and exposed to UV light (100 mW cm-2) for 30 

seconds. To stain the actin cytoskeleton and nuclei, cells were permeabilized in PBS solution 
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containing Triton X-100 (5% v/v), sucrose (10% w/v), and magnesium chloride (0.6% w/v), 

blocked in 1% bovine serum albumin, and stained simultaneously with phalloidin and DAPI. For 

fibronectin and VE-cadherin immunostaining, samples were fixed and permeabilized (cells were 

not permeabilized for fibronectin stain) as explained above, blocked for 1 h in 10% fetal bovine 

serum, and incubated with fibronectin antibody (1:2000, Sigma #F6140) or VE-cadherin (F-8) 

Alexa-Fluor 488 primary antibody (1:500, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX) for 1 h at 

room temperature. Fixed samples and time-lapse microscopy were imaged on a Zeiss LSM 800 

laser scanning confocal microscope. Unless otherwise specified, images are presented as 

maximum intensity projections. Cell area/perimeter and pore analyses were performed using 

custom Matlab scripts. 

 

3.6.12 Statistics 

Statistical significance was determined by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 

post-hoc analysis (Tukey test) or Student’s t-test where appropriate, with significance indicated 

by p<0.05. Sample size is indicated within corresponding figure legends and all data are 

presented as mean ± standard deviation.  
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3.7 Supplementary Figures 

 
Supplementary Figure 3.1: A/P ratio quantification for three possible cellular phenotypes. 

Area/perimeter ratio was quantified by calculating the total area and perimeter of thresholded 

fluorescent images of phalloidin-stained ECs via custom Matlab scripts. a) Single cells that are 

not interconnected have a small total area and large perimeter, leading to a relatively low 

area/perimeter ratio value (between 0 and 10). b) Interconnected cellular networks have an 

intermediate total area and perimeter, leading to an intermediate area/perimeter ratio value 

(between 10 and 30). c) Monolayers have a large total area and small perimeter, leading to a 

relatively high area/perimeter ratio value (greater than 30). Scale bars: 100 μm. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.2: Mechanical characterization of Matrigel and DexMA fibrous 

matrices. a) Stress-strain curves of Matrigel crosslinked with variable concentrations of 

glutaraldehyde. Right plot shows linear region used to quantify Young’s modulus for each 

condition. b) Force response of DexMA fibrous matrices as a function of indentation depth of 

networks crosslinked with varying concentrations of LAP photoinitiator.  
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Supplementary Figure 3.3: Matrix reorganization during EC network formation on 

Matrigel. Vector plots depict Fl-μS motion with respective EC structure outlined in white for 

individual 1 hour increments on a) untreated control substrates demonstrating high levels of 

matrix deformation and organization in contrast to b) glutaraldehyde crosslinked Matrigel. Scale 

bars: 500 μm. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.4: Cellular extensions and inter-connections occur throughout 

network formation. Confocal fluorescent images of ECs and rhodamine-labeled fibers showing 

cellular extensions and the formation of cell-cell interconnections during (a) the first four hours 

of network formation and (b) after the first four hours of network formation, during network 

stabilization. Scale bars: 50 μm.  

 

 
Supplementary Figure 3.5: Fibronectin secretion during EC network formation on fibrous 

DexMA matrices. Confocal fluorescent images of ECs, rhodamine-labeled fibers (magenta), and 

fibronectin (grayscale) after 24 hours of culture on control matrices. Fibronectin secretion was 

noted at network nodes corresponding to locations with a high relative fiber density due to cell-

mediated matrix reorganization. Scale bar: 100 μm. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.6: Quantification of Fl-µS displacement using TrackMate. Matrix 

reorganization was quantified by calculating the sum of the mean squared displacement of Fl-μS 

(white) embedded in rhodamine-labeled DexMA fibers (magenta) over 12 hours using 

TrackMate, an ImageJ plugin (Tinevez et al., 2017). Conditions that allow for high levels of 

matrix reorganization demonstrate large displacements, with rapid Fl-μS movement over the first 

four hours. Conditions with low matrix reorganization exhibit limited Fl-μS displacement. Scale 

bars: 100 μm. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.7: Quantification of matrix remodeling via analysis of pores 

during EC network formation on fibrous DexMA matrices. Quantitative analysis of pores 

within DexMA fiber matrices over a 24-hour time-lapse series of network formation. a) Average 

pore size increases and b) total number of pores decreases during the formation of an EC 

network, supporting the observation that ECs bundle and condense matrix fibrils as they spread 

and interconnect; n ≥ 8. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.8: Analysis of cell cytoskeletal structure after treatment with 

pharmacologic inhibitors of actomyosin contractility. High resolution (40x) confocal 

fluorescence images of phalloidin-stained ECs and rhodamine-labeled fibers after 24 hours of 

culture with the indicated pharmacologic inhibitor treatment; actin (cyan), fibers (magenta). 

Dashed boxes indicate locations of higher magnification images depicting variable cytoskeletal 

structure between different conditions (far right). Scale bars: 10 µm. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.9: Fiber diameter as a function of physical matrix perturbations. 

Histograms showing the distribution of diameter across a population of DexMA fibers with 

indicated matrix perturbations: control (black), intermediate fiber density (magenta), high fiber 

density (cyan), intermediate fiber stiffness (orange), high fiber stiffness (purple), and inter-fiber 

crosslinking via welding (green). For each condition, diameters of n ≥ 69 fibers were quantified; 

fitted curves assume a Gaussian distribution. Overlay of fitted curves show no statistically 

significant difference in mean diameter across any matrix perturbation as determined by 

ANOVA (p=0.7673).  
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Supplementary Figure 3.10: VE-cadherin disruption via calcium chelation alters network 

architecture. a) Representative confocal fluorescent images of phalloidin-stained ECs and 

rhodamine-labeled fibers with and without EGTA treatment to chelate free calcium ions and 

disrupt cadherin-rich cell-cell adhesions; actin (cyan), fibers (magenta), and nuclei (yellow). (b) 

Cell area/perimeter ratio after 24 hours of culture and EGTA treatment. Scale bars: 100 μm. Data 

presented as mean ± std; n = 6; * P<0.05. 

 

 
Supplementary Figure 3.11: Long-range cellular extensions during network formation. 

Representative confocal fluorescent images of ECs and rhodamine-labeled fibers depicting long-

range interactions between cells positioned approximately 300 microns apart. Scale bars: 100 

μm.  
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Supplementary Movie 3.1: EC network formation and matrix reorganization on Matrigel. 

Representative confocal fluorescence time-lapse movie of EC (cyan) network formation on 

Matrigel with embedded Fl-μS (white). Scale bar: 250 μm.  

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-

1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM1_ESM.avi 

 

Supplementary Movie 3.2: EC monolayer formation on glutaraldehyde-crosslinked 

Matrigel with limited matrix reorganization. Representative confocal fluorescence time-lapse 

movie of ECs (cyan) on 0.1% glutaraldehyde crosslinked Matrigel with embedded Fl-μS (white). 

Scale bar: 250 μm.  

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-

1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM2_ESM.avi 

 

Supplementary Movie 3.3: EC network formation and matrix reorganization on synthetic 

fibrous DexMA matrices. Representative confocal fluorescence 24-hour time-lapse movie of 

EC (cyan) network formation on soft (0.01 mg ml-1 LAP; 1.5 kPa) synthetic DexMA fiber 

matrices (magenta). Scale bar: 100 μm.  

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-

1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM3_ESM.avi 

 

Supplementary Movie 3.4: Matrix recruitment and cell spreading during first four hours of 

network formation on DexMA matrices. Representative confocal fluorescence time-lapse 

movie of the first four hours of EC (cyan) network formation on soft (0.01 mg ml-1 LAP; 1.5 

kPa) synthetic DexMA fiber matrices (magenta). Scale bar: 100 μm.  

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-

1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM4_ESM.avi 

 

Supplementary Movie 3.5: EC monolayer formation on stiff fibrous DexMA matrices with 

negligible matrix reorganization. Representative confocal fluorescence 12-hour time-lapse 

movie of ECs (cyan) on stiff (0.1 mg ml-1 LAP; 16.7 kPa) synthetic DexMA fiber matrices 

(magenta). Scale bar: 100 μm. 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-

1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM5_ESM.avi 

 

 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM1_ESM.avi
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM1_ESM.avi
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM2_ESM.avi
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM2_ESM.avi
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM3_ESM.avi
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM3_ESM.avi
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM4_ESM.avi
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM4_ESM.avi
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM5_ESM.avi
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37044-1/MediaObjects/41598_2018_37044_MOESM5_ESM.avi
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4.2 Abstract 

Mechanical interactions between fibroblasts and their surrounding extracellular matrix 

(ECM) guide fundamental behaviors such as spreading, migration, and proliferation that underlie 

disease pathogenesis. The challenges of studying ECM mechanics in vivo have motivated the 

development of in vitro models of the fibrous ECM in which fibroblasts reside. Natural materials 

such as collagen hydrogels bear structural and biochemical resemblance to stromal ECM, but 

mechanistic studies in these settings are often confounded by cell-mediated material degradation 

and the lack of structural and mechanical tunability. Here, we established a new material system 

composed of electrospun dextran vinyl sulfone (DexVS) polymeric fibers. These fibrous 

matrices exhibit mechanical tunability at both the single fiber (80 – 340 MPa) and bulk matrix 

(0.77 – 11.03 kPa) level, as well as long-term stability in mechanical properties over a two-week 

period. Cell adhesion to these matrices can be either user-defined by functionalizing synthetic 

fibers with thiolated adhesive peptides or methacrylated heparin to sequester cell-derived ECM 
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proteins. We utilized DexVS fibrous matrices to investigate the role of matrix mechanics on the 

activation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts, a key step of the fibrotic progression.  In contrast to 

previous findings with non-fibrous hydrogel substrates, we find that fibroblasts in soft and 

deformable matrices exhibit increased spreading, focal adhesion formation, proliferation, and 

myofibroblast activation as compared to cells on stiffer matrices with equivalent starting 

architecture. 

 

4.3 Introduction 

Interactions with the extracellular matrix (ECM) guide fundamental cell behaviors 

including spreading, migration, and proliferation, and thus play an important role in connective 

tissue homeostasis, repair processes, and pathogenesis (Discher et al., 2005; Vogel & Sheetz, 

2006). Due to the diversity in ECM structure and mechanics throughout various tissues, cells are 

exposed to a wide range of physical cues and must appropriately sense and respond to these 

signals over time to properly maintain tissue form and function (Ingber, 2003). Cells 

mechanically engage their physical microenvironment through integrin-based adhesion 

complexes, or focal adhesions. These mechanoresponsive signaling hubs link the ECM to the 

actin cytoskeleton, allowing cells to probe and respond to the physical attributes of their 

surroundings (Bershadsky et al., 2003; Geiger et al., 2009; Gumbiner, 1996). Significant recent 

work has demonstrated the importance of matrix elastic modulus in regulating focal adhesions 

and cell behavior (Dupont et al., 2011; Engler et al., 2006; Guilak et al., 2009; Klein et al., 

2009), but cells have also been shown to sense a wide range of other physical properties 

including topography (Kulangara & Leong, 2009), porosity (Zeltinger et al., 2001), and 

viscoelasticity (Chaudhuri et al., 2015).  
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It has long been known that abnormal tissue mechanics and consequent altered cellular 

mechanoresponse is a component of many diseases (Ingber, 2003). However, elucidating the role 

of mechanics during disease pathogenesis in vivo has proven difficult due to the limited ability to 

experimentally modulate properties of native tissues. Thus, many have turned to in vitro models 

to study how ECM physical properties regulate cell behavior (Li et al., 2017). Natural fibrous 

biomaterials, such as collagen and fibrin hydrogels, are used extensively due to their structural 

and biochemical similarity to native connective tissues (Ahmed et al., 2008; Parenteau-Bareil et 

al., 2010). However, mechanistic studies in these settings are confounded by the rapid production 

of cell-secreted matrix, impact of cell-mediated ECM proteolysis, and lack of orthogonal control 

over structural and mechanical characteristics (Li et al., 2017). Furthermore, the limited stability 

of these hydrogel matrices due to degradation and/or contraction can hinder long term culture 

(depending on protein density and cell type) (Kniazeva & Putnam, 2009; Nakagawa et al., 1989). 

Conversely, synthetic hydrogels, such as polyacrylamide or poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), offer 

control over matrix elastic modulus, ligand presentation, and degradability, making them ideal 

for mechanistic studies (Li et al., 2017). However, synthetic hydrogels are nanoporous, 

mechanically isotropic and homogeneous at the cell-scale. This class of materials lacks the 

discrete fibrous structure and resulting complex mechanical behavior of native collagen-rich 

connective tissues.  

Electrospinning has been extensively used to fabricate synthetic fibrous scaffolds that 

mimic the structure of native tissue ECMs (Pham et al., 2006; Sill & von Recum, 2008). A 

simple and versatile approach, electrospinning can produce scaffolds from a variety of synthetic 

and natural polymers that facilitate cell attachment and viability (Mauck et al., 2009). By 

modulating the electrospinning process and solution parameters, electrospun scaffolds have 
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shown high levels of control over matrix topography, such as fiber diameter and pore size. 

Recent work from our lab has combined the electrospinning technique with photo-crosslinkable 

polymer chemistry to generate matrices composed of methacrylated dextran (DexMA) fibers 

with stiffness tuned via light exposure (Baker et al., 2015). While the high degree of control over 

ECM architectural and mechanical properties has shed insight on how cells interpret the physical 

properties of fibrous matrices during cell spreading (Baker et al., 2015), migration (Wang et al., 

2019), and multicellular assembly (Davidson et al., 2019a), ester hydrolysis mediated 

degradation of crosslinked DexMA networks has prevented cell studies longer than a few days in 

this setting.  

Fibrosis is one context where an improved understanding of longer-term mechanosensing 

in fibrous microenvironments would be invaluable. Fibrosis is associated with numerous heart, 

lung, and vascular diseases, and is implicated in an estimated 45% of all deaths in the developed 

world (Hinz et al., 2012; Wynn, 2007). The principal cells that drive this disease process are 

myofibroblasts (MFs), characterized by heightened rates of proliferation and the expression of 

alpha smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) (Hinz et al., 2001a, 2007, 2012). These cells gradually 

contribute to organ stiffening, contraction, and eventual failure via excessive ECM synthesis, 

crosslinking, and application of contractile forces. Profibrotic microenvironmental cues in 

stromal connective tissues are known to activate cells residing within the tissue or recruited from 

circulation into MFs (Darby et al., 1990; Gabbiani, 2003; Singer & Clark, 1999). While our 

understanding of the transition from normal to fibrotic tissue is still incomplete, it is understood 

that profibrotic soluble signals such as TGF-β1 are potentiated by matrix mechanical cues (Arora 

et al., 1999; Caliari et al., 2016a; Goffin et al., 2006; Hinz et al., 2001b; Marinkovic et al., 2012). 

For example, experiments varying the Young’s modulus of polyacrylamide, PEG, and hyaluronic 
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acid hydrogel surfaces have demonstrated that substrates with higher stiffness promote fibroblast 

MF activation (measured via expression levels of α-SMA) as compared to low modulus 

substrates (Balestrini et al., 2012; Benton et al., 2009; Caliari et al., 2016a; Chia et al., 2012; 

Goffin et al., 2006). However, as these gel surfaces lack fibrillar structure and possess limited 

potential for cellular remodeling as observed during fibrosis, there remains a need for fibrous 

materials that are mechanically well-defined, tunable, and stable over long-term culture to 

provide insight into the dynamics of ECM mechanics throughout this critical disease process.  

 Here, we aimed to develop a synthetic fibrous matrix resistant to degradation in order to 

study long-term cellular behavior in the context of MF activation from normal fibroblasts. We 

synthesized and electrospun photocrosslinkable dextran vinyl sulfone (DexVS) fibrous matrices 

that are resistant to hydrolytic degradation and therefore mechanically stable over longer-term 

cell culture. DexVS matrices have controllable architecture through modulation of 

electrospinning parameters and are mechanically tunable at both the single fiber and matrix 

levels. Furthermore, the dextran backbone results in protein-resistant fibers that can be 

functionalized with thiolated peptides or methacrylated heparin via Michael-type addition with 

free vinyl sulfone groups to allow for cell adhesion and matrix remodeling, respectively. 

Examining cell behavior on DexVS matrices as a function of matrix stiffness, we find that 

fibroblasts cultured on soft matrices actively displace and bundle matrix fibers and have larger 

spread area and focal adhesion area than fibroblasts on stiff, non-deformable matrices. 

Additionally, contrary to previous studies on 2D elastic hydrogels, we observed higher levels of 

MF activation when fibroblasts are cultured on soft rather than stiff fibrous matrices in the 

presence of the pro-fibrotic soluble factor TGF-β1. 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 DexVS matrix fabrication and mechanical characterization 

To model the fibrous microstructure of collagenous stromal tissue where fibrosis begins, 

we devised a synthetic matrix composed of assemblies of electrospun dextran vinyl sulfone 

(DexVS) polymeric fibers (Figure 4.1a). The polysaccharide dextran was chosen as a polymer 

backbone given its abundance of hydroxyl groups for modification and previous literature 

indicating amenability to electrospinning (Borteh et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2004; Ritcharoen et 

al., 2008). Furthermore, materials composed of crosslinked dextran have been shown to be 

resistant to protein adsorption, thereby allowing user-defined control over cell-adhesive ligand 

type and concentration (Sun et al., 2010). We have previously employed dextran functionalized 

with methacrylates (DexMA) to investigate short term (less than 2 days) cell response in fibrous 

matrices with controllable biophysical and biochemical properties (Baker et al., 2015). Over 

longer durations of cell culture, however, deviations in pH due to the metabolic activity of 

cultured cells promote ester hydrolysis-mediated degradation of these matrices. To engineer 

matrices that permit long-term cell culture, we employed vinyl sulfones due to their reactivity, 

stability after functionalization, and resultant crosslinks lacking hydrolytically cleavable ester 

bonds (Day et al., 2018). Like methacrylates, vinyl sulfones enable modular material design 

through functionalization and crosslinking via Michael-type addition or photopolymerization in 

the presence of photoinitiator.   

Matrices were fabricated by electrospinning a solution of DexVS and LAP photoinitiator 

onto PDMS collection substrates such that fibers were suspended over an array of 

microfabricated wells (Ø = 2 mm) (Figure 4.1a). Thus, cells that adhere within suspended 

matrices above microwell regions sense the physical cues defined by the architecture and 
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mechanical properties of the fibrous matrix and its anchorage at microwell edges, without the 

influence of a rigid underlying support surface. As demonstrated previously with DexMA (Baker 

et al., 2015), various architectural features of DexVS matrices can be tuned by modulating 

fabrication parameters. The density and alignment of fibers within matrices were controlled by 

modulating electrospinning duration and the distance between parallel collecting electrodes, 

respectively (Figure 4.1b,c). DexVS fiber diameter and overall matrix thickness were measured 

via confocal microscopy to be approximately 1.02 ± 0.15 µm and 8.68 ± 0.73 µm, respectively 

(Supplementary Figure 4.2).  

 
Figure 4.1: DexVS fibrous matrices with tunable architectural features. (a) Schematic of 

microfabricated PDMS multi-well substrate possessing a 4 x 4 array of wells, each supporting a 

suspended matrix of DexVS fibers coupled with RGD to facilitate cell adhesion. Through 

modulation of the electrospinning fabrication process, networks were fabricated with varying (b) 

fiber density via fiber collection duration and (c) alignment via controlling the separation 

distance between two parallel electrodes at the collecting surface. Scale bars: 50 μm.  

 

 Beyond architectural features, the stiffness of individual DexVS fibers can be tuned by 

varying the crosslinking density of the polymer network composing each fiber. Exposure to UV 

light immediately after electrospinning renders crosslinked fibers water insoluble, allowing a 

second phase of LAP initiated crosslinking following sample hydration. We hypothesized control 

over either the duration of UV light exposure or LAP concentration during this second phase of 

crosslinking could controllably define the stiffness of individual fibers. To directly test this, we 
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determined the Young’s moduli of individual fibers via microscale three-point bending tests 

using AFM (Figure 4.2a). Young’s modulus of individual fibers was tunable between 80 and 

340 MPa and proved more sensitive to LAP concentration than UV exposure time (Figure 

4.2b,c). These modulus values are within the range of reported values for various fibrous 

biopolymers such as fibrin or collagen (1-75,000 MPa) (Guthold et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010b; 

Yang et al., 2007).  

 
Figure 4.2: Mechanical characterization of single DexVS fibers by AFM three-point 

bending. (a) Force response as a function of indentation depth of DexVS fibers exposed to 

variable crosslinking conditions. Respective Young’s modulus values for DexVS fibers 

crosslinked with (b) varying LAP concentration for 20 s, and (c) varying crosslinking time in 1.0 

mg ml-1 LAP. All data presented as mean ± std; n ≥ 9; * p ≤ 0.05.  

 

In addition to mechanically characterizing individual fibers, we also measured stiffness of 

suspended assemblies of fibers (hereafter referred to as matrix stiffness). We performed 

microindentation tests of suspended DexVS matrices with a rigid cylindrical indenter to estimate 

the Young’s modulus (Figure 4.3a). In agreement with single fiber measurements, increasing 

both UV exposure time and LAP concentration led to subsequent increases in matrix stiffness. 

Specifically, we were able to tune the Young’s modulus between 0.77 and 11.03 kPa (Figure 

4.3b,c), allowing for precise control of matrix stiffness over a physiologically relevant range. 

Additionally, we found that the matrix Young’s modulus scales linearly as a function of fiber 

Young’s modulus (Figure 4.4a).  
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Figure 4.3: Mechanical characterization of suspended DexVS matrices by microindentation 

with a cylindrical indenter affixed a calibrated cantilever. (a) Force response as a function of 

indentation depth of DexVS matrices exposed to variable crosslinking conditions. Respective 

Young’s modulus values for DexVS matrices crosslinked with (b) varying LAP concentration for 

20 s, and (c) varying crosslinking time in 1.0 mg ml-1 LAP. All data presented as mean ± std; n = 

6; * p ≤ 0.05. 

 

To confirm that photocrosslinked DexVS matrices are resistant to ester hydrolysis in 

conditions relevant to cell culture (Figure 4.4b), we performed matrix mechanical testing of 

substrates incubated in basal media for up to two weeks. No change in Young’s modulus was 

observed over this time period, indicating that DexVS matrices retain mechanical integrity over 

time in serum-containing media (Figure 4.4c). In contrast, DexMA matrices with crosslinks 

possessing ester bonds (Figure 4.4b) revealed evidence of hydrolysis-mediated degradation as 

marked by gradual reduction in matrix stiffness over time (Figure 4.4c). DexMA matrices 

ultimately exhibited a 62.6% decrease from initial Young’s modulus after two weeks in culture 

conditions.  
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Figure 4.4: Multi-scale and time-dependent mechanical characterization of DexVS 

matrices. (a) Matrix Young’s modulus as a function of single fiber Young’s modulus at variable 

crosslinking conditions. (b) Chemical schematic of crosslinked DexVS and DexMA. Arrows 

indicate ester bonds susceptible to hydrolysis. (c) Bulk Young’s modulus of DexVS and DexMA 

matrices as a function of incubation time in basal medium for up to two weeks. All data 

presented as mean ± std; n ≥ 6; * p ≤ 0.05. 

 

4.4.2 DexVS functionalization to enable user- or cell-defined adhesion 

 To study cell behavior on DexVS fibrous matrices, we first functionalized fibers with a 

cyclized RGD peptide (cRGD) via Michael-type addition to remaining free vinyl sulfones. 

Fibroblasts were seeded on stiff matrices (E = 11.03 kPa) coupled with cRGD and negligible cell 

death was noted following overnight culture (Supplementary Figure 4.3). Cell attachment and 

spreading proved highly sensitive to the coupling concentration of cRGD, with limited cell 

attachment noted in the absence of adhesive ligand functionalization (Figure 4.5a,b). As cell 

attachment and spreading was maximal at 100 µM, this concentration was utilized for all 

subsequent studies (Figure 4.5b, Supplementary Figure 4.4). Furthermore, we next aimed to 

confirm that DexVS matrices do not passively adsorb serum-borne ECM proteins, as this could 

lead to confounding or uncharacterized effects on cell mechanosensing and behavior. Matrices 

soaked in collagen, fibronectin, or fetal bovine serum without RGD functionalization 

demonstrated limited NHLF attachment and lower levels of spreading as compared to fibers 

functionalized with cRGD (Figure 4.5c,d). These results indicate that DexVS does not allow 
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passive adsorption of proteins, but instead requires functionalization of cysteine-terminated 

ligands to facilitate cell attachment.  

 
Figure 4.5: DexVS functionalization with cell-adhesive peptides and passive adsorption of 

proteins. Confocal fluorescent images of NHLFs cultured on DexVS matrices functionalized 

with (a) variable cRGD concentrations and (c) soaked in various matrix proteins; actin (cyan), 

DexVS fibers (magenta), nuclei (yellow). Average cell spread area and number of adhered cells 

as a function of (b) cRGD concentration and (d) protein functionalization. Scale bars: 200 µm. 

All data presented as mean ± std; n ≥ 6; * p < 0.05.  

 

 User-defined control over adhesive ligand type and density can be beneficial for 

mechanistic studies of short-term processes such as cell spreading.  However, during longer-term 

biological processes or in native tissue settings, cell-ECM interactions are bidirectional; cells not 

only receive physical and biochemical signals from the ECM, but also reciprocally alter encoded 

signals through modification of the ECM (Bonnans et al., 2014). Heparin sulfate proteoglycans 

found ubiquitously throughout all tissues bind a plethora of cell secreted ECM proteins and 

growth factors for subsequent presentation to cells (Bishop et al., 2007; Martino et al., 2013). To 

imbue protein adsorption-resistant DexVS matrices with the ability to actively bind cell-secreted 

matrix components, we synthesized heparin methacrylate (HepMA) and functionalized matrices 

with this structural analog to heparan sulfate. HepMA was covalently conjugated into the 
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polymer network composing DexVS fibers through radical-initiated covalent crosslinks formed 

between methacrylate and vinyl sulfone groups. To examine the effect of heparin incorporation 

on cell-secreted ECM sequestration, we seeded NHLFs on cRGD functionalized DexVS matrices 

with or without HepMA functionalization and stained for fibronectin (Figure 4.6a). HepMA 

functionalization corresponded to significantly more fibronectin bound to synthetic fibers as 

evident by higher fluorescence intensity than controls (Figure 4.6b). No difference in fibronectin 

staining intensity was noted between soft (E = 0.77 kPa) and stiff (E = 11.03 kPa) HepMA 

functionalized matrices (Figure 4.6b). These results demonstrate an additional means to 

facilitate cell adhesion to DexVS matrices, where addition of heparin actively sequesters cell-

generated ECM components, such as fibronectin, to the cellular microenvironment.  

 
Figure 4.6: HepMA functionalization increases binding of cell-secreted fibronectin to 

DexVS fibers. (a) Confocal fluorescent images of fibronectin (white), DexVS fibers (magenta), 

and nuclei (yellow). (b) Quantification of fibronectin signal per cell as a function of matrix 

stiffness and HepMA functionalization. Scale bar: 200 µm. All data presented as mean ± std; n ≥ 

104; * p < 0.05. 

 

4.4.3 Effect of DexVS fibrous matrix stiffness on cell behavior 

While cellular mechanosensing of the fibrillar microenvironment plays a critical role in 

tissue homeostasis and disease progression (Discher et al., 2005; Ingber, 2003; Vogel & Sheetz, 
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2006), many in vitro studies of mechanosensing examine cells plated on flat elastic hydrogel 

substrates lacking fibrous topography. Recent efforts, however, have sought to compare the cell 

response to stiffness in fibrous versus elastic hydrogel settings. These studies suggest disparate 

trends in human mesenchymal stem cell behavior as a function of matrix stiffness in discrete 

fibrous and continuous hydrogel settings (Baker et al., 2015; Xie et al., 2017). Given these 

observations, we next aimed to examine shorter-term (< 1 day) mechanosensing behaviors 

during NHLF adhesion and spreading on DexVS matrices as a function of matrix stiffness.  

Previous studies seeding cells on the surface of non-fibrous hydrogel substrates have 

demonstrated that cell spreading (as measured by steady-state spread area) consistently increases 

with matrix stiffness (Baker et al., 2015; Engler et al., 2004; Mih et al., 2012).  In contrast, we 

observed a modest decrease in cell spread area with increasing fibrous matrix stiffness (Figure 

4.7a,d). In soft matrices, traction forces generated by NHLFs deformed the matrix, recruiting 

fibers directly beneath the cell body (Figure 4.7b). Stiff matrices, however, proved too rigid to 

be deformed by cell forces. We also immunostained for vinculin, a mechanosensitive adhesion 

protein, to directly examine cell adhesion to the DexVS fibers (Figure 4.7c). Previous work from 

our lab showed that fiber recruitment and densification in DexMA fibrous matrices increases 

local ligand concentration and correlates with an increase in human mesenchymal stem cell 

spread area and focal adhesion number (Baker et al., 2015). Here, we observed similar results 

with NHLFs on DexVS matrices where soft, deformable matrices led to a significant increase in 

focal adhesion area as compared to stiff, non-deformable matrices (Figure 4.7d).  
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Figure 4.7: Soft, deformable DexVS matrices promote increased cell spreading and focal 

adhesion formation. (a) Cell outlines of nine representative cells. Scale bar: 200 m. (b) 

Confocal fluorescent image of rhodamine-labeled DexVS fibers with cell outline shown in red. 

Scale bar: 100 m. (c) Confocal fluorescent image of phalloidin-stained NHLFs (cyan) and 

vinculin (magenta, top left inset). Scale bar: 100 m. (d) Quantification of cell spread area (n ≥ 

171) and focal adhesion area per cell (n ≥ 29). All data presented as mean ± std; * p < 0.05. 

 

 These results are consistent with previous observations of short term, single cell 

mechanosensing events on fibrous matrices. However, diseases driven by progressive changes to 

ECM mechanics typically involve a population or multiple populations of cells that interact 

bidirectionally with their surroundings over a longer span of time. During fibrosis, for instance, 

fibroblasts in response to biochemical and biophysical cues differentiate into MFs that 

excessively synthesize ECM and exert contractile forces to cause tissue contracture, stiffening, 

and eventual organ failure. To better understand the microenvironmental cues that promote MF 

activation, many have utilized 2D hydrogel substrates to examine the effect of bulk matrix 

stiffness. These studies revealed that substrate stiffnesses similar in range to measurements of 

fibrosed tissue lead to increases in MF activation as measured by expression of alpha smooth 
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muscle actin (α-SMA), a hallmark of the MF phenotype indicative of heightened contractility 

(Arora et al., 1999; Balestrini et al., 2012; Benton et al., 2009; Caliari et al., 2016a; Chia et al., 

2012; Goffin et al., 2006; Hinz et al., 2001b; Liu et al., 2010a; Marinkovic et al., 2012; Wipff et 

al., 2007). Recently, work by Davidson et al. showed that hepatic stellate cells seeded on 

hyaluronic acid fibrous matrices expressed higher levels of α-SMA on soft as compared to stiff 

matrices in the absence of exogenous profibrotic soluble factors, such as TGF-β1 (Davidson et 

al., 2019c). Additionally, Fiore et al. utilized atomic force microscopy to spatially map stiffness 

across fibrosing tissue. Interestingly, they found that fibroblastic foci, the region of active 

fibrogenesis and MF activation, had a low stiffness (E = 1.97 kPa) as compared to mature 

fibrotic tissue that was much stiffer (E = 8.97 kPa) (Fiore et al., 2018). These results motivated 

us to utilize our newly developed DexVS fibrous matrix platform to further investigate the role 

of matrix stiffness on MF activation in the presence of exogenous profibrotic signals.  

 NHLFs were cultured at high density for up to a week on soft or stiff DexVS matrices 

with comparable initial architectural features (ie. fiber diameter, density, organization). EdU 

incorporation over the first 24 hours of culture and immunostaining for α-SMA expression at day 

7 were quantified to assess fibroblast proliferation and activation into MFs, respectively, two 

hallmarks of fibrotic tissues. In the absence of TGF-β1, negligible a-SMA expression was 

observed after 7 days of culture (Supplementary Figure 4.5). However, contrary to previous 

studies using non-fibrous hydrogel surfaces where stiffer substrates induced higher proliferation 

and MF activation (Balestrini et al., 2012; Benton et al., 2009; Caliari et al., 2016a; Chia et al., 

2012; Goffin et al., 2006), we noted the opposite trend: NHLFs in softer, more deformable 

fibrous matrices with TGF-β1 supplemented media exhibited increased proliferation and MF 

activation as compared to cells on stiffer matrices with comparable initial architecture (Figure 
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4.8a,b). Along with reorganization of DexVS fibers leading to an increase in tortuosity of the 

matrix, fibroblasts in soft matrices exhibited α-SMA-enriched stress fibers (Figure 4.8a).  

Conversely, cells in stiff matrices contained largely cytosolic α-SMA signal and little to no 

change in matrix structure was noted (Figure 4.8a). These data along with previous observations 

(Davidson et al., 2019c; Fiore et al., 2018) interestingly suggest that softer fibrous matrices are 

permissive to MF activation, while stiffer matrices mechanically similar to fibrosed tissues are 

not. Indeed, this could in part be explained by densification of matrix fibers seen on soft matrices 

(Figure 4.7b, Figure 4.8a), as recent data from our lab has shown that high local fiber densities 

in 3D promote Yes-associated protein (YAP) activity (Matera et al., 2019), a transcriptional co-

activator required for MF activation (Liu et al., 2015a). On the contrary, current dogma posits a 

minimum prerequisite matrix stiffness for MF activation, providing a reinforcement mechanism 

to this progressive and often irreversible process. These conflicting observations motivate a 

higher spatiotemporal resolution examination of the matrix and constituent cells during fibrosis, 

including characterization of matrix porosity, ligand type and density in addition to mechanical 

stiffness. 

 
Figure 4.8: Soft, deformable DexVS matrices promote MF induction. (a) Confocal 

fluorescent image of NHLFs cultured for 7 days on soft and stiff DexVS fibrous matrices; F-
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actin (cyan), DexVS fibers (magenta), nuclei (blue), α-SMA (yellow). Dashed boxes indicate 

locations of higher magnification images depicting α-SMA stress fibers. (b) Quantification of 

cell proliferation by EdU labeling (n ≥ 13) and α-SMA fluorescent intensity (n ≥ 10). Scale bars: 

25 μm. All data presented as mean ± std; * p ≤ 0.05. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 In this work, we developed a synthetic biomaterial system of electrospun DexVS with 

tunable mechanics in order to model the fibrous microstructure and mechanical behavior of 

stromal tissue spaces where disease processes such as fibrosis originate. This system provides 

tunable and stable mechanical properties at both the single fiber and bulk matrix scale (Figure 

4.2, Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4), as well as user-controlled biochemical functionalization with 

cysteine-terminated cell adhesive peptides (Figure 4.5). Alternatively, functionalization with 

HepMA allows cells to biochemically modify matrices with secreted ECM proteins (Figure 4.6). 

We then used this in vitro model of stromal tissue space to investigate MF activation, an 

important early step in the fibrotic cascade. In contrast to the relationship between matrix 

stiffness and MF activation established previously on non-fibrous hydrogel substrates, we 

observed that fibroblasts in soft and deformable fibrous matrices exhibit increased spreading, FA 

formation, proliferation, and activation into MFs as compared to cells on stiffer matrices with 

identical initial architecture (Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8). This work provides a new user-defined 

model that recapitulates the fibrous structure of native tissues while enabling cell-mediated 

physical and biochemical remodeling of the microenvironment.  Future efforts to understand the 

dynamics and reciprocity underlying long-term interactions between cells and matrix will likely 

be critical to the discovery and development of therapeutics to treat fibrosis. 
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4.6 Materials and Methods 

4.6.1 Reagents 

All reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received, unless otherwise 

stated. 

 

4.6.2 Cell culture 

Normal human lung fibroblasts (NHLFs, University of Michigan Central Biorepository, 

Ann Arbor, MI) were cultured in DMEM containing 1% penicillin/streptomycin, L-glutamine, 

and 10% fetal bovine serum (basal medium). Cells were cultured at 37°C and 5% CO2. NHLFs 

between passages four and ten were used for experiments. 

 

4.6.3 DexVS synthesis 

Dextran was reacted with divinyl sulfone following a previously described procedure (Yu 

& Chau, 2012). Briefly, dextran (5 g) was dissolved in 250 mL of sodium hydroxide (100 mM) 

solution on a stir plate at 300 rpm before addition of divinyl sulfone (12.5 mL). The reaction 

proceeded for 3.5 minutes before termination by addition of 2.5 mL hydrochloric acid (12 M). 

The product was dialyzed against milli-Q water for 3 days and then lyophilized. DexVS was 

characterized by 1H NMR and a vinyl sulfone/dextran repeat unit ratio of 0.66 was determined 

(Supplementary Figure 4.1).  

 

4.6.4 Fibrous matrix fabrication 

DexVS was dissolved at 0.7 g ml-1 in a 1:1 mixture of milli-Q water and 

dimethylformamide with 0.6% (w/v) lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP; 
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Colorado Photopolymer Solutions, Boulder, CO) photoinitiator, 2.5% (v/v) methacrylated 

rhodamine (25 mM; Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA), and 5.0% (v/v) glycidyl methacrylate. 

Electrospinning was accomplished with a custom set-up consisting of a high-voltage power 

supply (Gamma High Voltage Research, Ormond Beach, FL), syringe pump (KD Scientific, 

Holliston, MA), and a grounded copper collecting surface enclosed within an environmental 

chamber held at room temperature and 35% relative humidity (Terra Universal, Fullerton, CA). 

Electrospinning of DexVS solution was performed at a flow rate of 0.2 mL h-1, voltage of 7.0 

kV, and gap distance of 7 cm. To induce fiber alignment, fibers were electrospun at a voltage of 

4.0 kV onto a collecting surface of oppositely charged (-3.0 kV) parallel electrodes with varying 

separation distance to control alignment. After electrospinning, fibers were stabilized by primary 

crosslinking under UV light (100 mW cm-2) for 120 s, hydrated in varying concentrations of 

LAP solution, and then exposed again to UV light (100 mW cm-2) for varying durations. Fibers 

were collected on poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS; Dow Silicones Corporation, Midland, MI) 

arrays of circular wells produced by soft lithography as previously described (Baker et al., 2015). 

Briefly, silicon wafer masters possessing SU-8 photoresist (Microchem, Westborough, MA) 

were produced by standard photolithography and used to generate PDMS stamps. Following 

silanization with trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane, stamps were used to emboss 

uncured PDMS onto oxygen plasma-treated coverslips. Well arrays were methacrylated with 

vapor-phase silanization of 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate in a vacuum oven at 60°C for 

at least 6 h to promote fiber adhesion to PDMS.  
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4.6.5 Mechanical testing 

To determine the tensile mechanical properties of individual fibers, three-point bending 

tests were performed using a Nanosurf FlexBio atomic force microscope (AFM; Nanosurf, 

Liestal, Switzerland). Single fibers were collected onto microfabricated PDMS troughs (200 μm 

tall ˟ 200 μm wide) by electrospinning for short durations (1 s). Fibers were hydrated and 

crosslinked to varying degrees by LAP concentration and UV light exposure as above and 

deformed by an AFM tip (0.032 N m-1) loaded with a 35 μm diameter bead positioned centrally 

along the fiber’s length. Young’s modulus was calculated from the resulting load-displacement 

curves using known equations for a cylindrical rod undergoing three-point bending with fixed 

boundaries (Kluge et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2007). To determine the Young’s modulus of 

suspended DexVS fibrous matrices, microindentation testing with a rigid cylinder was performed 

on a commercial CellScale Microsquisher (CellScale, Waterloo, Ontario). Cylinders (1 mm 

diameter, 0.5 mm tall) of SU-8 photoresist were microfabricated and affixed to pure tungsten 

filaments (0.156 mm diameter, 59.6 mm length). Samples were indented to a depth of up to 200 

μm at an indentation speed of 2 μm s-1. As previously described (Baker et al., 2015), Young’s 

modulus was approximated assuming the material behaves as an elastic membrane using the 

following equation: 

𝐹 =
𝐸𝑡𝜋𝛿3(𝑟𝑜

2 − 𝑟𝑖
2)

2(𝑟𝑜 − 𝑟𝑖)
4(1 − ν)

 

Where t is the membrane thickness (8.68 μm, as determined by confocal microscopy; 

Supplementary Figure 4.2), ro is the membrane radius (1 mm), ri is the indenter radius (0.5 

mm), ν is the Poisson ratio (0.5), F is the indentation force, δ is the indentation depth, and E is 

Young’s modulus.  
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4.6.6 RGD functionalization and seeding on DexVS matrices 

DexVS fibers were functionalized with the cell adhesive peptide cyclized [Arg-Gly-Asp-

D-Phe-Lys(Cys)] (cRGD; Peptides International, Louisville, KY) via Michael-type addition to 

available vinyl sulfone groups to facilitate cell attachment. Briefly, the peptide was dissolved at 

100 μM (unless otherwise stated) in milli-Q water containing HEPES (50 mM), phenol red (10 

μg ml-1), and 1M NaOH to adjust the pH to 8.0. A 400 μL volume of this solution was added to 

each substrate and incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. Following cRGD 

functionalization, substrates were rinsed 2x with PBS before cell seeding. NHLFs were 

trypsinized, centrifuged and resuspended in basal medium, and seeded at 104 cells cm-2. 

 

4.6.7 Passive adsorption of proteins to DexVS matrices 

Type I rat tail collagen and human fibronectin (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY) were 

each diluted in PBS at 100 μg ml-1. A 400 μL volume of either collagen solution, fibronectin 

solution, or fetal bovine serum (Atlanta Biologics, Flowery Branch, GA) was added to each 

substrate and incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. Following protein adsorption, 

substrates were rinsed 3x with PBS before cell seeding.   

 

4.6.8 HepMA synthesis and functionalization 

Heparin sodium salt was reacted with methacrylic anhydride following previously 

described procedures (Brown et al., 2017a; Claaßen et al., 2018). Briefly, heparin sodium salt 

(500 mg) was dissolved in 50 mL PBS under vigorous stirring before addition of methacrylic 

anhydride (99.3 mL). The reaction was kept under constant stirring at 4°C for 24 hours. NaOH (1 

N) was added every hour for the first 6 hours to maintain a solution pH of 8. The product was 
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dialyzed against milli-Q water for 3 days and then lyophilized. Heparin methacrylate (HepMA) 

was dissolved in LAP solution at 2.5% (w/v). Fibers were simultaneously crosslinked and 

functionalized in this solution via exposure to UV light (100 mW cm-2).  

 

4.6.9 Myofibroblast induction 

NHLFs were seeded and allowed to adhere for 24 hours. Following cell attachment, basal 

media was supplemented with TGF-1 (10 ng ml-1) and cultured for an additional 6 days. Media 

was replaced every 2 days.  

 

4.6.10 Fluorescent staining and microscopy 

NHLFs on DexVS fibers were first fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at room 

temperature. Alternatively, to extract cytoplasmic vinculin, samples were simultaneously fixed 

and permeabilized in 2% paraformaldehyde in a buffer containing 1,4-piperazinediethanesulfonic 

acid (PIPES, 0.1 M), ethylene glycol-bis(2-aminoethylether)-N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic acid (EGTA, 

1 mM), magnesium sulfate (1 mM), poly(ethylene glycol) (4 % w/v), and triton X-100 (1%) for 

10 min at room temperature. To stabilize the fibers for processing and long-term storage, DexVS 

samples were crosslinked in 2 mL LAP solution (1.0% w/v) and exposed to UV light (100 mW 

cm-2) for 30 seconds. To stain the actin cytoskeleton and nuclei, cells were permeabilized in PBS 

solution containing Triton X-100 (5% v/v), sucrose (10% w/v), and magnesium chloride (0.6% 

w/v), and simultaneously blocked in 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin and stained with phalloidin 

and DAPI. For immunostaining, samples were permeabilized, blocked for 1 h in 1% (w/v) 

bovine serum albumin, and incubated with mouse monoclonal anti-vinculin antibody (1:1000, 

Sigma #V9264), mouse monoclonal anti-fibronectin antibody (1:2000, Sigma #F6140), or mouse 
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monoclonal anti--SMA (1:2000, Sigma #A2547) followed by secondary antibody (1:1000, Life 

Technologies #A21236) for 1 h each at room temperature with 3x PBS washes in between. For 

proliferation studies, EdU labelling was performed following the manufacturer’s protocol (Click-

iT EdU, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Fixed samples were imaged on a Zeiss LSM 800 

laser scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). For cell studies, only cells in 

the central region of each suspended matrix (2 mm diameter) were imaged. Unless otherwise 

specified, images are presented as maximum intensity projections. Fluorescent images were 

processed and quantified via custom Matlab scripts.  

 

4.6.11 Statistics 

Statistical significance was determined by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 

post-hoc analysis (Tukey test) or Student’s t-test where appropriate, with significance indicated 

by p < 0.05. Sample size is indicated within corresponding figure legends and all data are 

presented as mean  standard deviation.  
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4.7 Supplementary Figures 

 
Supplementary Figure 4.1: 1H NMR spectrum (D2O) of vinyl sulfonated dextran. The 

degree of DexVS functionalization was characterized by 1H NMR, calculated as the ratio of 

averaged vinyl sulfone proton integral (6.36, 6.47, 6.98 ppm in D2O) and the anomeric proton of 

the glycopyranosyl ring (4.99 and 5.15 ppm in D2O). Since the signal of the anomeric proton of 

α-1,3 linkages (5.15 ppm) partially overlaps with other protons, a pre-determined ratio of 4% α-

1,3 linkages was assumed and the total anomeric proton integral was calculated solely based on 

the integral at 4.99 ppm. A vinyl sulfone:dextran repeat unit ratio of 0.66 was determined. 

 

 
Supplementary Figure 4.2: Properties of DexVS fibrous matrices. (a) Orthogonal x-y, x-z, 

and y-z maximum intensity projection views from a confocal fluorescence image stack of a 

suspended 3D DexVS fibrous matrix; rhodamine-labeled DexVS fibers (magenta). Histogram of 

(b) DexVS fiber diameter and (c) DexVS matrix thickness. Scale bar: 20 μm.  
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Supplementary Figure 4.3: Cell survival on DexVS matrices. (a) Live/dead stain of NHLFs 

seeded on soft and stiff DexVS matrices and (b) quantification of cell viability (n = 11 fields of 

view). Scale bar: 200 μm. Data presented as mean ± std; * p ≤ 0.05. 

 

 
Supplementary Figure 4.4: Saturating concentrations of cRGD required to maximize cell 

adhesion on DexVS matrices. (a) Confocal fluorescent images of NHLFs cultured on DexVS 

matrices functionalized with 100 or 500 µM cRGD; actin (cyan), nuclei (yellow). Scale bar: 200 

μm. (b) Average cell spread area as a function of cRGD concentration (n = 37). Data presented 

as mean ± std; * p < 0.05. 
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Supplementary Figure 4.5: TGF-β1 is required for MF activation on both soft and stiff 

DexVS fibrous matrices. (a) Confocal fluorescent images of NHLFs cultured for 7 days on 

DexVS matrices with or without TGF-β1; nuclei (blue), α-SMA (yellow). Scale bar: 200 μm. (b) 

Quantification of α-SMA fluorescent intensity and final cell density (n ≥ 10). Data presented as 

mean ± std; * p ≤ 0.05. 
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Chapter 5: Fiber Crimp Confers Matrix Mechanical Nonlinearity, 

Regulates Endothelial Cell Mechanosensing, and Promotes 

Microvascular Network Formation 
 

5.1 Authors 

Christopher D. Davidson, Danica Kristen P. Jayco, William Y. Wang, Ariella Shikanov, 

Brendon M. Baker 

 

5.2 Abstract 

Mechanical interactions between cells and their surrounding extracellular matrix (ECM) 

guide many fundamental cell behaviors. Native connective tissue consists of highly organized, 

3D networks of ECM fibers with complex, nonlinear mechanical properties. The most abundant 

stromal matrix component is fibrillar type I collagen, which often possesses a wavy, crimped 

morphology that confers strain- and load-dependent nonlinear mechanical behavior. Here, we 

established a new and simple method for engineering electrospun fibrous matrices composed of 

dextran vinyl sulfone (DexVS) with controllable crimped structure. A hydrophilic peptide was 

functionalized to DexVS matrices to trigger swelling of individual hydrogel fibers, resulting in 

crimped microstructure due to the fixed anchorage of fibers. Mechanical characterization of 

these matrices under tension confirmed orthogonal control over nonlinear stress-strain responses 

and matrix stiffness. We next examined ECM mechanosensing of individual endothelial cells 

(ECs), finding that fiber crimp promoted physical matrix remodeling alongside decreases in cell 
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spreading, focal adhesion area, and nuclear localization of Yes-associated protein (YAP). These 

changes corresponded to an increase in migration speed along with evidence for long-range 

interactions between neighboring cells in crimped matrices. Interestingly, when ECs were seeded 

at high density in crimped matrices, capillary-like networks rapidly assembled containing tube-

like cellular structures wrapped around bundles of synthetic matrix fibers due to increased 

physical reorganization of matrix fibers.  Our work provides an additional level of mechanical 

and architectural tunability to synthetic fibrous matrices and implicates a critical role for 

mechanical nonlinearity in EC mechanosensing and network formation. 

 

5.3 Introduction 

Native biological tissues are known to exhibit complex, nonlinear mechanical properties 

(Fung, 1967; Storm et al., 2005). Specifically, connective tissue consists of highly organized, 3D 

networks of fibrillar extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins that contribute to this mechanical 

nonlinearity. For example, type I collagen is the most abundant stromal matrix component and 

exists as fibers or bundles of fibers that often possess a wavy, crimped morphology in a variety 

of soft tissues including tendons, ligaments, blood vessels, and the intestine (Hiltner et al., 1985). 

External forces experienced with normal tissue function cause crimped fibers to straighten and 

gradually bear tensile loads. Thus, crimped fiber microstructure confers strain- and load-

dependent nonlinear mechanical behaviors and contributes significantly to the overall 

compliance, strength, and durability of soft tissues (Diamant et al., 1972; Rigby et al., 1959). 

Recapitulating this complex mechanical behavior is critical to engineering biomaterials for tissue 

engineering applications as well as better understanding cell-ECM interactions during normal 

and abnormal tissue function.  
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Electrospinning is a technique that has been extensively used to fabricate fibrous 

scaffolds that mimic the structure and mechanics of native tissue ECMs given its ability to 

generate polymeric fibers of similar length-scale as native collagen fibrils (Mauck et al., 2009; 

Pham et al., 2006; Sill & von Recum, 2008). Additional benefits to electrospinning include its 

low cost, high scalability and speed of scaffold fabrication, as well as versatility in processing a 

wide variety of synthetic and natural polymers into fibers. By modulating attributes of the 

polymer solution and electrospinning process parameters, fibrous scaffolds can be fabricated 

with varied features that reflect the diverse landscapes of native cellular microenvironments. 

However, most electrospinning processes yield scaffolds containing straight fibers lacking the 

crimped microstructure of native collagen fibers in soft tissues. To address this limitation and 

generate electrospun scaffolds composed of tortuous fibers, several methods have recently been 

developed including electrospinning bi-component polymeric fibers (Lin et al., 2005), air-driven 

electrospinning (Varesano et al., 2007), magnetic-field-assisted electrospinning (Liu et al., 

2010c), plasticizer treatment (Chao et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015b), or controlled heating above 

the polymer’s glass transition temperature (Chao et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2014; Surrao et al., 

2010, 2012b, 2012a; Szczesny et al., 2017). While these methods have successfully generated 

crimped fibers, resultant scaffolds lack fine control over other physical properties such as the 

degree of mechanical nonlinearity, matrix stiffness, and fiber density.   

Additionally, the cell response to matrices composed of crimped fibers is currently not 

well understood. As these scaffolds have largely been developed for tendon and ligament tissue 

engineering applications, the cell response to external loads as a function of fiber crimp has 

exclusively been explored. Interestingly, these studies have shown that ligament fibroblasts and 

mesenchymal stem cells cultured in crimped scaffolds exhibit changes in gene expression (Chao 
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et al., 2014; Surrao et al., 2012a) and cell morphology (Szczesny et al., 2017) under static and 

dynamic loading, suggesting altered mechanosensing as a function of fiber tortuosity. Recent 

work by our group and others support a key role for cell traction force-induced physical matrix 

remodeling during mechanosensing of fibrous microenvironments. Physical remodeling through 

fiber recruitment influences the distribution of adhesive ligand and matrix-borne forces during 

fundamental cell processes including cell spreading (Baker et al., 2015; Xie et al., 2017), 

migration (Provenzano et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2019), and assembly of multicellular structures 

(Davidson et al., 2019a). However, due to the use of stiff synthetic polymeric materials (E = 0.35 

– 600 MPa), previous fabrication methods produce matrices of crimped fibers impervious to 

dynamic remodeling by cell-generated forces (Chao et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2014; Lin et al., 

2005; Liu et al., 2015b, 2010c; Surrao et al., 2010, 2012b, 2012a; Szczesny et al., 2017; 

Varesano et al., 2007). We propose that nonlinear mechanics and the enhanced potential for cell 

force-mediated remodeling at low force regimes can regulate single cell behavior and ensuing 

multicellular assembly processes. 

Previously, our lab has developed synthetic matrices of electrospun dextran hydrogel 

fibers with highly tunable architectural, mechanical, and biochemical attributes (Baker et al., 

2015; Davidson et al., 2020a). In separate work, we have also demonstrated control over the 

swelling behavior of dextran-based bulk hydrogels by modulating polymer backbone 

hydrophobicity via functionalization with hydrophobic methacrylates (Trappmann et al., 2017). 

Here, we employed a similar strategy to increase hydrophilicity within the neutral polymer 

network of a polymer fiber in order to confer swelling behavior and crimped microstructure 

should the fiber be anchored at both ends. The objective of this study was to utilize this approach 
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to examine the role of matrix fiber crimp and mechanical nonlinearity on endothelial cell (EC) 

behavior.   

 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Development and mechanical characterization of crimped DexVS fibrous matrices  

To develop a synthetic electrospun matrix with controllable crimped microstructure, 

dextran vinyl sulfone (DexVS) was chosen as a base polymeric material due to its amenability to 

electrospinning with control over matrix architecture and mechanics (Davidson et al., 2020a). 

Matrices were fabricated by electrospinning DexVS fibers onto collection substrates such that 

material was suspended over an array of microfabricated PDMS wells. DexVS fibers were first 

functionalized with cell-adhesive cyclo[RGDfK(C)] (cRGD) via Michael-type addition to free 

vinyl sulfones to facilitate cell attachment, ensuring consistent cRGD concentration across all 

matrix conditions (Figure 5.1a). We next coupled CGRDGS, a peptide containing hydrophilic 

arginine and glycine residues lacking cell-adhesive domains (Figure 5.1a). Time-lapse confocal 

imaging of matrices during functionalization with this hydrophilic swelling peptide (HSP) 

revealed a rapid increase in fiber tortuosity as well as overall matrix thickness, presumably due 

to the increase in length of swelled fibers firmly anchored at well edges (Figure 5.1b, 

Supplementary Movie 5.1). We noted that matrices achieved a steady-state morphology 45 

minutes after the addition of HSP, and so this duration of functionalization was utilized for all 

subsequent studies.  

We additionally demonstrated facile control over the degree of crimping by varying the 

concentration of HSP coupled to DexVS matrices (Figure 5.1c). Control matrices (0.0 mM HSP) 

possessed straight, taut fibers while increasing HSP concentration led to a stepwise increases in 
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individual fiber tortuosity as well as overall matrix thickness (Figure 5.1d,e). This increase in 

overall matrix thickness also corresponded to enhanced fiber dispersion in the z-direction 

(Supplementary Movie 5.2). As expected, a modest increase in fiber diameter as a function of 

HSP-mediated swelling was noted (control, unmodified fibers: 0.96 ± 0.10 μm vs. 2.0 mM HSP-

functionalized fibers: 1.02 ± 0.13 μm).  Although this diameter increase could impact matrix 

total surface area and the distribution of cell-adhesive cRGD, we anticipate these influences are 

negligible compared to the influence of matrix structure and mechanical behavior (Figure 5.1f). 

 
Figure 5.1: Functionalization of hydrogel fibers with hydrophilic swelling peptide induces 

crimp in DexVS matrices. (a) Schematic representation of DexVS fibers with controlled 

adhesive ligand and crimping via functionalization with the cell adhesive peptide cRGD and 

hydrophilic swelling peptide (HSP, peptide sequence: CGRDGS), respectively. (b) Matrix 

thickness quantified over time immediately after adding 2.0 mM HSP (n = 6 matrices). (c) 

Confocal fluorescent images and orthogonal maximum intensity projections of DexVS matrices 

functionalized with variable HSP concentrations with representative fiber outlines. Scale bar: 50 

μm. Quantification of (d) fiber tortuosity (n = 30 fibers), (e) matrix thickness (n = 14 matrices), 

and (f) fiber diameter (n = 100 fibers) as a function of HSP concentration. All data presented as 

mean ± standard deviation; * p < 0.05.  

 

To characterize the influence of fiber crimping on matrix mechanics, the centers of 

suspended fibrous matrices were indented to capture stress-strain responses under tension. 
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Similar to observations in native collagenous tissues that possess crimped architecture (Hiltner et 

al., 1985), engineered crimping of DexVS matrices led to pronounced changes in nonlinearity 

and a prominent toe region at low levels of strain (Figure 5.2a). Non-crimped control matrices 

(0.0 mM HSP) possessed only a slightly non-linear response, as seen by a modest increase in 

stiffness from low (E = 812 ± 135 Pa) to high strain (E = 1178 ± 131 Pa) regimes, potentially due 

to strain-dependent fiber reorientation (Abhilash et al., 2014; Lake et al., 2009; Lynch et al., 

2003). With intermediate levels of crimping (1.0 mM HSP), we observed an increase in 

nonlinearity with a significant decrease in stiffness at low strain (250 ± 88 Pa) compared to 

control matrices. As crimped fibers would require strain-induced straightening before bearing 

tensile load, lower stiffness at low strain implies a diminished population of  taught, load-bearing 

fibers. Indeed, higher strains where crimped fibers straightened and began to bear load correlated 

with a three-fold increase in matrix stiffness (788 ± 164 Pa). At the maximum levels of crimping 

examined (2.0 mM HSP), the difference between stiffness at low (123 ± 45 Pa) and high (182 ± 

81 Pa) strain regimes was marginal. Due to the limited testable strain range imposed by our setup 

and sample geometry, fibers have likely not fully straightened to bear load even at the maximum 

testable strain (ε = 0.11). We anticipate that at higher strains (ε > 0.15), we would observe a 

significant increase in stiffness for this condition. In addition to changes in Young’s modulus in 

different strain regimes, we also noted an increase in transition strain due to a larger toe region 

with increasing HSP concentration (Figure 5.2a).  

We next orthogonally varied fiber stiffness at each level of HSP-induced crimp by 

crosslinking matrices for various durations (20 vs. 160 seconds) in the presence of LAP 

photoinitiator after cRGD and HSP functionalization. For non-crimped control matrices, 

photoinitiated crosslinking led to increases in E at both low and high strain regimes (Figure 
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5.2b). With an intermediate degree of crimping, crosslinking did not influence stiffness at low 

strains (ε < 0.05), but significantly increased E at higher strains (Figure 5.2c). At the highest 

degree of crimping examined, subsequent crosslinking had no measurable effect on E at either 

low or high strain regimes, again likely due to the lack of engagement with straightened tension-

bearing fibers (Figure 5.2d). Additionally, transition strain only changed as a function of HSP 

concentration and not as a function of photoinitiated crosslinking. Together, these results suggest 

that the crosslinking of single fibers only influences matrix stiffness in strain regimes where 

fibers are straightened and load bearing.  
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Figure 5.2: Mechanical characterization of crimped DexVS matrices. Average stress-strain 

curves with quantification of Young’s modulus at low (0.00 – 0.05) and high (0.05 – 0.10) strain 

and transition strain for DexVS matrices with (a) variable HSP concentrations and no additional 

crosslinking, (b) variable crosslinking at 0.0 mM HSP, (c) variable crosslinking at 1.0 mM HSP, 

and (d) variable crosslinking at 2.0 mM HSP (n = 5-6 matrices per group). All data presented as 

mean ± standard deviation; * p < 0.05. # indicates statistical significance (p < 0.05) between low 

and high strain.  
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5.7.2 Endothelial cell spreading and mechanosensing in crimped DexVS matrices 

 In previous work developing crimped fibrous matrices for tendon and ligament tissue 

engineering, cell behavior has primarily been studied in response to external static and dynamic 

tensile loads (Chao et al., 2014; Surrao et al., 2012a; Szczesny et al., 2017). In addition to 

interpreting external mechanical cues, however, cells continuously sense and respond to passive 

mechanical cues from the microenvironment including matrix stiffness, topography, and 

dimensionality (Ricca et al., 2013). Thus, we next aimed to investigate how fiber crimp regulates 

EC mechanosensing and morphology. As compared to in control matrices, human umbilical vein 

ECs in crimped matrices exhibited a decrease in projected cell spread area (Figure 5.3a-c) and 

an increase in cell thickness (Figure 5.3b,d), potentially due to the enhanced initial thickness 

and three dimensionality of crimped matrices (Figure 5.1c). There was, however, no difference 

in cell volume between matrix conditions (Figure 5.3e). In addition, we also noticed similar 

changes in nuclear morphology corresponding to differences in overall cell spreading where 

crimped matrices yielded nuclei with smaller projected area and increased thickness with no 

change in volume (Figure 5.3f-h). Interestingly, however, EC nuclei in crimped matrices had 

significantly increased DAPI signal intensity suggesting potential changes in chromatin density 

(Figure 5.3i). Lastly, we observed differences in physical reorganization of matrix fibers as a 

function of crimping. Crimped matrices exhibited increased fiber recruitment beneath the cell 

surface and additionally maintained increased matrix thickness as compared to control matrices 

(Figure 5.3j,k). Comparing final matrix thickness to initial thickness prior to cell-seeding, 

though, we noted a 63% decrease in crimped matrices compared to a 34% decrease in the 
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control. In sum, cells in crimped fiber matrices exhibited distinct morphological features and 

cell-ECM interactions compared to ECs cultured in non-crimped control matrices.  

 
Figure 5.3: Crimped DexVS fibrous matrices regulate EC morphology and physical matrix 

remodeling. (a) Cell outlines of nine representative cells as a function of HSP concentration. (b) 

Confocal fluorescent images and orthogonal maximum intensity projects of ECs in DexVS 

matrices functionalized with varying HSP concentration. F-actin (cyan), DexVS fibers 

(magenta), nuclei (yellow). Quantification of (c) cell spread area (n  74 cells), (d) cell thickness 

(n = 24 cells), (e) cell volume (n = 18 fields of view), (f) nuclear area (n  72 nuclei), (g) nuclear 

thickness (n = 50 nuclei), (h) nuclear volume (n = 18 fields of view), (i) average DAPI intensity 

(n = 24 nuclei) (j) fiber recruitment (n = 24 fields of view), and (k) final matrix thickness (n = 24 

fields of view). Scale bars: 50 μm. All data presented as mean ± standard deviation; * p < 0.05. 

 

Given the noted changes in cell spreading with crimped matrix architecture, we next 

investigated the mechanosensitive proteins vinculin and Yes-associated protein (YAP). Vinculin 

is a key force-sensitive adhesion protein and a well-established signaling molecule within focal 

adhesions (Grashoff et al., 2010; Kanchanawong et al., 2010). In crimped matrices, we noted a 

decrease in both total focal adhesion area as well as single focal adhesion area as compared to 

control matrices (Figure 5.4a-c). Additionally, YAP is a Hippo pathway transcriptional regulator 
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that functions as a central control point during mechanosensing (Dupont et al., 2011). In line 

with previous work correlating spreading, cell adhesions, and YAP activity (Caliari et al., 2016b; 

Nardone et al., 2017), we observed a lower nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio of YAP signal in cells 

within crimped matrices as compared to controls due to a decrease in YAP localized to the 

nucleus (Figure 5.4d-f). 

 
Figure 5.4: Crimped DexVS fibrous matrices regulate EC mechanosensing. Confocal 

fluorescent images of ECs on DexVS matrices functionalized with variable HSP concentrations 

and stained for (a) vinculin and (d) YAP. F-actin (cyan), nuclei (yellow). Quantification of (b) 

total focal adhesion area per cell, (c) average area of single focal adhesions (n  31 cells), (e) 

YAP nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio, and (f) nuclear YAP intensity (n  32 cells). Scale bars: 50 

μm. All data presented as mean ± standard deviation; * p < 0.05. 
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5.7.3 EC migration and network formation on crimped DexVS matrices 

 Examining EC phenotype at fixed timepoints is beneficial in understanding how matrix 

mechanics regulate cell behavior and mechanosensing.  However, we also sought to examine the 

dynamics of cell-ECM interactions on crimped and control matrices by time-lapse live imaging 

(Supplementary Movie 5.3, Supplementary Movie 5.4). Over the first four hours of culture, 

cells actively recruited matrix fibers without evident spreading or migration. Following this 

initialization period, cells began to spread and migrate in both matrix conditions (Figure 5.5a). 

Quantifying migration speed from tracked labeled nuclei, we found that ECs migrated 13% faster 

on crimped matrices compared to control (Figure 5.5b). Additionally, in crimped matrices we 

noted frequent instances of directed protrusion and migration towards neighboring cells 

positioned multiple cell lengths away, a phenomenon that was not observed in control matrices 

(Figure 5.5c). Physical matrix deformations and local fiber alignment appear to generate lines of 

tension between cells that promoted directional cell extension, indicative of long-range 

mechanical communication.  
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Figure 5.5: EC spreading and migration dynamics on crimped DexVS matrices. (a) Average 

cell spread area over 16 hours after seeding on DexVS matrices functionalized with various HSP 

concentrations (n = 6 fields of view). (b) Migration speed as a function of HSP concentration (n 

 197 cells). (c) Representative time-lapse images of lifeAct-GFP expressing ECs on DexVS 

matrices functionalized with 0.0 and 2.0 mM HSP. Arrows indicate matrix alignment between 

interacting cells. F-actin (cyan), DexVS fibers (magenta). Scale bars: 50 μm. All data presented 

as mean ± standard deviation; * p < 0.05. 

 

 Our lab and others have investigated the involvement of long-range mechanical 

communication in vasculogenesis, the de novo formation of microvascular networks (Davidson 

et al., 2019a; Sapir & Tzlil, 2017). We previously developed a model of EC network formation 

on suspended matrices of electrospun dextran methacrylate fibers to study in vitro 

vasculogenesis and discovered a critical role for physical matrix remodeling during the assembly 

of these complex, multicellular, capillary-like structures (Davidson et al., 2019a). As crimped 

DexVS matrices exhibit low stiffness and increased nonlinearity at low strain regimes (Figure 

5.2) as well as heightened fiber recruitment by single ECs (Figure 5.3), we hypothesized that 

crimped fibrous microstructure would also encourage EC network formation. 
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 To investigate this, we cultured ECs at high cell density (6 x 104 cells cm-2) on control 

and crimped matrices for 5 days (Figure 5.6a). While EC networks formed in both conditions 

with robust VE-cadherin expression at cell-cell junctions (Figure 5.6a,c), networks on crimped 

matrices exhibited longer extensions between nodes while networks on control matrices had 

larger nodes with shorter extensions. These observations were supported by a decrease in the 

ratio of cell area to perimeter in crimped matrices compared to control, a previously used metric 

to classify network formation (Califano & Reinhart-King, 2008; Davidson et al., 2019a) (Figure 

5.6a,b). Additionally, high resolution imaging indicated increased fiber bundling and thicker 

cellular networks in crimped matrices, mirroring results seen earlier with single cells (Figure 

5.6j,k). Interestingly, ECs in crimped matrices wrapped around bundles of fibers, leading to the 

formation of tube-like structures; this phenomenon was not observed in control matrices (Figure 

5.6d,e).  
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Figure 5.6: EC network formation on crimped DexVS matrices. (a) Confocal fluorescence 

images of ECs and fibers after 5 days of culture on low density DexVS matrices functionalized 

with variable HSP concentrations. F-actin (cyan), DexVS fibers (magenta), nuclei (yellow). 

Scale bar: 300 μm. Dashed boxes indicate locations of higher magnification images depicting 

VE-cadherin expression at cell-cell junctions. Scale bar: 50 μm. (b) Cell area/perimeter ratio (n = 

12 fields of view) and (c) total VE-cadherin fluorescent intensity normalized to cell density (n = 

8 fields of view) as a function of HSP concentration. Representative confocal fluorescent images 

and z-plane cross sections of tube-like structures in (d) control and (e) crimped matrix 

conditions. Scale bar: 10 μm. Dashed boxes indicate locations of higher magnification. Scale bar: 

5 μm. All data presented as mean ± standard deviation; * p < 0.05.  

 

5.5 Discussion 

Mimicking the architectural and mechanical properties of collagenous tissues is critical to 

building in vitro models for disease modeling applications and scaffolds for tissue repair. Here, 

we established a new approach to generating crimped electrospun synthetic polymer fibers to 

mimic the tortuous microstructure of fibrillar collagen in many soft tissues. By functionalizing 

electrospun DexVS fibrous matrices with HSP, we demonstrated control over the degree of 
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crimping and resulting tensile nonlinearity (Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2). Additionally, we utilized 

photoinitiated radical polymerization of DexVS fibers after functionalization with HSP to 

orthogonally control stiffness and fiber crimp. Noncrimped fibrous matrices exhibited relatively 

high Young’s moduli values and more linear behavior as compared to crimped fibrous matrices 

possessing a low stiffness toe region followed by increased stress-strain response beyond the 

transition strain. Whether this degree of nonlinearity (between 5-15% strain) affects cell 

behavior, though, likely depends on the forces and strains that cells generate. Previous work 

from our lab showed cell force-induced strain up to 50% in a similar compliant fibrous matrix 

(Wang et al., 2019), however further analysis and quantification of cell traction forces and 

resulting matrix strains during dynamic physical remodeling events remains an outstanding 

challenge.  

Regardless, we observed striking changes in cell morphology and behavior between 

control and crimped fibrous matrices, where fiber crimp promoted fiber recruitment and 

increases in cell and nuclear thickness, concurrent with decreases in cell spreading, focal 

adhesion area, and YAP nuclear localization (Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4). These observations 

contrast previous results in fibrous matrices from our lab and others, where lower matrix 

stiffness and increased fiber recruitment correlated with increases in cell spreading and adhesion 

formation (Baker et al., 2015; Davidson et al., 2020a; Xie et al., 2017). We hypothesize that this 

discrepancy is due to the enhanced three-dimensionality of matrices with crimped fibers (Figure 

5.1, Figure 5.3). Three-dimensional distribution of cell adhesions has been shown to influence 

cell shape, polarity, and cytoskeletal organization (Baker & Chen, 2012). Forced apical-basal 

polarity and unrestricted planar spreading of cells plated in 2D enables distinct cytoskeletal 

organization compared to cells embedded in 3D ECM, which tend to assume a stellate 
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morphology with limited polarization (Hakkinen et al., 2011). Further, decreases in focal 

adhesions and YAP nuclear localization have been noted in cells embedded within 3D hydrogels 

as compared to on flat, 2D surfaces (Caliari et al., 2016b; Doyle & Yamada, 2016; Lee et al., 

2019). In addition to the changes in dimensionality, crimped matrices exhibit a lower stress-

strain response over large strain regimes which could also contribute to impaired spreading and 

decreased contractility.   

 In addition to fixed timepoint analysis, we investigated EC migratory dynamics via time-

lapse microscopy. In addition to decreases in cell spreading, adhesion, and nuclear YAP 

localization, we observed an increase in migration speeds (Figure 5.5). This observation is in 

line with previous reports indicating that larger, more mature adhesions imply slower adhesion 

turnover and lower migration speeds (Peyton & Putnam, 2005). However, recent work from 

Mason et al. has linked nuclear YAP/TAZ to limiting adhesion maturation and ultimately 

increasing migration speeds (Mason et al., 2019). While mechanosensing is likely involved in 

cell migration, we anticipate other physical cues could contribute to differences in migration 

speed between crimped and control matrices. Specifically, the same number of fibers distributed 

throughout a thicker matrix implies a relative increase in porosity, which could facilitate cell 

migration in 3D (Supplementary Movie 5.2). Additionally, the low stiffness at low strains of 

crimped fibrous matrices enabled prominent fiber recruitment and large matrix deformations 

(Figure 5.3) and the formation of “strap” regions of aligned fibers spanning neighboring cells. 

These regions of anisotropic topography, adhesive ligand distribution, and stiffness likely directs 

cell protrusions and subsequent migration (Wang et al., 2018) (Figure 5.5). The dynamic 

reorganization of matrix fibers and cell-to-cell mechanical interactions in crimped matrices may 

also contribute to the observed increase in migration speeds. Such a result would be supported by 
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computational modeling studies implicating nonlinear mechanics of fibrous ECM structure in the 

optimization of long-range mechanical communication between cells (Ma et al., 2013; Sopher et 

al., 2018b; Wang et al., 2015).  

 Together, the formation of strap regions, long-range mechanical communication, and 

faster cell migration could all contribute to the enhanced self-assembly of EC networks 

containing tube-like structures in crimped matrices compared to controls. Increased fiber 

recruitment with fiber crimp ultimately causes matrix densification and restriction of potential 

network paths of assembling cells. These restricted paths contain tensile tracks of aligned fibers 

that facilitate long-range force transmission to support longer cell extensions reflected by the 

decrease in area to perimeter ratio with fiber crimp. Additionally, densification of matrix fibers 

beneath extending cells may explain the appearance of tube-like EC structures (Figure 5.6). 

Interestingly, the polarity of tubular structures formed here parallels that of previous work 

spatially patterning ECs in micromolded collagen gels (Raghavan et al., 2010). In these studies, 

ECs densified and wrapped around a collagen core to form tubules, yielding structures that 

anastomosed with host vasculature upon implantation (Baranski et al., 2013). While the presence 

of synthetic DexVS fibers within these cell structures is a potential limitation, future work could 

utilize crimped fibers to mediate tubulogenesis followed by triggered degradation of fibers to 

open lumenal space.  

 Beyond the potential to engineer vascularized constructs, crimped synthetic fibers may 

also hold potential for restoring the mechanical function of dense connective fibrous tissues. One 

outstanding issue with the functionality of fibrous scaffolds for tissue repair is limited cell 

infiltration due to dense packing of fibers and subcellular pore size. Cell invasion upon 

implantation, however, is critical for rapid progenitor or repair cell recruitment and as well as 
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vascularization. Our results suggest fiber crimp increases in matrix porosity and cell migration 

speed. While many methods to increase cell infiltration of fibrous scaffolds have been developed 

(Baker et al., 2008; Wu & Hong, 2016), crimped fibers could present a new strategy towards 

resolving this challenge.  

 

5.6 Conclusion 

In this work, we developed a new approach to generating crimped structure in 

electrospun fibrous matrices by functionalizing synthetic DexVS fibers with a hydrophilic 

swelling peptide. This technique presents an additional level of structural and mechanical control 

to an already highly tunable biomaterial platform. Due to the ubiquity of fiber crimp in 

collagenous tissue, this unique microstructure likely has influence on cell and tissue behavior at 

multiple length scales. We found that matrices possessing crimped fibers led to pronounced 

changes in mechanical nonlinearity and regulated EC mechanosensing, migration, and network 

formation. The approach described here could be used in future work to better understand the 

influence of nonlinear ECM mechanics in healthy and abnormal tissue function and to engineer 

tissue constructs that more accurately recapitulate the mechanical behavior of native tissues.   

 

5.7 Materials and Methods 

5.7.1 Reagents 

All reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received, unless otherwise 

stated.  
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5.7.2 Cell culture 

Human umbilical vein ECs were cultured in endothelial growth medium (EGM-2; Lonza, 

Basel, Switzerland) supplemented with 1% penicillin-streptomycin-fungizone (Gibco, Waltham, 

MA). Cells were cultured at 37°C and 5% CO2. ECs were used from passages four to eight in all 

experiments. 

 

5.7.3 DexVS synthesis 

Dextran was reacted with divinyl sulfone following a previously described procedure (Yu 

& Chau, 2012). Briefly, dextran (5 g) was dissolved in 250 mL of sodium hydroxide (100 mM) 

solution on a stir plate at 300 rpm before the addition of divinyl sulfone (12.5 mL). The reaction 

proceeded for 3.5 minutes before termination by addition of 2.5 mL hydrochloric acid (12 M). 

The product was dialyzed against milli-Q water for 3 days and then lyophilized. DexVS was 

characterized by 1H NMR and a vinyl sulfone/dextran repeat unit ratio of 0.70 was determined.  

 

5.7.4 Fibrous matrix fabrication 

DexVS was dissolved at 0.7 g ml-1 in a 1:1 mixture of milli-Q water and 

dimethylformamide with 1.2% (w/v) lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP; 

Colorado Photopolymer Solutions, Boulder, CO) photoinitiator, 2.5% (v/v) methacrylated 

rhodamine (25 mM; Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA), and 5.0% (v/v) glycidyl methacrylate. 

Electrospinning of DexVS solution was performed at a flow rate of 0.2 mL h-1, voltage of 7.0 

kV, and gap distance of 7 cm. After electrospinning, fibers were stabilized by primary 

crosslinking under UV light (100 mW cm-2) for 120 s, hydrated in LAP solution (0.01 mg mL-1), 

and then exposed again to UV light (100 mW cm-2) for 20 s. Fibers were collected on 
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poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS; Dow Silicones Corporation, Midland, MI) arrays of circular 

wells produced by soft lithography as previously described (Baker et al., 2015). Briefly, silicon 

wafer masters possessing SU-8 photoresist (Microchem, Westborough, MA) were produced by 

standard photolithography and used to generate PDMS stamps. Following silanization with 

trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane, stamps were used to emboss uncured PDMS onto 

oxygen plasma-treated coverslips. Well arrays were methacrylated with vapor-phase silanization 

of 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate in a vacuum oven at 60°C for at least 6 h to promote 

fiber adhesion to PDMS. 

 

5.7.5 Peptide functionalization and seeding of DexVS fibers 

DexVS fibers were first functionalized with the cell-adhesive peptide cyclo[RGDfK(C)] 

(cRGD; Peptides International, Louisville, KY; 100 μM) to facilitate cell attachment followed by 

simultaneous functionalization with the hydrophilic swelling peptide (HSP) CGRDGS 

(Genscript, Piscataway, NJ) and L-cysteine to induce fiber crimping. Various concentrations of 

HSP were coupled to control the degree of crimping, and L-cysteine was added to keep the total 

final peptide concentration consistent at 2 mM for all conditions. All peptides were coupled via 

Michael-type addition to available vinyl sulfone groups. Peptides were dissolved in milli-Q 

water containing HEPES (50 mM), phenol red (10 μg mL-1), and 1 M NaOH to adjust the pH to 

8.0. A 350 μL volume of solution was added to each substrate. cRGD and HSP/L-cysteine 

solutions were incubated for 30 and 45 minutes, respectively, at room temperature with 3x PBS 

rinses in between. Following peptide functionalization, substrates were rinsed 3x with PBS 

before cell seeding. ECs were trypsinized, centrifuged, and resuspended in 1.5% (w/v) 
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methylcellulose supplemented EGM-2 to increase media viscosity for seeding onto suspended 

fibrous matrices. 

 

5.7.6 Mechanical characterization 

To determine the tensile mechanical properties of suspended DexVS fibrous matrices, 

microindentation testing with a rigid cylinder was performed on a commercial CellScale 

Microsquisher (CellScale, Waterloo, Ontario). Cylinders (1 mm diameter, 0.5 mm tall) of SU8 

photoresist were microfabricated and affixed to pure tungsten filaments (0.156 mm diameter, 58 

mm length). Samples were indented to a depth of 350 μm at an indentation speed of 4 μm s-1. 

Indenter displacement and force were converted to strain and stress, respectively. Young’s 

modulus was calculated in both low (0.0 – 5.5%) and high (5.5 – 11.0%) strain regimes by linear 

fits to the stress-strain plot. Transition strain was calculated with a custom Matlab script by 

finding the transition point between the toe- and linear-regions of the stress-strain data (Lake et 

al., 2009).  

 

5.7.7 Fluorescent staining and microscopy 

ECs on DexVS fibers were first fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at room 

temperature. Alternatively, to extract cytoplasmic vinculin, samples were simultaneously fixed 

and permeabilized in 2% paraformaldehyde in a buffer containing 1,4-piperazinediethanesulfonic 

acid (PIPES, 0.1 M), ethylene glycol-bis(2-aminoethylether)-N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic acid (1 mM), 

magnesium sulfate (1 mM), poly(ethylene glycol) (4 % w/v), and triton X-100 (1%) for 10 min 

at room temperature. To stabilize the fibers for sample processing and long-term storage, 

paraformaldehyde-fixed samples were crosslinked in 2 mL LAP solution (1.0% w/v) and 
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exposed to UV light (100 mW cm-2) for 30 s. To stain the actin cytoskeleton and nuclei, cells 

were permeabilized in PBS solution containing Triton X-100 (5% v/v), sucrose (10% w/v), and 

magnesium chloride (0.6% w/v), and simultaneously blocked in 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin 

and stained with phalloidin and DAPI. For immunostaining, samples were permeabilized, 

blocked for 1 h in 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, and incubated with mouse monoclonal anti-

vinculin antibody (1:1000, Sigma #V9264), mouse monoclonal anti-YAP antibody (1:1000, 

Santa Cruz #101199), or mouse monoclonal anti-VE-cadherin F-8 (1:1000, Santa Cruz #9989) 

followed by secondary antibody (1:1000, Life Technologies #A21236) for 1 h each at room 

temperature with 3x PBS washes in between. Fixed samples were imaged on a Zeiss LSM800 

laser scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Unless otherwise specified, 

images are presented as maximum intensity projections. Fluorescent images were processed and 

quantified via custom Matlab scripts. Fiber recruitment was quantified by dividing the average 

fiber signal intensity beneath the cell body by the average fiber signal intensity outside the cell 

body.  

 

5.7.8 Time-lapse microscopy and migration analysis 

Time-lapse microscopy was performed on a Zeiss LSM800 laser scanning confocal 

microscope. Migration experiments were imaged immediately after seeding at 15 min frame 

intervals over 16 hours. To image ECs, lentiviral transduction of lifeAct-GFP was utilized as in 

our previous work (Wang et al., 2019). Immediately prior to imaging, cell nuclei were labeled 

with Hoechst 33342 (3 μg mL-1) for 10 min. Following raw image export, average cell spread 

area was calculated for each timepoint. Additionally, cell nuclei were tracked with a custom 

Matlab script predicated on the IDL Particle Tracking code (Crocker & Grier, 1996). Migration 
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speed was calculated as total tracked distance over total tracked duration. For migration speed 

analysis, nuclei were only tracked between 4 and 16 hours after ECs had spread.  

 

5.7.9 Statistics 

Statistical significance was determined by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 

post-hoc analysis (Tukey test) or Student’s t-test where appropriate, with significance indicated 

by p < 0.05. Sample size is indicated within corresponding figure legends and all data are 

presented as mean  standard deviation.  

 

5.8 Supplementary Figures 

Supplementary Movie 5.1: Crimping of DexVS fibrous matrices. Representative confocal 

fluorescence time-lapse movie of DexVS fibers (magenta) crimping upon addition of 2.0 mM 

HSP. Scale bar: 100 µm.  

 

Supplementary Movie 5.2: EC migration on control DexVS fibrous matrices. Representative 

confocal fluorescence time-lapse movie of EC (cyan) migration on control (0.0 mM HSP) 

DexVS fibrous matrices (magenta). Scale bar: 200 µm. 

 

Supplementary Movie 5.3: EC migration on crimped DexVS fibrous matrices. 

Representative confocal fluorescence time-lapse movie of EC (cyan) migration on crimped (2.0 

mM HSP) DexVS fibrous matrices (magenta). Scale bar: 200 µm. 

 

Link to all supplementary movies 

 

 

https://asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/biomechanical/article/142/11/111009/1086375/Fiber-Crimp-Confers-Matrix-Mechanical-Nonlinearity
https://asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/biomechanical/article/142/11/111009/1086375/Fiber-Crimp-Confers-Matrix-Mechanical-Nonlinearity
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Chapter 6: Mechanical Intercellular Communication via Cell Force 

Transmission During Vascular Network Formation 
 

6.1 Authors 

Christopher D. Davidson, Samuel J. DePalma, William Y. Wang, Jordan L. Kamen, Danica 

Kristen P. Jayco, Brendon M. Baker 

 

6.2 Abstract 

Intercellular communication is critical to the development and homeostatic function of all 

tissues. Previous work has shown that cells can communicate mechanically via transmission of 

cell-generated forces through their surrounding extracellular matrix, but this process is not well 

understood. Here, we utilized synthetic, electrospun fibrous matrices in conjunction with a 

microfabrication-based cell patterning approach to examine mechanical intercellular 

communication (MIC) between endothelial cells (ECs) during the assembly of microvascular 

networks. We found that cell force-mediated matrix displacements in deformable fibrous 

matrices underly directional migration of neighboring ECs towards each other prior to the 

formation of stable cell-cell connections. We also identified a critical role for intracellular 

calcium signaling mediated by focal adhesion kinase and TRPV4 during MIC that extends to 

multicellular assembly of vessel-like networks in 3D fibrin hydrogels. The results presented here 
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are critical to the design of biomaterials that support cellular self-assembly for tissue engineering 

applications.  

 

6.3 Introduction 

The ability of cells to communicate and coordinate their activity is crucial to the 

development and homeostatic function of all tissues (Yang et al., 2021). Intercellular 

communication through receptor-ligand engagement at the cell-cell interface or via diffusive 

soluble factors has been extensively studied (Dejana, 2004; Gumbiner, 1996; Kandler & Katz, 

1998; Singer, 1992). In addition to these well-established means of biochemically mediated 

intercellular signaling, a more recent body of evidence has shown that cells can also 

communicate via cell-generated forces transmitted to neighboring cells through the extracellular 

matrix (ECM) (Alisafaei et al., 2021; Sapir & Tzlil, 2017). Cells mechanically engage their 

surrounding matrix through integrin-based adhesion complexes, or focal adhesions (FAs), which 

connect the ECM to the cell’s actomyosin cytoskeleton (Geiger et al., 2009). These 

mechanochemical signaling hubs allow cells to continuously sense both passive mechanical and 

topographical properties of the matrix as well as active external forces applied to the cell (Ricca 

et al., 2013). Concurrently, cell-generated forces applied to the ECM through FAs result in 

matrix deformations that may impact surrounding cells. The dynamic and reciprocal nature of 

generating and sensing mechanical signals, however, makes mechanical intercellular 

communication (MIC) difficult to investigate. 

Several prior studies suggest that cell force-generated deformations of the ECM mediate 

communication between neighboring cells to regulate critical cell functions in cell migration and 

multicellular assembly. MIC has been observed in a variety of settings spanning different cell 
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types, distinct ECM settings, and across scales ranging from tissues (Sawhney & Howard, 2002; 

Stopak & Harris, 1982), to multicellular clusters (Guo et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2014), to single 

cells (Natan et al., 2020; Nitsan et al., 2016; Pakshir et al., 2019; Reinhart-King et al., 2008; 

Winer et al., 2009). For example, in seminal work nearly four decades ago, Stopak and Harris 

observed that cultured contractile tissue explants embedded within collagen matrices physically 

reorganize and align collagen fibrils, generating tensile regions that direct cell migration between 

adjacent explants over millimeter length scales (Stopak & Harris, 1982). At the single cell level, 

Reinhart-King et al. showed evidence that endothelial cell (EC) traction forces create local 

gradients of tension that influence EC migration and the formation of contacts between 

neighboring cells on compliant polyacrylamide gels (Reinhart-King et al., 2008). Despite this 

breadth of evidence, however, we lack an understanding of the cellular machinery required for 

cells to sense and respond to mechanical signals. Further, how tissue-relevant matrix properties 

mediate the transmission of cell-generated forces has not been established.  

Several computational models suggest that fibrous matrices are optimal for transmitting 

forces over large distances (i.e., greater than one cell body away) due to their nonlinear elastic 

behavior and the potential for strain-induced alignment of ECM fibers (Abhilash et al., 2014; 

Goren et al., 2020; Hall et al., 2016; Humphries et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2013; Notbohm et al., 

2015; Ronceray et al., 2016; Rudnicki et al., 2013; Sopher et al., 2018b; Wang et al., 2015). 

Indeed, collagen and fibrin hydrogels, materials that possess fibrous microstructure and 

nonlinear mechanics, are the primary settings where long-range mechanical interactions between 

cells have been previously documented. However, the limited structural and mechanical 

tunability of these materials limits understanding of how ECM properties regulate MIC (Li et al., 

2017). Conversely, tunable, non-fibrous synthetic hydrogels such as polyacrylamide or 
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poly(ethylene glycol) offer a high degree of tunability, but rapidly dissipate forces over short 

distances (< 25 m) away from the cell due to their continuum and affine mechanical behavior 

(Legant et al., 2010; Reinhart-King et al., 2003). Consequently, we lack an understanding of how 

the distinct topographical and mechanical properties of fibrous ECMs regulate long-range force 

transmission and resulting MIC between cells. 

Our lab has previously developed synthetic matrices of electrospun dextran-based 

hydrogel fibers with user-defined architecture and mechanical properties (Baker et al., 2015; 

Davidson et al., 2019b, 2020b, 2020c; Wang et al., 2019). Here, we combined this biomaterial 

system with a microfabrication-based cell-patterning method to investigate EC force-mediated 

matrix displacements and MIC as a function of matrix stiffness. Using this approach, we found 

that soft, deformable fibrous matrices support long-range matrix deformations and MIC between 

pairs of ECs. Specifically, we observed that force transmission across fibers spanning 

neighboring cells was required to support directed protrusions, migration, and the formation of 

cell-cell contact between ECs up to 200 μm apart. We also identified critical roles for 

intracellular calcium (Ca2+) signaling, focal adhesion kinase (FAK) signaling, and 

mechanosensitive ion channels during the generation and response to mechanical signals 

transmitted through the ECM. Lastly, we extended these observations to 3D fibrous settings by 

examining MIC during vascular network assembly in fibrin hydrogels. 
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6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Cell-generated matrix deformations and tension support enhanced cell spreading and 

multicellular cluster formation 

Vasculogenic assembly is one context where a deeper understanding of long-range 

mechanical communication could prove invaluable (Risau & Lemmon, 1988). Occurring 

naturally during embryonic development and adult neovascularization, this process involves 

assembly of individual ECs into an interconnected network of capillary-like structures and 

requires cellular communication and coordination over length-scales larger than a cell (Lesman 

et al., 2016; Van Oers et al., 2014). If better understood, control over this process presents a 

promising approach to engineer microvasculature to support parenchymal cells, a major 

challenge in the field of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine (Song et al., 2018). We 

previously found that cell force-mediated matrix reorganization portends EC network assembly, 

implicating matrix stiffness in MIC (Figure 6.1a,b) (Davidson et al., 2019b). To more closely 

examine interactions between ECs as a function of fibrous matrix stiffness, matrices of 

electrospun DexMA fibers were suspended over an array of microfabricated wells (Baker et al., 

2015). Prior to cell seeding, the bulk stiffness of matrices was modulated via photocrosslinking 

and fibers were functionalized with an RGD-containing peptide to facilitate integrin-dependent 

cell attachment (Figure 6.1a).  

To test our hypothesis that cell forces and resulting matrix deformations mediate MIC 

between ECs, we first seeded cells over a range of densities on low stiffness matrices that were 

deformable (E = 0.724 kPa) or high stiffness matrices that were non-deformable (E = 19.7 kPa) 

under cellular traction forces (Supplementary Figure 6.1). As seeding density roughly 

corresponds to the average distance between neighboring cells, we hypothesized the effect of 
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MIC would manifest as cell-density dependent differences in cell spreading on deformable vs. 

non-deformable matrices. At low seeding densities (50 cells mm-2), isolated cells remained 

largely unspread independent of matrix stiffness, although a moderately higher spread area was 

noted in non-deformable matrices (Figure 6.1c-e). However, increasing seeding density resulted 

in more marked increases in cell spread area in deformable matrices as compared to non-

deformable matrices, with significant differences noted at 200 and 250 cells mm-2, indicating a 

synergistic effect between matrix stiffness and seeding density on cell spreading (Figure 6.1e). 

Along with this increase in spread area, larger interconnected multicellular clusters formed on 

cell-deformable matrices (Figure 6.1f). Although this experiment did not control for paracrine 

effects which likely are operative, these results suggest that the spacing between cells and 

sensing of cell force-mediated matrix displacements influences cell spreading and the formation 

of interconnected, multicellular clusters.  

We next investigated cell-ECM and cell-cell adhesion during this process by 

immunostaining for vinculin (a force-sensitive component of FAs) and VE-cadherin (the direct 

link between ECs at adherens junctions), respectively (Figure 6.1g,h). At an early time point 

when cells are putatively sending and receiving mechanical signals that mediate cell spreading 

and directional extension (2 h post-seeding), we observed significantly more vinculin-rich FAs in 

deformable compared to non-deformable matrices, suggesting heightened cell-ECM adhesion 

and force transmission to the matrix (Figure 6.1i). VE-cadherin levels were low independent of 

matrix stiffness at this time point, likely due to insufficient time for cells to form stable cell-cell 

junctions (Figure 6.1i). At 12 h post-seeding, however, we observed significantly higher VE-

cadherin signal in ECs in deformable matrices compared to those in non-deformable matrices 

(Figure 6.1i). Together, these results indicate that cell-deformable fibrous matrices facilitate 
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strong cell-ECM adhesions that presage the formation of robust adherens junctions and further 

support the involvement of cell-generated forces transmitted between cells through the matrix 

during intercellular communication. 

 

Figure 6.1: Cell-generated tensile forces and resulting matrix deformations correspond to 

increased cell spreading and the formation of multicellular clusters. (A) Schematic of 

microfabricated PDMS multi-well substrate containing an array of wells, each supporting an 

isolated suspended matrix of DexMA fibers functionalized with RGD to facilitate cell adhesion 

(scale bar, 1 mm). (B) Schematic of hypothesis that matrix fibers enable MIC underlying EC 

network formation. (C-D) Confocal fluorescent images of phalloidin-stained ECs (cyan), nuclei 

(yellow), and rhodamine-labeled DexMA fibers (magenta) with respective color-coded maps of 

contiguous actin clusters at low (50 cells mm-2) and high (250 cells mm-2) seeding density in (C) 

low stiffness, cell-deformable matrices and (D) high stiffness, non-deformable matrices (scale 
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bar, 200 μm). (E) Quantification of cell spread area and (F) average number of ECs per 

contiguous actin cluster as a function of seeding density and matrix stiffness (n = 12 fields of 

view). (G-H) Confocal fluorescent images of phalloidin-stained ECs (cyan), nuclei (yellow), 

vinculin (green), and VE-cadherin (red) at 2 and 12 hours after seeding in (G) low stiffness and 

(H) high stiffness matrices (scale bar, 25 μm). (I) Quantification of total vinculin and VE-

cadherin fluorescent intensity normalized to cell density as a function of time and matrix 

stiffness (n = 6 fields of view). All data presented as mean ± SD; asterisk denotes significance 

with P < 0.05. 

 

The above results suggest low stiffness, cell-deformable fibrous ECM promotes FA 

formation and generation of mechanical signals that underly cellular communication. To 

investigate the dynamics of EC assembly into multicellular clusters, timelapse imaging of 

Hoechst-labeled ECs transduced with a LifeAct-GFP F-actin reporter was conducted over the 

same 12 h timeframe. As in our previous experiments, ECs actively recruited matrix fibers and 

formed large multicellular clusters in deformable matrices; this phenomenon was not observed in 

non-deformable matrices (Supplementary Movie 6.1). ECs additionally migrated overall faster 

in deformable matrices compared to in non-deformable matrices (Figure 6.2a-c). Analyzing 

migration speed over discrete intervals of time, we noted the largest discrepancy in speed (1.5-

fold) during the first two hours of culture, compared to a 1.25-fold difference throughout the 

remainder of timelapse imaging (Figure 6.2b,c). Interestingly, enhanced migration speeds over 

the first two hours coincided with a rapid increase in multicellular cluster size (Figure 6.2d). We 

noted instances of directed extension and migration of neighboring cells towards each other to 

form multicellular clusters in deformable matrices, while migration in non-deformable matrices 

appeared uncoordinated or random (Figure 6.2e, Supplementary Movie 6.1). Together, this 

data suggests that ECs respond to mechanical signals transmitted through cell-deformable ECM 

by directionally migrating towards one another at higher speeds to more efficiently form 

multicellular structures.  
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Figure 6.2: Low stiffness, cell-deformable fibrous matrices increase cell migration speed 

during multicellular cluster formation. (A) Migration speed of ECs over 12 hours following 

seeding in either low stiffness, cell-deformable matrices or high stiffness, non-deformable 

matrices (n = 6 fields of view). (B) Quantification of migration speed during the first 2 hours and 

(C) remaining 10 hours of culture as a function of matrix stiffness (n = 6 fields of view). (D) 

Maximum cluster size over 12 hours of culture as a function of matrix stiffness (n = 6 fields of 

view). (E) Temporally color-coded overlay capturing the motion of nuclei over a 2 hour time 

course in low and high stiffness matrices. Green arrows represent direction of movement for 

each individual nuclei with eventual contiguous actin structures demarcated in black (scale bars, 

50 μm). All data presented as mean ± SD with superimposed data points; asterisk denotes 

significance with P < 0.05. 

 

6.4.2 Micropatterning single ECs reveals matrix stiffness influences cell spreading, FA 

formation, and matrix deformations 

While the previous model provides evidence for MIC in deformable fibrous matrices, the 

highly dynamic and reciprocal nature of generating, receiving, and responding to mechanical 

signals within a randomly distributed population of cells is challenging to dissect. Specifically, 

heterogeneous cell seeding in this setting precludes measuring strain fields of individual ECs, 

which could provide insight into the generation and transmission of mechanical signals. Thus, 

we developed a microfabrication-based cell patterning method to precisely pattern individual 
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ECs at the center of a suspended DexMA fiber matrix with defined properties (Figure 6.3a, 

Supplementary Figure 6.2) (Gong & Mills, 2018). Briefly, ECs were isolated using cell-

patterning molds containing an array of 30 μm diameter microwells, approximately the size of a 

suspended EC following trypsin/EDTA treatment. This cell patterning mold was then aligned 

with an identically spaced fiber matrix array such that single ECs were accurately and 

consistently patterned at the center of an individual suspended matrix with a 500 µm diameter 

(Figure 6.3a,b). 

Single ECs were patterned in low stiffness/cell-deformable (E = 0.724 kPa), intermediate 

stiffness (E = 3.15 kPa), or high stiffness/non-deformable (E = 19.7 kPa) DexMA matrices, 

cultured for 12 hours, and analyzed for cell spreading (F-actin) and FAs (vinculin). With 

increasing matrix stiffness, we observed a slight increase in cell spread area (Figure 6.3c,e) in 

agreement with previous observations at low EC seeding density (Figure 6.1e, 50 cells mm-2). 

Accordingly, we saw a modest increase in the total number of FAs per cell with increasing 

matrix stiffness (Figure 6.3d,f). However, when we analyzed the size of each individual FA, we 

observed that ECs in soft matrices had significantly higher average FA area despite a lower total 

number of adhesions (Figure 6.3g). This was attributed to a higher proportion of large adhesions 

(> 3 m2) in low stiffness matrices (8.5%) compared to in intermediate (2.5%) and high (2.7%) 

(Figure 6.3h). Interestingly, the difference in adhesion area as a function of stiffness when ECs 

were isolated as single cells is modest compared to the difference seen with bulk seeding (Figure 

6.1), suggesting that robust adhesions in low stiffness matrices could be developed as a result of 

active mechanical signals transmitted by neighboring cells. 
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Figure 6.3: Micropatterning single ECs in individual suspended fibrous matrices reveals 

cell spreading and FA formation are matrix stiffness-dependent. (A) Schematic depicting 

microfabrication-based patterning approach to isolate individual ECs at the center of suspended 

fibrous matrices. Representative confocal fluorescent image of patterned EC (cyan), rhodamine-

labeled fibers (magenta), and fluorescent beads embedded in matrix fibers (white) (scale bar, 100 

μm). (B) F-actin heat map of patterned ECs with histograms of average patterning error in x- and 

y-directions (n = 91 cells) (scale bar, 100 μm). (C) Cell outlines of nine representative cells as a 

function of matrix stiffness (scale bar, 100 μm). (D) Representative immunostained images of 

FAs in ECs as a function of matrix stiffness; F-actin (green), DexMA fibers (grey), nuclei (blue), 

and vinculin (orange) (scale bar, 100 μm). (E) Quantification of cell spread area (n = 25 cells), 

(F) number of FAs per cell (n = 25 cells), and (G) average FA area as a function of matrix 

stiffness. Data presented as mean ± SD with superimposed data points; asterisk denotes 

significance with P < 0.05. (H) Distribution of individual FA area as a function of matrix 

stiffness showing a larger population of 3+ μm2 FAs in low stiffness matrices.  

 

While analysis of cell morphology and FAs at fixed timepoints provides useful 

information, it does not capture the dynamic interplay between cell spreading and ECM 

deformations. Thus, we next combined our cell/ECM patterning technique with timelapse 

confocal microscopy (Supplementary Movie 6.2). The dynamics of cell spreading and matrix 

deformations varied with stiffness, specifically in terms of spreading as well as the number and 
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lifetime of protrusions (Figure 6.4a,b). In cell-deformable matrices, ECs generally remained 

unspread for the first four hours of culture during which cells actively recruited matrix fibers 

beneath the cell body; in contrast, ECs in intermediate stiffness and non-deformable matrices 

spread immediately (Figure 6.4e). In all stiffness conditions, migration was limited and did not 

significantly vary with matrix stiffness (Figure 6.4g). With increasing matrix stiffness, ECs 

generated more protrusions over the 12-hour timelapse (Figure 6.4h, Supplementary Figure 

6.3), while the average lifetime of each protrusion decreased (Figure 6.4i). As cell protrusions 

and constituent FAs comprise a critical force-generating apparatus of the cell, these data suggest 

that cell-deformable matrices not only promote increased FA area (Figure 6.1, Figure 6.3), but 

also more directional and longer lasting mechanical signals. In addition, we confirmed expected 

differences in EC force-mediated matrix deformations (Figure 6.4c,d,f). In low stiffness 

matrices, bead displacements were measurable across the entire suspended matrix (up to 250 m 

away from the cell centroid) (Figure 6.4c,d,l, Supplementary Figure 6.4) and furthermore, 

temporally correlated with increases in cell spreading (Figure 6.4e,f). With increasing matrix 

stiffness, however, the magnitude and range of displacements diminished, where high stiffness 

matrices displayed negligible displacements across the entire matrix (Figure 6.4k,l).  

In addition to stiffness, we also investigated the effect of matrix fiber density by altering 

the duration of electrospun fiber collection while maintaining a constant degree of crosslinking 

(equivalent to the lowest stiffness condition above) (Supplementary Figure 6.1). Similar to 

increasing the stiffness of a fixed density of fibers, increasing the density of low stiffness fibers 

decreased the magnitude and range of displacements, although to a lesser degree 

(Supplementary Figure 6.5, Supplementary Movie 6.3). Taken together, this data indicates 

that low stiffness, low density fibrous matrices support long-range matrix deformations and 
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prime ECs for directed force generation by promoting the formation of larger FAs and fewer but 

longer-lived protrusions.  

 

Figure 6.4: Cell-deformable fibrous matrices support more persistent mechanical signals 

by promoting fewer, but longer lasting protrusions. (A) Representative confocal fluorescent 

image of LifeAct-GFP expressing ECs (cyan), rhodamine-labeled DexMA fibers (magenta), and 

fiber-embedded fluorescent beads (white) (scale bar, 100 μm). (B) Temporally color-coded 

overlay of EC cell bodies over a 12 hour time course following patterning (scale bar, 100 μm). 

(C) Size- and color-coded vector plots displaying maximum displacement of each bead over a 12 

hour time course (scale bar, 100 μm). (D) Binned average bead displacements for all ECs aligned 

along their long axis (0°) with color-coded magnitudes (n > 20 cells). (E) Cell spread area and 

(F) fluorescent bead displacement over a 12 hour time course as a function of matrix stiffness (n 

> 20 cells). (G) Net migration distance (n > 20 cells), (H) total number of protrusions (n = 6 

cells), (I) average protrusion lifetime (n = 6 cells, n = 30 protrusions), and (J) maximum bead 

displacement as a function of matrix stiffness (n > 20 cells). (K) Binned average bead 

displacements as a function of starting distance from the cell centroid (n > 20 cells, n > 627 

beads). All data presented as mean ± SD with superimposed data points; asterisk denotes 

significance with P < 0.05.  
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6.4.3 Propagation of mechanical signals between neighboring cells promotes directed 

migration and formation of cell-cell connections 

Single cell patterning studies indicate that low stiffness matrices prompt ECs to generate 

larger, more directional matrix displacements, but the generation of a mechanical signal is only 

an initial step during MIC. Thus, we next investigated how ECs receive and respond to cell-

generated force transmission through fibrous matrices. To do so, we adapted our cell/ECM 

patterning technique to pattern two cells at a defined distance of 200 m away from each other 

(Figure 6.5a), as single cell studies demonstrated that ECs in low stiffness matrices generate 

strain fields that propagate a distance of 200 m away from the cell (Figure 6.4). Rigid 

boundaries of the microfabricated well were redesigned to ensure even spacing between cell 

pairs and the fixed boundary at the well edge (Figure 6.5a). Combining this approach with 

timelapse confocal microscopy, we next aimed to determine if and how the stiffness of fibrous 

matrices regulated cell-cell interactions. 

We first patterned cell pairs in cell-deformable and non-deformable DexMA matrices and 

defined cell-cell interaction as two ECs forming direct cell-cell contact at any time over a 12 h 

period (Supplementary Movie 6.4). In deformable matrices, 46.4% of EC pairs (n = 28) 

exhibited cell-cell interactions, as compared to 3.9% of EC pairs in high stiffness matrices (n = 

26) (Figure 6.5b,c). Closer examination of EC pairs in deformable matrices revealed alignment 

of fibers spanning cell pairs that appeared to mediate directed extension, migration, and resulting 

cell-cell contact (Figure 6.5d). The alignment of fibers appeared to result from cell force-

mediated matrix reorganization and preceded directional migration of cell pairs towards one 

another by approximately 20-30 minutes (Figure 6.5e, Supplementary Figure 6.6). Aligned 

fibers spanning cell pairs did not occur in instances where cells did not interact, independent of 
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matrix stiffness, suggesting that cell force-mediated fiber alignment is a prerequisite to 

mechanical communication (Supplementary Figure 6.6). 

Two non-mutually exclusive explanations for a requirement of fiber alignment in cell-cell 

interactions include: 1) aligned fibers promote contact guidance cues, enabling directional 

migration of cell pairs towards each other, and/or 2) aligned fibers maximize force transmission 

between cells, in turn promoting directed extension, migration, and interaction. To ascertain the 

relative importance of these two scenarios, we patterned cell pairs on pre-aligned matrices of 

either low or high stiffness (Figure 6.5b, Supplementary Movie 6.5). If contact guidance alone 

were sufficient for cell-cell interactions, we would expect no effect of matrix stiffness on the 

percent of interacting cells. However, 76.9% of EC pairs (n = 26) in cell-deformable aligned 

matrices exhibited cell-cell interactions, in contrast to 33.3% of EC pairs in stiffer, non-

deformable aligned matrices (n = 24) (Figure 6.5b,c). While interactions occurred in all matrix 

conditions, we noted that the nature of interaction differed between low and high stiffness 

matrices regardless of matrix alignment. In deformable matrices, ECs maintained cell-cell 

contact for significantly longer durations compared to in non-deformable matrices (Figure 6.5d). 

Together, these results indicate that force transmission through aligned fibers spanning 

neighboring cells maximizes the transmission of intercellular mechanical signals to facilitate 

direct cell-cell contact.  
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Figure 6.5: Force transmission through aligned fibers spanning neighboring cells promotes 

directed migration and the formation of cell-cell connections. (A) Schematic of cell pair 

patterning in which two ECs are patterned 200 μm apart on a suspended DexMA fibrous matrix. 

The fiber well is designed such that the distance between the two cells is equal to the distance 

between cells and well edges. (B) Representative image of initial matrix fiber morphology in 

non-aligned and aligned conditions. Temporally color-coded overlays capturing EC morphology 

and migration over a 12 hour time course after cell attachment as a function of matrix alignment 

and stiffness (scale bars, 100 μm). (C) Quantification of the percent of interacting and non-

interacting cells over a 12 hour time course, with interacting cells defined as cell-cell contact at 

any point during the 12 hour timelapse. P-values determined by Fisher’s exact test. (D) 

Representative cell pair interaction between ECs patterned in a non-aligned, low stiffness, cell-

deformable matrix (scale bar, 100 μm) and (E) quantification indicating an increase in fiber 

alignment between the two cells followed by a rapid increase in migration speed prior to cell 

making direct contact. (F) Quantification of average interaction time (duration during which 

direct cell-cell contact was maintained). All data presented as mean ± SD with superimposed 

data points; asterisk denotes significance with P < 0.05. 

 

6.4.4 Patterning EC lines identifies a critical role for coordinated intracellular Ca2+ 

signaling during MIC 

These insights could enable the formation and stabilization of organized and stable 

multicellular structures from larger population of cells in larger tissues with translational 

potential. To explore this possibility, we further modified our cell/ECM patterning technique to 

pattern lines of equally spaced cells within a 1 mm² square suspended fiber matrix (Figure 6.6a). 
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Cells were patterned approximately 40 m apart within each line to ensure overlapping cell-

generated strain fields in deformable matrices, and two separate lines of cells were placed 500 

m apart to maximize experimental throughput while minimizing potential interactions between 

lines. Lines of ECs were patterned on cell-deformable and non-deformable matrices to observe 

how matrix mechanics and MIC regulated the formation and maintenance of organized 

multicellular structures. ECs patterned in deformable matrices aligned matrix fibers and formed 

stable structures resembling the original pattern (Figure 6.6b,c). ECs patterned in non-

deformable matrices, however, appeared to spread and migrate independently, with limited 

fidelity to their original pattern as quantified by the proportion of nuclei within the original 

patterned region after 12 hours of culture (Figure 6.6b-d). Additionally, VE-cadherin 

immunostaining to assess the maturation of cell-cell contacts indicated significantly higher VE-

cadherin signal in ECs patterned in deformable matrices as compared to non-deformable 

matrices, in agreement with our previous observations of bulk-seeded matrices (Figure 6.6b,e).   

 Beyond exploring the ability to control patterned multicellular assembly, we also 

employed this approach to mechanistically explore how ECs communicate with each other 

during multicellular assembly. Calcium (Ca2+) is critical for many cell functions and in 

particular, Ca2+ cytosolic influx has previously been implicated in mechanosensing due to the 

presence of stretch activated ion channels in many cell types (Orr et al., 2006). Increases in 

intracellular Ca2+ have been shown to trigger a wide variety of cellular processes, including 

cytoskeletal reorganization underlying cell polarization, protrusion formation, and migration 

(Clapham, 2007; Tran et al., 2000). Thus, we hypothesized that intracellular Ca2+ signaling could 

play an important role in the EC response to mechanical signals in fibrous matrices. 
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To examine EC Ca2+ signaling, cells were patterned into lines onto suspended fiber 

matrices, incubated with a Ca2+ sensitive dye, and imaged two hours after patterning to visualize 

intracellular Ca2+ flux during the formation of cell-cell connections (Supplementary Movie 

6.6). Ca2+ activity was significantly higher in ECs in cell-deformable matrices (Figure 6.6f), 

with cells exhibiting more frequent Ca2+ signal pulses compared to those in non-deformable 

matrices (Figure 6.6g,h). Additionally, we observed instances of temporally sequenced Ca2+ 

pulses between neighboring cells in deformable matrices, where waves of Ca2+ fluxed across the 

line of assembling ECs (Figure 6.6i,j). To assess the spatiotemporal regulation of Ca2+ signaling 

within EC lines, we determined the minimum time between Ca2+ pulses between two ECs as a 

function of their separation distance, hypothesizing that MIC would lead to shorter intervals 

between Ca2+ pulses in neighboring cells. Indeed, this correlation was positive and significant in 

deformable matrices, in stark contrast to non-deformable matrices (Figure 6.6k). Interestingly, 

neighboring ECs within 200 μm from each other (the same distance that interacting cell pairs 

were patterned in Figure 6.5) displayed coordinated Ca2+ signaling as evidenced by a decreased 

time interval between Ca2+ pulses (Figure 6.6l). Neighboring ECs that were further than 200 μm 

apart, however, had longer average time between peaks with greater variation, indicating a 

decrease in coordinated Ca2+ signaling as a function of distance between cells (Figure 6.6l). 

Together, this data indicates that synchronized Ca2+ influx underlies MIC between ECs.  
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Figure 6.6: Micropatterned, multicellular lines support a role for coordinated intracellular 

Ca2+ signaling between neighboring cells during MIC. (A) Schematic of EC line patterning 

consisting of two parallel lines of cells within each suspended fibrous matrices. (B) 

Representative confocal fluorescent image of phalloidin-stained ECs (cyan), rhodamine-labeled 

fibers (magenta), nuclei (yellow), and VE-cadherin (red). Dashed boxes indicate locations of 

higher magnification images of VE-cadherin immunostaining (right column) (scale bars, 200 

μm). (C) F-actin (left column) and nuclei (right column) heat maps of EC lines 12 hours after 

patterning (n = 37 fields of view) (scale bar, 200 μm). (D) Quantification of the percent of nuclei 

in the original patterned region after 12 hours (n > 35 fields of view). (E) Quantification of total 

VE-cadherin expression at cell-cell junctions normalized to cell density for each matrix condition 

(n = 8 fields of view). (F) Normalized Ca2+ intensity over a 10 minute time course. (G) 

Quantification of total number of Ca2+ pulses per cell and (H) distribution of cells by number of 

Ca2+ pulses over a 10 minute time frame (n > 89 cells). (I) Representative images of Ca2+ signal 

in ECs within a patterned line with corresponding kymograph and (J) normalized Ca2+ intensity 

displaying a wave of Ca2+ fluorescence across the line over time. (K) Quantification of the 

minimum time between Ca2+ pulses as a function of distance between all ECs within patterned 

lines for low (n = 160 cell pairs) and high stiffness (n = 49 cell pairs) matrix conditions. Grey 

lines indicate linear correlations with indicated p-values. All data presented as mean ± SD with 

superimposed data points; asterisk denotes significance with P < 0.05. 
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6.4.5 Focal adhesion kinase signaling and mechanosensitive ion channels are required for 

MIC during 3D vascular network formation 

Given the implication of FAs and Ca2+ signaling in MIC (Figure 6.1, Figure 6.3), we 

next inhibited focal adhesion kinase (FAK) as well as the mechanosensitive ion channels 

(MSICs) transient receptor potential vanilloid 4 (TRPV4) and Piezo1 to examine their roles in 

Ca2+ signaling and the formation of multicellular clusters in deformable fibrous matrices. FAK is 

an essential non-receptor tyrosine kinase that transduces mechanical signals at FAs to 

intracellular biochemical signals that coordinate cell behavior (Mitra et al., 2005). TRPV4 and 

Piezo1 are MSICs that open in response to membrane stretch and regulate intracellular Ca2+ 

signaling in ECs (Li et al., 2014; Thodeti et al., 2009). For patterned cell lines in cell-deformable 

matrices, inhibition of FAK with PF228 (10 μM) (Slack-Davis et al., 2007) led to the largest 

decrease in intracellular Ca2+ signaling, with only 9.5% of all cells exhibiting any Ca2+ pulse 

over a 10 minute time course (Figure 6.7a,d,e, Supplementary Movie 6.7). Inhibition of 

TRPV4 with GSK205 (10 μM) (Phan et al., 2009) and Piezo1 with GsMTx-4 (5 μM) (Suchyna 

et al., 2000) also led to a decrease in Ca2+ signaling compared to ECs in deformable matrices, at 

comparable levels to ECs in non-deformable matrices (Figure 6.7b-e, Supplementary Movie 

6.7). Additionally, inhibition of FAK, TRPV4, or Piezo1 each led to a decrease in spatially 

coordinated Ca2+ signaling and did not diminish cell force-mediated matrix deformations 

(Supplementary Figure 6.7, Supplementary Figure 6.8). After confirming a role for FAK and 

MSICs in Ca2+ signaling, we seeded ECs (250 cells mm-2) in the presence of inhibitors in a 2 mm 

diameter suspended fiber matrix as in Figure 6.1 (Figure 6.7f). Inhibition of FAK, TRPV4, or 

Piezo1 led to a decrease in average cell spread area as well as the average number of ECs per 

cluster after 12 hours of culture in deformable matrices, all exhibiting similar behavior to ECs 
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seeded in high stiffness matrices (Figure 6.7g-i). These results indicate that FAK signaling and 

MSIC activity play an important role in regulating MIC between ECs. 

 

Figure 6.7: Inhibition of FAK signaling and MSIC activity reduce Ca2+ signaling and MIC 

between ECs. (A-C) Normalized Ca2+ intensity over a 10 minute time course of patterned EC 

lines in low stiffness, cell-deformable matrices treated with (A) PF228 (FAK inhibitor), (B) 

GSK205 (TRPV4 inhibitor) and (C) GsMTx4 (Piezo1 inhibitor). (D) Quantification of total 

number of Ca2+ pulses per cell and (E) percent of cells with at least one Ca2+ pulse over a 10 

minute time frame (n > 84 cells). (F) Schematic of EC bulk seeding in 2 mm diameter circular 

suspended fibrous matrices. (G) Confocal fluorescent images of phalloidin-stained ECs (cyan), 

nuclei (yellow), and rhodamine-labeled fibers (magenta) with respective color-coded maps of 

contiguous actin clusters as a function of matrix stiffness and presence of inhibitors (scale bars, 

200 μm). (H) Quantification of average cell spread area and (I) average cells per contiguous actin 

cluster (n > 17 fields of view). All data presented as mean ± SD with superimposed data points; 

asterisk denotes significance with P < 0.05. 

 

These 2.5D synthetic fibrous matrices provide a controllable setting that allowed us to 

investigate how biophysical properties of ECM regulate cell behavior and MIC between ECs. 

However, controlling MIC in vitro to engineer functional microvascular networks for tissue 

engineering applications requires the control of EC network formation in 3D. Using 2.5D 

suspended fibrous matrices, we identified that ECs utilize mechanical signaling to communicate 
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their location to neighboring cells and found that this process was dependent on FAK signaling 

and MSIC activity. Whether these findings hold true in a 3D fibrous settings, however, is unclear 

as such matrices introduce added complexity from the 3D distribution of adhesions and matrix 

displacements as well as the dependence of cell spreading and protrusions on matrix degradation.  

To test this, we examined MIC during vascular network formation in 3D fibrin hydrogels, 

a commonly used fibrous biomaterial platform for studying vasculogenic assembly (Figure 6.8a) 

(Morin & Tranquillo, 2013). ECs (4 million cells mL-1) were seeded in both 2.5 and 5.0 mg mL-1 

fibrin hydrogels to model low and high stiffness/density matrix settings, respectively, and 

cultured for three days. In 2.5 mg mL-1 hydrogels, ECs formed long, interconnected networks 

suggestive of functional microvasculature. ECs in higher density 5.0 mg mL-1 hydrogels, 

however, displayed reduced network formation with limited cell-cell connectivity (Figure 6.8b-

d, Supplementary Movie 6.8). We additionally inhibited FAK and TRPV4 in 2.5 mg mL-1 

hydrogels, which also led to a marked decrease in average vessel length and interconnected 

cluster size compared to control (Figure 6.8b-d, Supplementary Movie 6.8). These results 

support our findings in synthetic fibrous matrices and imply a critical role for MIC during 3D 

vascular network formation mediated by FAK signaling and TRPV4 activity.  
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Figure 6.8: Matrix stiffness/density, FAK signaling, and TRPV4 activity regulate 3D 

vascular network formation in fibrin hydrogels. (A) Schematic of 3D vascular network 

formation assay in fibrin hydrogels. (B) Representative confocal maximum intensity projections 

(100 μm z-stack) of phalloidin-stained ECs (cyan) and nuclei (yellow) with respective color-

coded maps of contiguous actin clusters as a function of fibrinogen concentration and presence 

of inhibitors (scale bars, 200 μm). (C) Quantification of total vessel length and (D) average 

number of cells in each 3D contiguous actin clusters (n = 5 fields of view). All data presented as 

mean ± SD with superimposed data points; asterisk denotes significance with P < 0.05. 

 

6.5 Discussion 

MIC involves the generation, transmission, and receipt of cell-generated forces conveyed 

through the ECM, which we posit to be an important but understudied means of intercellular 

communication. Here, we utilized synthetic fibrous matrices with tunable mechanics in 

conjunction with a microfabrication-based cell patterning approach to better understand how 

physical properties of the matrix modulate MIC between ECs. We first varied cell seeding 

density (and resulting distance between adhered cells) in low and high stiffness fibrous matrices 

and found that soft, cell-deformable ECM fibers supported heightened cell-ECM adhesion at 

early time points that corresponded with enhanced cell spreading, migration, and the eventual 

formation of multicellular clusters (Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2). Cell/ECM patterning experiments 

with single cells and cell pairs revealed that ECs in cell-deformable matrices favored fewer but 

longer lasting protrusions, generated longer-range matrix displacements, and enabled directional 

migration towards neighboring cells to form stable cell-cell connections (Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4, 

Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6). We also utilized this method to explore the cellular machinery 

responsible for MIC, finding a critical role for intracellular Ca2+ signaling mediated by FAK, 

TRPV4, and Piezo1 during the assembly of multicellular clusters in deformable matrices (Figure 

6.6, Figure 6.7). Lastly, we tested whether our observations of MIC in synthetic fiber matrices 

could be extrapolated to translatable settings by examining 3D vascular network formation in 
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fibrin hydrogels. Indeed, while interconnected vascular-like networks formed in 2.5 mg mL-1 

fibrin hydrogels, impairing MIC by increasing fibrinogen density (5.0 mg mL-1) or FAK/TRPV4 

inhibition abrogated the formation of EC networks in 3D fibrous matrices (Figure 6.8). 

Fibrous matrices have been theorized to promote long-range matrix displacements in a 

variety of computational models; these studies implicate a role for fiber alignment, strain 

stiffening, and ECM fiber microbuckling in propagating cell-generated forces (Abhilash et al., 

2014; Goren et al., 2020; Hall et al., 2016; Humphries et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2013; Notbohm et 

al., 2015; Ronceray et al., 2016; Rudnicki et al., 2013; Sopher et al., 2018b; Wang et al., 2015). 

However, exploring cell-force generation and propagation in fibrous matrices in vitro is 

experimentally challenging due the discrete (non-affine), non-linear, and plastic mechanical 

behavior of naturally derived fibrous ECMs. Thus, we utilized mechanically tunable synthetic 

fibrous matrices along with timelapse imaging to quantify matrix deformations and found that 

low stiffness fibrous matrices support longer-range matrix displacements. Additionally, our 

analysis of cell morphology and cell-ECM adhesion suggest that deformable fibrous matrices 

prime cells for enhanced and directed force generation and transmission. In experiments with 

single ECs patterned in deformable matrices, cells exhibited increased FA size and decreased 

number of protrusions compared to ECs in stiff, non-deformable matrices, despite encountering 

the same initial ligand density and matrix topography. This may be explained by differences in 

mechanical resistance provided by the matrix during cell spreading in each matrix condition. In 

high stiffness matrices, all matrix fibers can provide sufficient resistance required for FA 

assembly and associated protrusion formation, allowing cells to isotropically extend in an 

apparently random fashion. In contrast, ECs in low stiffness matrices rapidly recruit matrix fibers 

soon after initial adhesion, thus generating tension in fibers as a function of their connection to a 
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local rigid boundary (in this case, the edge of the microfabricated well). This likely results in 

greater heterogeneity of mechanical resistance, leading to preferential generation of FAs and 

protrusions along particular fibers that provide greater mechanical resistance resulting in directed 

extension and force propagation. Future work could combine our cell/ECM patterning approach 

with intramolecular or polymeric tension sensors to better understand the relationship between 

FA forces and protrusive activity (Grashoff et al., 2010). 

Beyond influencing cell-ECM adhesion, matrix deformations from cell traction forces in 

low stiffness matrices also led to the formation of structural and mechanical anisotropy via local 

fiber alignment. When cell pairs were patterned in deformable, randomly oriented fibrous 

matrices, we observed many instances of fiber alignment between neighboring cells that 

preceded directional extension, migration, and the formation of cell-cell contact. Several possible 

explanations exist. Fiber alignment could provide a topographical cue that guides directed 

migration between cells via contact guidance (Thrivikraman et al., 2021). Additionally, and non-

exclusively, aligned fibers spanning cells could maximize the transmission of tensile forces 

between cells and MIC. Our results suggest active force transmission across aligned fibers 

enhances MIC, as high stiffness aligned matrices that do not deform under cell forces led to 

fewer cell-cell interactions compared to softer matrices with the same topography (Figure 6.5). 

In recent work, Pakshir et al. observed that contracting myofibroblasts generate large 

deformation fields in collagen matrices that provide mechanical signals to macrophages (Pakshir 

et al., 2019). However, it was also observed that cell force-mediated fiber alignment from 

myofibroblasts was not required to guide macrophage migration. These conflicting observations 

may arise from distinct cell types or different ECM settings, as reconstituted collagen hydrogels 

have relatively short fibrils with nanometer-scale diameters compared to longer electrospun 
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DexMA fibers with larger diameters used in these studies (Davidson et al., 2019b). Taken 

together, however, these results confirm that various cell types are able to generate and respond 

to dynamic mechanical signals in fibrous matrices.  

 While evidence for MIC has been observed in a variety of settings, the cellular machinery 

required for cells to send, receive, and respond to mechanical signals has not been established. 

Here, we identified critical roles for FAK signaling and MSICs in MIC. Inhibition of FAK via 

PF228 significantly decreased Ca2+ signaling and multicellular assembly in matrices permissive 

to MIC (Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8). While FAK inhibition has not been shown to influence FA 

maturation or traction force magnitudes, it does play an important role in adhesion dynamics and 

cell motility (Fabry et al., 2011; Plotnikov et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2001). Plotnikov et al. 

investigated FA traction dynamics in mouse embryonic fibroblasts and found FAK activity was 

required for traction force fluctuations from FAs (Plotnikov et al., 2012). This could in part 

explain why FAK inhibition hampered Ca2+ fluxes in soft matrices, as dynamic traction forces 

transmitted through the ECM may be critical to MIC (Pakshir et al., 2019). Furthermore, cells 

likely sense dynamic mechanical signals from the ECM via membrane stretch resulting in the 

opening of MSICs. We identified a role for both Piezo1 and TRPV4, two MSICs that are 

expressed in ECs and are known to be important during the EC response to shear stress (Li et al., 

2014; Thodeti et al., 2009). In addition to regulating EC response to shear stress, though, Thodeti 

et al. showed that TRPV4 mediates EC reorientation under cyclic mechanical stretch (Thodeti et 

al., 2009). Specifically, uniaxial cyclic strain of flexible substrates seeded with ECs led to 

cellular realignment perpendicular to the axis of applied strain in a TRPV4 dependent manner. 

The authors posit that ECs preferentially align perpendicular to the direction of applied strain due 

to differences in membrane strain, TRPV4 activation, and resulting cytoskeletal activity parallel 
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vs. perpendicular to the direction of stretch. This could also explain alignment of cells and 

directional protrusions in response to cell-generated forces during MIC, as the side of a cell 

nearest to a force-generating neighboring cell will experience higher levels of membrane stretch. 

Direct measurements of membrane tension and ion channel state could provide more information 

on the molecular mechanisms underlying MIC. 

MIC is likely critical to tissue development given the ubiquity of cell-generated forces 

and dynamic changes to the ECM in the growing embryo. The previous notion that cells divide, 

migrate, and assemble in a static ECM during embryonic development has been widely 

discredited (Loganathan et al., 2016; McDole et al., 2018). In contrast, collective motion, spatial 

coordination, and multi-scale ECM deformations are essential for the morphogenetic transitions 

required for organogenesis (Kumar et al., 2017; Loganathan et al., 2016; Walma & Yamada, 

2020). For example, Zepp et al. recently generated a single-cell RNA-sequencing atlas of the 

developing mouse lung and identified a critical role for secondary crest myofibroblasts, a highly 

contractile cell that physically remodels the alveolus and is important for guiding the assembly of 

alveolar networks (Zepp et al., 2021). Additionally, cell forces have been implicated in the 

folding of mesenchymal tissue during the formation of 3D structures such as gut villi (Hughes et 

al., 2018). Furthermore, timelapse recordings of avian embryonic vasculogenesis demonstrate 

EC self-assembly into an archetypal polygonal network, termed the primary vascular plexus, 

prior to the onset of circulation (Czirok & Little, 2012; Rupp et al., 2003; Sato et al., 2010). 

ECM motion and deformations were noted concurrent to primary vascular plexus formation, 

potentially indicating a role for MIC between single EC progenitors during this key 

developmental step.  
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A complete understanding of developmental vasculogenesis would inform the design of 

biomaterials that facilitate the self-assembly of functional vascular networks in vitro for tissue 

engineering and regenerative medicine applications. Our studies indicate matrices that permit 

cellular force transmission via far-ranging matrix deformations promote MIC that is required for 

the assembly and stabilization of microvascular structures. Interestingly, vasculogenic assembly 

is readily achieved in collagen and fibrin hydrogels – two materials where evidence of MIC has 

been well-documented (Morin & Tranquillo, 2013; Pakshir et al., 2019; Rao et al., 2012; Winer 

et al., 2009). These materials, however, hold limited potential for building engineered tissue 

constructs due to their rapid resorption in vivo. Alternatively, synthetic polymeric hydrogels, 

such as poly(ethylene) glycol, hyaluronic acid, and dextran, offer controllable and modular 

design better suited for translational applications (Li et al., 2017). However, compared to the 

aforementioned natural and fibrous materials, building 3D vascular networks has proven more 

challenging in these biomaterial settings. Based on our studies, one explanation for the 

challenges of assembling vascular networks in 3D synthetic hydrogels may be the dissipation of 

cell forces short distances away from the cell (Legant et al., 2010; Reinhart-King et al., 2003). 

Generally, EC spreading and network formation in these settings requires the addition of a 

support stromal cell such as dermal fibroblasts, mesenchymal stem cells, or pericytes. The role of 

these stromal cells has long been considered biochemical in nature via growth factor and matrix 

secretion or ECM degradation (Ghajar et al., 2008; Newman et al., 2011; Rohringer et al., 2014). 

However, in addition to biochemical support, these contractile cells may also provide mechanical 

signals that orchestrate EC network formation. Supporting this notion, recent work from Song et 

al. found that fibroblasts present during 3D EC network formation in fibrin is only necessary 
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during the first few days of culture, after which they can be selectively ablated without long-term 

negative effects on formed vascular networks (Song et al., 2020).  

Additionally, external mechanical cues applied by actuated or dynamic biomaterials 

could guide cell extension and migration to form complex multicellular patterns (Uslu et al., 

2021). Beyond playing an important role during the bottom-up assembly of multicellular 

vascular structures, our results indicate a role for MIC and force transmission in stabilization and 

maturation, evidenced here by enhanced VE-cadherin in EC clusters and patterned lines formed 

in cell-deformable matrices. This should be considered in top-down approaches to vascular tissue 

engineering, such as 3D bioprinting of ECs (Daly et al., 2021). While bioprinting techniques 

continually improve in resolution and complexity and now allow for cell-scale patterning, an 

understanding of how matrix properties influence maintenance of cell-cell adhesions is critical, 

and biomaterial design should consider not only cellular assembly, but also long-term 

maintenance of multicellular structures. 

 

6.6 Materials and Methods 

6.6.1 Reagents 

All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received, unless otherwise 

stated.  

 

6.6.2 Cell culture and biological reagents 

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (ECs) were cultured in endothelial growth 

medium (EGM-2; Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) supplemented with 1% penicillin-streptomycin-

fungizone (Gibco, Waltham, MA). Cells were cultured at 37C and 5% CO2. ECs were used 
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from passages four to eight in all experiments. For live cell time-lapse imaging, lentiviral 

transduction of LifeAct-GFP was utilized. For inhibition studies, PF-573228 (10 μM), GSK205 

(10 μM; Medchem Express, Monmouth Junction, NJ), and GsMTx-4 (5 μM; Abcam, Cambridge, 

UK) were supplemented in EGM-2 and refreshed every 24 hours.  

 

6.6.3 Lentivirus production 

pLenti.PGK.LifeAct-GFP.W was a gift from Rusty Lansford (Addgene plasmid #51010). 

To generate lentivirus, plasmids were co-transfected with pCMV-VSVG (a gift from Bob 

Weinberg, Addgene plasmid #8454), pMDLg/pRRE, and pRSV-REV (gifts from Didier Trono, 

Addgene plasmid #12251 and #12253 (Dull et al., 1998; Stewart et al., 2003)) in 293T cells 

using the calcium phosphate precipitation method (Kingston et al., 2003). Viral supernatants 

were collected after 48 h, concentrated with PEG-itTM (System Biosciences, Palo Alto, CA) 

following the manufacturer’s protocol, filtered through a 0.45 m filter (ThermoFisher Scinetific 

Nalgene, Waltham, MA), and stored at -80C. Viral titer was determined by serial dilution and 

infection of ECs. Titers yielding maximal expression without cell death or detectable impact on 

cell proliferation or morphology were selected for studies.  

 

6.6.4 DexMA synthesis 

Dextran (MW 86,000 Da, MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA) was methacrylated by 

reaction with glycidyl methacrylate as previously described (van Dijk-Wotthuis et al., 1995). 

Briefly, 20 mg of dextran and 2 mg of 4-dimethylaminopyridine was dissolved in 100 mL of 

anhydrous dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) under vigorous stirring (300 rpm) for 12 h. 24.6 mL of 

glycidyl methacrylate was then added and the reaction mixture was heated to 45C for 24 h. The 
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solution was cooled at 4C for 1 h and precipitated into 1 L ice-cold 2-isopropanol. The crude 

product was recovered by centrifugation, redissolved in milli-Q water, and dialyzed against 

milli-Q water for 3 d. The final product was lyophilized and stored at -20C until use. DexMA 

was characterized by 1H-NMR. The degree of functionalization was calculated as the ratio of the 

averaged methacrylate proton integral (6. 174 ppm and 5.713 ppm in D2O) and the anomeric 

proton of the glycopyranosyl ring (5.166 ppm and 4.923 ppm). As the signal of the anomeric 

proton of -1,3 linkages (5.166 ppm) partially overlaps with other protons, a pre-determined 

ratio of 4% -1,3 linkages was assumed and the total anomeric proton integral was calculated 

solely on the basis of the integral at 4.923 ppm. A methacrylate/dextran repeat unit ratio of 0.787 

was determined.  

 

6.6.5 Fiber matrix fabrication 

Suspended DexMA fiber matrices were fabricated through electrospinning and soft 

lithography as previously described (Baker et al., 2015). DexMA was dissolved at 0.5 g mL-1 in a 

1:1 mixture of milli-Q water and dimethylformamide with 1% (w/v) Irgacure 2959 

photocrosslinker and 0.625 mM methacrylated rhodamine (Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA). 

For matrix displacement studies, 10% (v/v) blue carboxylate-modified FluoSpheres (1.0 m 

diameter, 2% w/v) was also added. Electrospinning was completed with a custom set-up 

consisting of a high-voltage power supply (Gamma High Voltage Research, Ormond Beach, FL), 

syringe pump (KD Scientific, Holliston, MA), and a grounded copper collecting surface enclosed 

within an environmental chamber held at room temperature and 30% relative humidity (Terra 

Universal, Fullerton, CA). Electrospinning of DexMA solution was performed at a flow rate of 

0.45 mL h-1, voltage of 7.0 kV, and gap distance of 6 cm. Fiber density was varied through 
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modulating electrospinning time and relative humidity. To induce fiber alignment, fibers were 

electrospun at a voltage of 4.0 kV onto a collecting surface of oppositely charged (-3.0 kV) 

parallel electrodes at a 25 mm separation distance. After electrospinning, fibers were stabilized 

by primary crosslinking under ultraviolet (UV) light (100 mW cm-2) for 60 s, hydrated in varying 

concentrations of lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphophinate (LAP; Colorado 

Photopolymer Solutions, Boulder, CO) photoinitiator solution, and then exposed again to UV 

light (100 mW cm-2) for 20 s. Low, intermediate, and high stiffness networks were crosslinked in 

0.02, 0.075, and 1.0 mg mL-1 LAP solutions, respectively. Fibers were collected on various 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS; Dow Silicones Corporation, Midland, MI) arrays of wells 

produced by soft lithography. Silicon wafer masters possessing SU-8 photoresist (Microchem, 

Westborough, MA) were first fabricated by standard photolithography. Briefly, a layer of SU-8 

2075 (110 m thick) was spin-coated on a 3-inch silicon wafer and patterned into arrays of 

various shaped wells spaced evenly within 12 x 12 mm squares. These masters were utilized to 

make PDMS stamps which were silanized with trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane and 

used to emboss uncured PDMS onto oxygen plasma-treated coverslips. Resultant fiber-well 

substrates were methacrylated by vapor-phase silanization of 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl 

methacrylate in a vacuum oven at 60C for at least 6 h to promote fiber adhesion to PDMS.  

 

6.6.6 Mechanical testing 

To determine the Young’s modulus of suspended DexMA fibrous matrices, 

microindentation testing with a rigid cylinder was performed on a commercial CellScale 

Microsquisher (CellScale, Waterloo, Ontario). Briefly, samples were indented to a depth of up to 
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200 m at an indentation speed of 2 m s-1, and Young’s modulus was approximated assuming 

the material behaves as an elastic membrane as previously described (Baker et al., 2015).  

 

6.6.7 RGD functionalization and seeding on DexMA matrices 

DexMA fibers were functionalized with the cell adhesive peptide CGRGDS (RGD; 

Peptides International, Louisville, KY). An RGD concentration of 2 mM was used for all studies. 

RGD was coupled to available methacrylates via Michael-type addition. Briefly, the peptide was 

dissolved in milli-Q water containing HEPES (50 mM), phenol red (10 g mL-1), and 1 M NaOH 

to adjust the pH to 8.0. 250 L of this solution was added to each substrate and incubated for 30 

min at room temperature. Following RGD functionalization, substrates were rinsed 2x with PBS 

before cell seeding. For bulk seeding of networks, ECs were trypsinized, resuspended in 1.5% 

(w/v) methylcellulose supplemented EGM-2 to increase media viscosity, and seeded between 50 

and 250 cells mm-2. 

 

6.6.8 Fluorescent staining and microscopy 

ECs on DexMA fibers were first fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at room 

temperature. Alternatively, to extract cytoplasmic vinculin, samples were simultaneously fixed 

and permeabilized in 2% paraformaldehyde in a microtubule-stabilizing buffer containing 1,4-

piperazinediethanesulfonic acid (PIPES, 0.1 M), ethylene glycol-bis(2-aminoethylether)-

N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic acid (EGTA, 1 mM), magnesium sulfate (1 mM), poly(ethylene glycol) 

(4% w/v), and triton X-100 (1% v/v) for 10 min at room temperature. To stabilize the fibers for 

processing and long-term storage, DexMA samples were crosslinked in 2 mL LAP solution (1 

mg mL-1) and exposed to UV light (100 mW cm-2) for 30 s. To stain the actin cytoskeleton and 
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nuclei, cells were permeabilized in PBS solution containing triton X-100 (5% v/v), sucrose (10% 

w/v), and magnesium chloride (0.6% w/v), and simultaneously blocked in 1% (w/v) bovine 

serum albumin and stained with phalloidin and DAPI. For immunostaining, samples were 

blocked for 1 h in 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin and incubated with mouse monoclonal anti-

vinculin antibody (1:1000, Sigma #V9264) or mouse monoclonal anti-VE-cadherin antibody 

(1:1000, Santa Cruz #sc-9989) followed by secondary antibody (1:1000, Life Technologies 

#A21236) for 1 h each at room temperature with 3x PBS washes in between. Fixed samples were 

imaged on a Zeiss LSM800 laser scanning confocal microscope. Unless otherwise specified, 

images are presented as maximum intensity projections. Fluorescent images were processed and 

quantified via custom Matlab scripts. 

 

6.6.9 Cell migration analysis 

Immediately after seeding, substrates were transferred to a motorized and 

environmentally controlled stage and imaged using a Zeiss LSM800 laser scanning confocal 

microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Prior to imaging, cell nuclei were labeled with 

Hoechst 33342 (5 g mL-1) for 10 min. F-Actin, DexMA fibers, and Hoechst-labeled nuclei were 

imaged at 10 min frame intervals over 12 hours. Following raw image export, images were 

converted to maximum intensity projections, and cell spreading and cluster formation were 

quantified using a custom Matlab script. Nuclei tracking was completed with TrackMate, a freely 

available ImageJ plugin (Tinevez et al., 2017). Nuclei were detected at each time point using a 

Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) detector with an estimated particle diameter of 20 m and 

threshold of 0.01 with use of a median filter. Single particle tracking was completed using a 

linear assignment problem tracker with a linking max distance and gap-closing distance of 20 
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m and gap-closing max frame gap of 2 frames. Tracks were filtered to only contain nuclei 

detected through the entire time-lapse, and migration speed for each cell was calculated via 

custom Matlab scripts.  

 

6.6.10 Microwell patterning stamp fabrication 

To pattern single ECs onto suspended matrices of DexMA fibers, we designed a 

patterning system inspired by a previously developed microwell-based approach (Gong & Mills, 

2018). Like the fiber-well substrates, microwell patterning stamps were produced by soft 

lithography. First, silicon wafer masters were fabricated with two steps of photolithography. 

First, SU-8 2075 (100-200 m thick) was spin-coated on a silicon wafer and patterned into 12.05 

x 12.05 mm elevated squares. This step allowed for the final patterning stamp to be aligned to 

the square fiber-well substrate (12 x 12 mm) during patterning. Next, SU-8 2025 (35 m thick) 

was spin-coated on top of the previous exposed layer and patterned into arrays of micro-posts 

(30 m diameter) centered onto each 12.05 mm square. Non-exposed SU-8 was washed off 

through the developing process and these masters were utilized to make PDMS microwell 

patterning stamps as described above. 

 

6.6.11 Cell patterning on DexMA matrices 

Microwell patterning stamps were sterilized with 70% ethanol and UVO (Jelight 

Company Inc., Irvine, CA) for 5 minutes followed by treatment with 0.2% Pluronic F127 to 

prevent cell adhesion. 500 L of EC suspension (1 x 106 cells mL-1) was seeded on the 

patterning stamp and the cells were allowed to settle into the microwells for 5 min. The 

supernatant was subsequently removed and excess, untrapped cells were gently flushed away 
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with 4 rinses of PBS and 1 rinse of EGM-2. The fiber-well substrate containing RGD-

functionalized DexMA fiber matrices was carefully inverted on top of the patterning stamp and 

aligned. This assembly was then inverted to allow single ECs trapped in microwells to settle and 

adhere to the DexMA fiber matrix for 15 minutes (Supplementary Figure 6.2). The final 

substrate containing patterned ECs on DexMA matrices was then hydrated with EGM-2 

supplemented with HEPES (25 mM) to regulate media pH and minimize hydrolysis-mediated 

fiber degradation during culture. 

 

6.6.12 Timelapse fiber displacement microscopy 

Immediately after patterning, substrates were transferred to a motorized and 

environmentally controlled stage and imaged using a Zeiss LSM800 laser scanning confocal 

microscope. Images of F-actin, DexMA fibers, and fluorescent beads embedded in fibers were 

acquired every 10 min for 12 h. Images were converted to maximum intensity projections before 

analysis. Single particle tracking was completed by first aligning image stacks of fluorescent 

beads, cropping the images to only track beads within fibers of the suspended matrix, and 

tracked using TrackMate. Beads were detected at each time point using a Laplacian of Gaussian 

(LoG) detector with an estimated particle diameter of 5 m and threshold of 1.0 with use of a 

median filter. Single particle tracking was completed using a linear assignment problem tracker 

with a linking max distance and gap-closing max distance of 20 m and gap-closing max frame 

gap of 2 frames. Tracks were filtered to only contain particles detected throughout the entire 

time-lapse and then analyzed using custom Matlab scripts. Additionally, cell morphology, 

migration, and protrusions were analyzed using custom Matlab scripts.  
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6.6.13 Calcium imaging 

Ca2+ handling analysis was performed by incubating cells for 1 h at 37°C with 5 μM 

Cal520, AM (AAT Bioquest, Sunnyvale, CA) in EGM-2. Cells were then returned to normal 

EGM-2 and allowed to equilibrate for 30 minutes. Following equilibration, substrates were 

transferred to a motorized and environmentally controlled stage and imaged using a Zeiss 

LSM800 laser scanning confocal microscope. Timelapse movies of Ca2+ flux were analyzed with 

custom Matlab scripts (Depalma et al., 2021).  

 

6.6.14 3D vascular network formation 

HUVECs were encapsulated (4 million mL-1) in fibrin precursor solutions containing 2.5 

mg mL-1 or 5.0 mg mL-1 fibrinogen from bovine plasma and 1 U mL-1 bovine thrombin. This 

precursor solution was mixed and 20 μL was transferred into a PDMS mold with 4 mm diameter 

and incubated at 37°C for 20 min. Samples were then hydrated in EGM-2 supplemented with 

fetal bovine serum (FBS; 5% v/v), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF; 50 ng mL-1), and 

phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA; 25 ng mL-1), and media was replaced every 24 hours. 

Quantification of morphological network properties was performed on 100 μm image stacks. 

Total vessel length was quantified using AngioTool (Zudaire et al., 2011), and three-dimensional 

analysis of the number cells per contiguous actin structure was completed using a custom Matlab 

script.  

 

6.6.15 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical significance was determined by one-way or two-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) with post-hoc analysis (Tukey test) or Student’s t-test where appropriate. 
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Additionally, statistical significance of the proportions of interacting and non-interacting cells 

was determined by Fisher’s exact test. For all studies, significance was indicated by p < 0.05. 

Sample size is indicated within corresponding figure legends and all data are presented as mean 

 standard deviation. 

 

6.7 Supplementary Figures 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 6.1: Control over substrate stiffness and fiber density in DexMA 

fiber networks. (A) Force-indentation response and (B) Young’s modulus of DexMA fibrous 

matrices as a function LAP photoinitiator concentration (n = 7 matrices/group). (C) 

Representative fluorescent images of DexMA fibers at low, intermediate, and high fiber density 

(scale bar, 100 μm). 
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Supplementary Figure 6.2: Schematic of endothelial cell micropatterning on suspended 

DexMA fiber matrices. (A) Isometric and side views of fiber matrix substrate and cell 

patterning stamp. (B) (1) DexMA fibers are electrospun onto a fiber well substrate, crosslinked, 

and hydrated. (2) The cell patterning stamp is treated with Pluronic F127 solution to prevent cell 

adhesion, and a cell suspension is seeded onto the stamp. Cells are allowed to settle for 5 

minutes. (3) Excess cells are gently flushed away with 4x PBS rinses. (4) The fiber well substrate 

is inverted onto the cell patterning stamp and aligned using the raised edges of the patterning 

stamp under a microscope. (5) The entire assembly is inverted to allow cells to settle onto the 

suspended DexMA matrices. (6) The patterning stamp is removed and transferred for culture and 

subsequent imaging.  
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Supplementary Figure 6.3: Endothelial cell protrusion analysis. For each frame of the 12 

hour timelapse, protrusions were identified and the total number of protrusions as well as 

lifetime of each individual protrusion was manually determined for cells in (A) low, (B) 

intermediate, and (C) high stiffness matrices (scale bars, 50 μm). 
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Supplementary Figure 6.4: Bead displacement vector plots as a function of matrix stiffness. 

Representative endothelial cells (cell periphery denoted by white outline) and their respective 

bead displacements over 12-hours of culture displayed as vectors with magnitude coded by 

vector size and color in (A) low, (B) intermediate, and (C) high stiffness DexMA matrices (scale 

bars, 100 μm). 
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Supplementary Figure 6.5: Single endothelial cell morphology and force transmission as a 

function of fiber density. (A) Representative confocal fluorescent image of phalloidin-stained 

ECs (cyan), rhodamine-labeled DexMA fibers (magenta), and fiber-embedded fluorescent beads 

(white) (scale bar, 100 μm). (B) Temporally color-coded overlay of EC cell bodies over a 12 

hour time course following initial patterning (scale bar, 100 μm). (C) Maximum displacement of 

each bead coded by vector length and color over the 12 hour time course (scale bar, 100 μm). (D) 

Binned average bead displacements color-coded by magnitude for all analyzed ECs with respect 

to their long axis (0°) (n > 20 cells/group). (E) Young’s modulus of DexMA fiber matrices as a 

function of matrix density (n = 6). (F) Quantification of maximum bead displacement and (G) 

binned average bead displacements as a function of starting distance from the cell centroid for 

low, intermediate, and high fiber densities. All data presented as mean ± SD with superimposed 

data points; asterisk denotes significance with P < 0.05. 
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Supplementary Figure 6.6: Representative examples of interacting and non-interacting 

endothelial cell pairs in low stiffness, non-aligned fibrous matrices. (A) Representative 

confocal fluorescent images of phalloidin-stained ECs (cyan) and rhodamine-labeled fibers 

(magenta) with quantification of fiber alignment spanning cells and average migration speed of 

both ECs as a function of time. Red arrows indicate local regions of fiber alignment between 

neighboring cells (scale bars, 50 μm). (B) Representative confocal fluorescent images of non-

interacting ECs. Red arrows indicate cell protrusions extending in the opposite direction of 

neighboring cell (scale bar, 50 μm). 
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Supplementary Figure 6.7: Spatiotemporal Ca2+ signaling analysis. Quantification of the 

minimum time between Ca2+ pulses as a function of intercellular distance within EC lines 

patterned in (A) low stiffness matrices, (B) high stiffness matrices, (C) low stiffness matrices 

treated with 10 μM PF228, (D) low stiffness matrices treatedd with 10 μM GSK205, and (E) low 

stiffness matrices treated with 5 μm GsMTx4.  

 

 

Supplementary Figure 6.8: Cell force-mediated matrix deformations following treatment 

with FAK, TRPV4, and Piezo1 inhibitors. Representative maximum intensity projections of 

calcium-labeled ECs (green) and rhodamine-labeled fibers (magenta) 2 h after cell line 

patterning as a function of matrix stiffness and presence of inhibitors confirms that inhibition of 

FAK (PF228), TRPV4 (GSK205), or Piezo1 (GsMTx4) does not diminish cell force-mediated 

matrix reorganization (scale bars: 100 μm). 

 

Supplementary Movie 6.1: EC bulk seeding in fibrous DexMA matrices. Representative 

confocal fluorescence 12-hour timelapse movie of lifeAct-GFP expressing ECs (cyan) and 

rhodamine-labeled DexMA fibers (magenta) seeded at 250 cells mm-2 in low stiffness, cell-

deformable and high stiffness, non-deformable matrices (Scale bar: 100 μm).  

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC1/embed/m

edia-1.mp4?download=true 

 

Supplementary Movie 6.2: Single cell patterning in fibrous DexMA matrices with variable 

matrix stiffness. Representative confocal fluorescence 12-hour timelapse movie of a single 

lifeAct-GFP expressing EC (cyan), rhodamine-labeled DexMA fibers (magenta), and embedded 

fluorescent beads (white) patterned in low stiffness, cell-deformable and high stiffness, non-

deformable matrices (Scale bar: 100 μm).  

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC2/embed/m

edia-2.mp4?download=true 

 

 

 

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC1/embed/media-1.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC1/embed/media-1.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC2/embed/media-2.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC2/embed/media-2.mp4?download=true
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Supplementary Movie 6.3: Single cell patterning in synthetic fibrous DexMA matrices with 

variable matrix density. Representative confocal fluorescence 12-hour timelapse movie of a 

single lifeAct-GFP expressing EC (cyan), rhodamine-labeled DexMA fibers (magenta), and 

embedded fluorescent beads (white) patterned in low and high density matrices with crosslinking 

equivalent to the lowest stiffness condition (Scale bar: 100 μm). 

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC3/embed/m

edia-3.mp4?download=true 

 

Supplementary Movie 6.4: Cell pair patterning in non-aligned fibrous DexMA matrices 

with variable matrix stiffness. Representative confocal fluorescence 12-hour timelapse movie 

of pairs of lifeAct-GFP expressing ECs (cyan) and rhodamine-labeled DexMA fibers (magenta) 

patterned in low stiffness, cell-deformable and high stiffness, non-deformable non-aligned 

matrices (Scale bar: 200 μm).  

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC4/embed/m

edia-4.mp4?download=true 

 

Supplementary Movie 6.5: Cell pair patterning in aligned fibrous DexMA matrices with 

variable matrix stiffness. Representative confocal fluorescence 12-hour timelapse movie of 

pairs of lifeAct-GFP expressing ECs (cyan) and rhodamine-labeled DexMA fibers (magenta) 

patterned in low stiffness, cell-deformable and high stiffness, non-deformable aligned matrices 

(Scale bar: 200 μm). 

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC5/embed/m

edia-5.mp4?download=true 

 

Supplementary Movie 6.6: Calcium transients of ECs in fibrous DexMA matrices with 

variable matrix stiffness. Representative confocal fluorescence 10-minute timelapse movie of 

calcium signaling (green) in ECs patterned into multicellular lines in low stiffness, cell-

deformable and high stiffness, non-deformable matrices (Scale bar: 100 μm).  

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC6/embed/m

edia-6.mp4?download=true 

 

Supplementary Movie 6.7: Calcium transients of ECs in fibrous DexMA matrices in the 

presence of FAK, TRPV4, and Piezo1 inhibitors. Representative confocal fluorescence 10-

minute timelapse movie of calcium signaling (green) in ECs patterned into multicellular lines in 

low stiffness, cell-deformable matrices with inhibition of FAK (PF228, 10 μM), TRPV4 

(GSK205, 10 μM), and Piezo1 (GsMTx4, 5 μM) (Scale bar: 100 μm).  

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC7/embed/m

edia-7.mp4?download=true 

 

Supplementary Movie 6.8: Three-dimensional image stack of EC networks in fibrin 

hydrogels with variable matrix density, FAK inhibition, and TRPV4 inhibition. 

Representative confocal fluorescence image stacks (100 μm thick) of phalloidin-stained ECs 

(cyan) and nuclei (yellow) in 2.5 mg mL-1 fibrin, 5.0 mg mL-1 fibrin, and 2.5 mg mL-1 fibrin with 

inhibition of FAK (PF228, 10 μM) or TRPV4 (GSK205, 10 μM) (Scale bar: 100 μm). 

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC8/embed/medi

a-8.mp4?download=true 

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC3/embed/media-3.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC3/embed/media-3.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC4/embed/media-4.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC4/embed/media-4.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC5/embed/media-5.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC5/embed/media-5.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC6/embed/media-6.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC6/embed/media-6.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC7/embed/media-7.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC7/embed/media-7.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC8/embed/media-8.mp4?download=true
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/08/18/2021.08.17.456669/DC8/embed/media-8.mp4?download=true
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7.2 Abstract 

Vasculogenesis is the de novo formation of vascular networks occurring during 

embryonic development, organogenesis, and adult neovascularization. If properly harnessed in 

vitro, this process presents a promising approach to vascularizing tissue engineered constructs, a 

significant outstanding challenge in the field of tissue engineering. In 3D hydrogels, the 

inclusion of stromal cells alongside endothelial cells (ECs) is required to guide and stabilize the 

self-assembly of vessel-like networks via secretion of proangiogenic factors, matrix remodeling, 

and generation of mechanical signals. However, long-term culture of stromal cells in engineered 

constructs could potentially induce undesirable long-term effects in the tissue construct such as 

tissue contraction, degradation, stiffening, or fibrosis. Here, we find that the inclusion of 

synthetic electrospun matrix fibers to 3D fibrin hydrogels enhances EC spreading and network 

assembly in the absence of supporting stromal cells. Specifically, the inclusion of non-cell-

adhesive fibers promotes the assembly of lumenized EC networks mimicking microvascular 
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networks. We utilized RNA-sequencing and 3D matrix displacement analysis to find that matrix 

fibers enhance cell-matrix interactions and force propagation that underly vasculogenic 

assembly. This work identifies that electrospun fibers present an inexpensive alternative to 

sourcing and expanding secondary supporting cell types alongside patient-specific ECs to 

engineer prevascularized tissue constructs. 

 

7.3 Introduction 

Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine are driven by the long-term goal of 

developing biological constructs that restore, maintain, or improve the function of a tissue or 

organ (Griffith & Naughton, 2002; Langer & Vacanti, 1993; Vacanti & Langer, 1999). While the 

past few decades have reported success in relatively thin non-vascularized tissues such as skin or 

cartilage (Chua et al., 2016; Makris et al., 2015), large and complex tissues require an adequate 

blood supply throughout the construct (Auger et al., 2013; Griffith et al., 2005; Koike et al., 

2004). The rate of host vessel invasion of traditional biomaterials upon transplantation is 

typically limited to several tenths of a micron per day, leading to necrosis at the center of the 

construct after implantation (Clark & Clark, 1939; Laschke et al., 2009; Rouwkema et al., 2008). 

Thus, an engineered graft thicker than the diffusion limit of gases and nutrients (about 150-200 

m) requires a pre-formed vascular network. As dense microcapillary networks supply the 

demanding oxygen needs of many tissues due to their large surface area, self-assembled 

microvasculature presents the most promising potential to solving this prevascularization 

problem.  

 Previous strategies to vascularize 3D engineered biomaterials can generally be 

categorized as top-down or bottom-up (Song et al., 2018). In top-down approaches, engineered 
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vasculature is pre-designed and fabricated before cells are introduced. Examples include 3D 

printing bioinks or sacrificial materials (Miller et al., 2012; Norotte et al., 2009; Skardal et al., 

2010), laser-mediated ablation (Brown et al., 2017b; Heintz et al., 2016), or layer-by-layer 

assembly (Morgan et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2016). Despite exquisite control over network 

geometry and architecture, these methods fail to achieve the 5-20 m diameter of 

microcapillaries. In contrast, bottom-up methods seek to harness the innate biological 

mechanisms that drive vessel formation during development and wound healing known as 

vasculogenesis, where endothelial cells (ECs) self-assemble into multicellular lumenized 

networks (Song et al., 2018). For example, ECs embedded in an implanted scaffold will 

assemble into microvessels in situ, but the typical >7 days required for this to occur would likely 

compromise viability of the implanted tissue (Lin et al., 2017; Nör et al., 2001; Schechner et al., 

2000). In vitro vasculogenic assembly is an alternative where well-formed vessel networks are 

grown within a tissue construct prior to implantation. For example, self-assembled microvessels 

have been engineered by co-culturing ECs with support stromal cells (e.g. fibroblasts, smooth 

muscle cells, mesenchymal stem cells) in a variety of natural and synthetic 3D hydrogels 

(Beamish et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2012; Freiman et al., 2016; Koh et al., 2008; Lesman et al., 

2011; Rao et al., 2012; Zanotelli et al., 2016). While the precise role of the stromal cell is not 

completely understood, matrix remodeling and the secretion of proangiogenic factors have been 

implicated in guiding and stabilizing the self-assembly of EC networks (DiPietro, 2016; 

Newman et al., 2011). However, long-term culture of stromal cells in engineered constructs 

could potentially induce undesirable effects such as tissue contraction, degradation, stiffening, or 

fibrosis (Buckley et al., 2001; Lemos & Duffield, 2018; Wynn & Ramalingam, 2012). Further, 

the high cost of expanding cells is a major challenge in translating cell-based therapies to the 
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clinic. Thus, finding an alternative to co-culturing stromal cells with ECs would be beneficial 

towards economically engineering prevascularized tissue constructs.  

 It is well established that mechanical interactions between ECs and their surrounding 

extracellular matrix (ECM) regulate their ability to assemble into vessel-like structures and that 

stromal cells provide critical mechanical cues that enable EC morphogenesis (Lesman et al., 

2016). Specifically, during 3D vasculogenic assembly, ECs first undergo vacuolization in an 

integrin-dependent manner followed by assembly of ECs into an interconnected network that 

requires matrix degradation, migration, and coordination over large length scales (Bayless et al., 

2000; Crosby & Zoldan, 2019; Davis & Bayless, 2003; Hanjaya-Putra et al., 2011). Stromal cells 

are known to actively remodel their surrounding ECM via degradation and deposition of various 

matrix components. Additionally, stromal cells are highly contractile, therefore actively sending 

mechanical signals in the form of cell force-mediated matrix deformations. Indeed, previous 

work from our lab has utilized 2.5D synthetic matrices of electrospun fibers with user-defined 

architecture and mechanical properties to identify that EC self-assembly is facilitated by cell 

force-mediated matrix reorganization and mechanical intercellular communication (MIC) 

(Davidson et al., 2019b, 2021). Thus, we hypothesize that a potential alternative to admixed 

stromal cells to enable 3D vasculogenic assembly could be the inclusion of synthetic matrix 

fibers to provide critical mechanical cues to ECs.  

 In this work, we employed a previously described method from our lab to integrate 

electrospun dextran vinyl sulfone (DexVS) fibers within a 3D fibrin hydrogel to investigate the 

role of matrix fiber cues on vasculogenic assembly of ECs (Matera et al., 2019, 2020). Using this 

fiber-hydrogel composite system, we found that the addition of non-cell-adhesive matrix fibers 

enhanced EC spreading and promoted the assembly of multicellular networks of lumenized EC 
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structures. Furthermore, we conducted bulk RNA-sequencing and identified that the presence of 

non-cell-adhesive matrix fibers increased expression of genes associated with cell-matrix 

adhesion, matrix remodeling, and vasculogenic assembly. Lastly, we confirmed that the 

inclusion of DexVS matrix fibers enhances cell-matrix adhesion and force-mediated matrix 

reorganization associated with vasculogenic assembly.  

 

7.4 Results and Discussion 

7.4.1 Evaluating the role of synthetic matrix fibers on EC network formation in 3D fibrin 

hydrogels. 

 To examine the ability of matrix fibers to enable vasculogenic assembly in the absence of 

supporting stromal cells, we implemented a recently established composite materials technique 

that imbues hydrogels with defined fiber segments that we have recently used to model stromal 

tissue spaces (Matera et al., 2019, 2020). Briefly, DexVS fiber segments were electrospun, 

photopatterned into defined lengths, collected in solution, and functionalized with the cell 

adhesive peptide RGD. These cell-adhesive fibers were then incorporated into fibrin hydrogels at 

varying concentrations to tune the resultant hydrogel fiber density (0.0 – 2.5 vol%), independent 

of the fibrinogen or thrombin concentrations in the bulk hydrogel (Figure 7.1a). Decoupling 

fiber density with bulk hydrogel properties affords independent tuning of mechanical cues from 

matrix fibers with bulk ligand density, porosity, and degradability.   

 Human umbilical vein ECs were first seeded (6 million mL-1) in fibrin hydrogels with 

varying fibrinogen concentration and DexVS fiber density and cultured for 3 days in EGM-2 

supplemented with the proangiogenic factors vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF; 50 ng 

mL-1) and phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA; 25 ng mL-1). Fibrin was selected as the bulk 
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hydrogel for this model due to its extensive use as a vasculogenic biomaterial system (Morin & 

Tranquillo, 2013). In the absence of DexVS fibers, ECs exhibited a stepwise decrease in 

spreading and network length with increasing fibrinogen concentration between 5.0 and 20.0 mg 

mL-1, and interconnected networks did not form at any matrix density (Figure 7.1b,c). 

Interestingly, the addition of DexVS fibers at 2.5 vol% enhanced EC self-assembly into 

interconnected structures independent of matrix density (Figure 7.1b,c). Furthermore, this 

increase in EC network assembly was found to increase as a function of fiber density (Figure 

7.1d,e). 

 While the assembly of interconnected networks is a critical step during vasculogenic 

assembly, networks will not prove functional unless the extensions are lumenized and can 

support flow. In fibrin without DexVS fibers (FD 0.0%), while ECs did not form extensive 

networks, we identified many instances of vacuole formation and lumenal structures (Figure 

7.1f). However, in fibrin with cell-adhesive DexVS fibers (FD 2.5% + RGD), despite the 

formation of extensive cellular networks, we did not identify the formation of luminal structures 

(Figure 7.1g).  
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Figure 7.1 Cell-adhesive synthetic DexVS fibers enable EC network assembly in 3D fibrin 

hydrogels. (A) Fabricated schematic for generating fiber-reinforced fibrin hydrogels. DexVS 

was electrospun on a cylindrical collection mandrel. Fibers were then UV photo-crosslinked, 

collected in suspension, and functionalized with peptides to define cell adhesivity. Fibers are 

then encapsulated within a fibrin hydrogel alongside ECs. (B,D) Confocal fluorescent images of 

phalloidin-stained ECs (cyan), nuclei (yellow), and rhodamine-labeled DexVS fibers (white) as a 

function of (B) fibrinogen concentration and (E) fiber density. (C,E) Quantification of total 

vessel length (n = 6 fields of view). (F,G) Representative confocal maximum intensity projection 

with orthogonal vies (top and right side) of lumenal structures (indicated with asterisks) in FD 

0.0% hydrogels and cell-fiber adhesion (indicated with red arrow) in FD 2.5% + RGD hydrogels. 

All data presented as mean ± SD with superimposed data points; asterisk denotes significance 

with P < 0.05.  
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7.4.2 Non-cell-adhesive DexVS fibers enable EC network assembly and lumenization 

 Given the importance of integrin-mediated adhesion in lumenization pathways, cell 

contraction, and cell migration, we hypothesized that ligand functionalization of DexVS fibers 

could play a critical role in guiding EC network assembly (Bayless et al., 2000; Davis & 

Camarillo, 1995, 1996). Specifically, RGD-functionalized fibers could provide adhesive cues 

that divert ECs from forming vacuoles that eventually coalesce into luminal structures. To test 

this hypothesis, we next functionalized DexVS fibers with a chemically equivalent scrambled 

RGD peptide, CGRDGS, to generate non-cell-adhesive fibers that still provide local mechanical 

cues to ECs within the bulk fibrin gel, but do not support direct integrin-mediated adhesion.  

Interestingly, non-cell-adhesive fibers (FD 2.5% + RDG) enhanced EC spreading and 

network assembly in fibrin hydrogels compared to both FD 0.0% as well as FD 2.5% + RGD 

conditions (Figure 7.2a,b). Furthermore, high resolution images indicate evidence for the 

formation of luminal structures along EC extensions in FD 2.5% + RDG hydrogels (Figure 

7.2c). Despite the inability for ECs to create adhesions on fibers, networks and extensions 

tracked near to matrix fibers suggesting that ECs sense their presence, likely due to the 

considerably higher stiffness of fibers (E ~ 100 MPa) (Davidson et al., 2020b) compared to the 

surrounding fibrin gel (E < 1 kPa). We also compared the dynamics of EC network assembly in 

FD 2.5% + RDG hydrogels compared to FD 0.0% hydrogels. In fiber-reinforced hydrogels, ECs 

spread rapidly, forming branched network structures within 24 hours of culture. Following the 

first day, there was minimal increase in total network length alongside a stepwise increase in 

average extension length as networks mature. In contrast, ECs exhibit limited spreading or 

network formation over five days of culture in non-fibrous hydrogels (Figure 7.3d-f).  
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Figure 7.2 Non-cell-adhesive DexVS fibers enable EC network assembly and lumenization. 

(A) Confocal fluorescent images of phalloidin-stained ECs (cyan), nuclei (yellow), and 

rhodamine-labeled DexVS fibers (white) and (B) quantification of total network length in 5.0 mg 

mL-1 fibrin hydrogels in the absence of DexVS fibers (FD 0.0%) or with fibers (2.5 vol%) 

functionalized with either RGD or RDG peptides. (C) Representative confocal maximum 

intensity projection with orthogonal views (top and right side) of luminal structures (indicated 

with asterisks) in FD 2.5% + RDG hydrogels after 3 days of culture. (D) Confocal fluorescent 

images of phalloidin-stained ECs (cyan) and nuclei (yellow) as a function of time in non-fibrous 

and non-cell-adhesive fibrous fibrin hydrogels with (E) quantification of total network length and 

(F) average extension length over time. All data presented as mean ± SD with superimposed data 

points; asterisk denotes significance with P < 0.05. 
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7.4.3 Bulk RNA-sequencing identifies enhanced cell-ECM interactions during vasculogenic 

assembly in fiber-reinforced hydrogels 

 RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) was used to analyze global gene expression for ECs during 

network assembly in fibrin hydrogels without DexVS fibers, with RGD-functionalized fibers, 

and with RDG-functionalized fibers (Figure 7.3a). To assess changes in gene expression during 

assembly, ECs were cultured in each condition for 1 day (Figure 7.3b) upon with nattokinase (a 

fibrinolytic enzyme) was utilized to digest fibrin hydrogels affording cell isolation. RNA lysates 

were extracted from each condition and submitted for next generation sequencing.  

 We first utilized principle component analysis (PCA) to assess the bulk RNA-seq dataset. 

As expected, all conditions clustered into three groups based on the matrix condition in which 

they were cultured (Figure 7.3c). Interestingly, the two fibrous hydrogel conditions clustered 

closer to each other along PC1, which captures 78% of the variance seen in expression profiles. 

We also compared FD0.0% with FD2.5% + RDG hydrogels to identify specific genes that were 

upregulated in fibrous hydrogel conditions that could be enabling the assembly of EC networks. 

Several Gene Ontology (GO) terms were significantly modulated in support of our hypothesis 

that matrix fibers enhance EC activity in the absence of supporting stromal cells, such as cell 

communication, migration, adhesion, and motility. Interestingly we also saw significant changes 

in GO terms associated with cell-ECM adhesion, such as actin cytoskeleton organization, 

integrin-mediated signaling pathways, as well as regulation of focal adhesion assembly. 

Additionally, GO terms associated with matrix remodeling, like ECM organization, was also 

identified (Figure 7.3d).  
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 Supporting our hypothesis that integrin-mediated adhesion was regulating vasculogenic 

assembly in fibrin hydrogels, genes encoding for integrins αv, α1, α5, β1, and β3 were all 

significantly increased at the transcriptomic level (Figure 7.3e). Previous work has identified 

that two integrins, αvβ3 and α5β1, regulate EC vacuolization and lumen formation in 3D fibrin 

matrices (Bayless et al., 2000), which is in agreement with our observations of enhanced lumen 

formation in FD2.5% + RDG hydrogels. Furthermore, bulk sequencing data indicated that 

several genes associated with matrix remodeling were upregulated in FD 2.5% + RDG 

hydrogels. Specifically, two main families of metalloproteinases that specialize in degrading the 

ECM, including matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and disintegrin and metalloproteinase with 

thrombospondin motifs (ADAMTS), were identified to be upregulated (MMP1, MMP10, 

MMP14, ADAMTS1, ADAMTS6, ADAMTS18) (Figure 7.3e). Additionally, SERPINE1, 

which encodes for plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 (PAI-1), was one of the most highly 

upregulated genes in fibrous hydrogels compared to non-fibrous hydrogels (Figure 7.3e). PAI-1 

blocks the action of plasminogen activators and resultant fibrinolysis, likely regulating the 

degradation rate of the fibrin hydrogel during culture (Iwaki et al., 2012). Lastly, we observed 

that VCL gene expression, which encodes for vinculin, a mechanosensitive focal adhesion (FA) 

protein, was uniquely upregulated in ECs cultured in FD 2.5% + RDG hydrogels. FAs connect 

the ECM to the cell’s actomyosin skeleton and generally form at protrusions functioning as 

adherence points during cell migration (Bershadsky et al., 2003; Geiger et al., 2009). They are 

critical signaling hubs that regulate mechanical communication between ECs, an important 

regulator of vasculogenic assembly (Davidson et al., 2021).  
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Figure 7.3 Bulk RNA-sequencing analysis of fiber-mediated vasculogenic assembly. (A) 

Schematic of matrix conditions and (B) representative confocal fluorescent images of phalloidin-

stained ECs (cyan) and nuclei (yellow) after one day of culture. (C) Principle component 

analysis (PCA) clustering of gene signatures for three matrix conditions. (D) Significant Gene 

Ontology (GO) terms for FD 0.0% vs. FD 2.5% + RDG hydrogel conditions. (E) Curated 

upregulated genes of interest in FD 0.0%, FD 2.5% + RGD, and FD 2.5% + RDG hydrogel 

conditions.  

 

7.4.4 Adhesion and matrix displacements 

 RNA-seq analysis implicated cell-ECM interactions as upregulated in fibrin hydrogels 

with the inclusion of non-cell-adhesive DexVS fibers in the bulk. To better understand how 

adhesions are forming during 3D network assembly, we performed immunostaining for vinculin 
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after 1 day of culture while ECs are putatively assembling into interconnected networks. As 

expected, based on the RNA-seq analysis, FD 2.5% + RDG hydrogels led to the most robust FA 

formation in ECs (Figure 7.4a-c). As ECs cannot directly engage with RDG-functionalized 

fibers, we next sought to understand the 3D localization of adhesions in hydrogels with RGD and 

RDG fibers. In FD 2.5% + RGD hydrogels, FAs mainly tracked directly on or near to a fiber, 

with approximately 37% of total vinculin signal overlapping with fibers. In contrast, FAs in FD 

2.5% + RDG hydrogels were not localized to fibers, with approximately 17% of total vinculin 

signal overlapping with fibers (Figure 7.4d).  

 As vinculin is a force-sensitive protein at FAs and tightly linked to cell forces, we lastly 

investigated how EC-generated traction forces were being propagated through the ECM as a 

function of the inclusion of matrix fibers within fibrin hydrogels. To track matrix displacements, 

fluorescent beads (Ø = 1 µm) were embedded alongside ECs and fibers and samples were 

imaged live for 15 hours after seeding (Figure 7.4e). Average bead displacement was 

significantly higher in fibrous hydrogels, with the highest level of force propagation in FD 2.5% 

+ RDG hydrogels (Figure 7.4f). These results indicate that fibrin hydrogels with non-cell-

adhesive fibers enable cell-matrix interactions with fibrin that are reinforced by local mechanical 

cues from fibers that enhance FA formation and force propagation.  
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Figure 7.4 Analysis of focal adhesion formation and matrix displacements during 3D EC 

network assembly. (A,B) Representative immunostained images of (A) vinculin (magenta) and 

(B) image analysis to identify FAs (white) in ECs as a function of hydrogel conditions. (C) 

Quantification of total FA area normalized per cell and (D) 3D colocalization of vinculin with 

DexVS fibers. (E) Temporally color-coded overlays depicting motion of fluorescent beads over a 

15 hour timelapse and (F) quantification of average bead displacement distance. All data 

presented as mean ± SD with superimposed data points; asterisk denotes significance with P < 

0.05. 

 

7.5 Conclusions 

 In this work, we utilized a biomaterial system to integrate electrospun DexVS fibers 

within a 3D fibrin hydrogel to investigate the role of matrix fiber cues on vasculogenic assembly 

of ECs. The ultimate goal of this work was to identify a potential alternative to admixed stromal 

cells with ECs to engineer microvascular networks as stromal cells are highly heterogeneous, 

uncharacterized cells that can potentially introduce undesirable effects, and culture of an 
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additional cell type would drastically increase the cost for future cell-based therapies. Using this 

fiber-hydrogel composite system, we found that the addition of non-cell-adhesive RDG 

functionalized DexVS fibers enhanced EC spreading and promoted the assembly of lumenized 

vessel-like structures. Furthermore, RNA-seq and analysis of cell-matrix adhesion and matrix 

displacements identified that fibrin hydrogels with RDG-functionalized fibers promote cell-ECM 

interactions with the bulk fibrin hydrogel while simultaneously providing local mechanical cues 

that enable EC communication and self-assembly. For future cell-based therapies, electrospun 

fibers would be an inexpensive alternative to sourcing and expanding a secondary supporting cell 

type alongside patient-specific ECs.  

 

7.6 Materials and Methods 

7.6.1 Reagents 

All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received, unless otherwise 

stated.  

 

7.6.2 Cell culture and biological reagents 

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (ECs) were cultured in endothelial growth 

medium (EGM-2; Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) supplemented with 1% penicillin-streptomycin-

fungizone (Gibco, Waltham, MA). Cells were cultured at 37°C and 5% CO2. ECs were used 

from passages four to eight in all experiments. For live cell time-lapse imaging, lentiviral 

transduction of LifeAct-GFP was utilized.  
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7.6.3 Lentivirus production 

pLenti.PGK.LifeAct-GFP.W was a gift from Rusty Lansford (Addgene plasmid #51010). 

To generate lentivirus, plasmids were co-transfected with pCMV-VSVG (a gift from Bob 

Weinberg, Addgene plasmid #8454), pMDLg/pRRE, and pRSV-REV (gifts from Didier Trono, 

Addgene plasmid #12251 and #12253 (Dull et al., 1998; Stewart et al., 2003)) in 293T cells 

using the calcium phosphate precipitation method (Kingston et al., 2003). Viral supernatants 

were collected after 48 h, concentrated with PEG-itTM (System Biosciences, Palo Alto, CA) 

following the manufacturer’s protocol, filtered through a 0.45 m filter (ThermoFisher Scinetific 

Nalgene, Waltham, MA), and stored at -80C. Viral titer was determined by serial dilution and 

infection of ECs. Titers yielding maximal expression without cell death or detectable impact on 

cell proliferation or morphology were selected for studies. 

 

7.6.4 Synthesis of dextran vinyl sulfone 

Dextran was reacted with divinyl sulfone following a previously described procedure (Yu 

& Chau, 2012). Briefly, dextran (5 g) was dissolved in 250 mL of sodium hydroxide (100 mM) 

solution on a stir plate at 1500 rpm before addition of divinyl sulfone (12.5 mL; Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Hampton, NH). The reaction proceeded for 3.5 min before termination by addition of 

2.5 mL hydrochloric acid (12 M). The product was dialyzed against milli-Q water for 3 days and 

then lyophilized. DexVS was characterized by 1H NMR and a vinyl sulfone/dextran repeat unit 

ratio of 0.376 was determined.  
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7.6.5 Fiber segment fabrication 

DexVS was dissolved at 0.6 g mL-1 in a 1:1 mixture of Milli-Q ultrapure water and 

dimethylformamide with 0.015% Irgacure 2959 photoinitiator. Methacrylated rhodamine (0.5 

mM; Polysciences Inc., Warrington, PA) was incorporated into the electrospinning solution to 

fluorescently visualize fibers. This polymer solution was used for electrospinning within an 

environment-controlled glovebox held at 21°C and 30% relative humidity. Electrospinning was 

performed at a flow rate of 0.3 mL h-1, gap distance of 5 cm, and voltage of -10.0 kV onto a 

grounded collecting surface attached to a linear actuator. Fiber layers were collected on glass 

slabs and primary crosslinked under ultraviolet light (100 mW cm-2) and then secondary 

crosslinked (100 mW cm-2) in a 1 mg mL-1 Irgacure 2959 solution. After polymerization, fiber 

segments were resuspended in a known volume of PBS (typically 3 mL). The total volume of 

fibers was then calculated via a conservation of volume equation: total resulting solution volume 

= volume of fibers + volume of PBS. After calculating total fiber volume, solutions were re-

centrifuged, supernatant was removed, and fiber pellets were resuspended to create a 1.1 vol% 

fiber solution, which were then aliquoted and stored at 4°C.  

 

7.6.6 DexVS fiber functionalization 

To define cell adhesion to fibers, either the cell-adhesive peptide RGD (CGRGDS, 2.0 

mM; Genscript, Pescataway, NJ) or a scrambled RDG peptide (CGRDGS, 2.0 mM) were 

coupled to vinyl sulfone groups along the DexVS backbone via Michael-type addition chemistry 

for 15 min, followed by quenching of excess VS groups in a 300 mM cysteine solution for 15 

min. To remove free thiols after quenching, fiber solutions were vigorously rinsed via flushing 

with excess PBS two times before use in cell studies.  
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7.6.7 Fibrin hydrogel formation 

Human umbilical vein ECs were encapsulated (6 million mL-1) in fibrin hydrogels 

containing 5.0, 10.0, or 20.0 mg mL-1 fibrinogen and 1 U mL-1 thrombin. Briefly, a fibrinogen 

precursor solution was prepared by dissolving fibrinogen from bovine plasma in PBS at twice the 

final concentration. To create fiber-reinforced hydrogels, a defined stock solution (10% v/v) of 

suspended DexVS fibers in PBS was mixed into this fibrinogen precursor solution. A thrombin 

precursor solution was simultaneously prepared consisting of ECs at twice the final 

concentration in EGM-2 with 2 U mL-1 bovine thrombin. These two precursor solutions were 

mixed at a 1:1 ratio and 20 μL was transferred into a PDMS mold with 4 mm diameter and 

incubated at 37°C for 20 min. Samples were then hydrated in EGM-2 supplemented with fetal 

bovine serum (FBS; 5% v/v), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF; 50 ng mL-1), and 

phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA; 25 ng mL-1), and media was replaced every 24 hours. 

Quantification of morphological network properties was performed on 100 μm image stacks 

using Angiotool (Zudaire et al., 2011). 

 

7.6.8 Fluorescent staining and microscopy 

Hydrogels were first fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min at room temperature. 

Alternatively, to extract cytoplasmic vinculin, samples were simultaneously fixed and 

permeabilized in 2% paraformaldehyde in a microtubule-stabilizing buffer containing 1,4-

piperazinediethanesulfonic acid (PIPES, 0.1 M), ethylene glycol-bis(2-aminoethylether)-

N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic acid (EGTA, 1 mM), magnesium sulfate (1 mM), poly(ethylene glycol) 

(4% w/v), and triton X-100 (1% v/v) for 30 min at room temperature. To stain the actin 
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cytoskeleton and nuclei, cells were permeabilized in PBS solution containing triton X-100 (5% 

v/v), sucrose (10% w/v), and magnesium chloride (0.6% w/v) for 1 h. Samples were then 

simultaneously blocked in 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin and stained with phalloidin and 

DAPI for 24 h. For immunostaining, samples were blocked for > 6 h in 1% (w/v) bovine serum 

albumin and incubated with mouse monoclonal anti-vinculin antibody (1:1000, Sigma #V9264) 

followed by secondary antibody (1:1000, Life Technologies #A21236) for 6 h each at room 

temperature with overnight PBS washes between each step. Fixed samples were imaged on a 

Zeiss LSM800 laser scanning confocal microscope. Unless otherwise specified, images are 

presented as maximum intensity projections. Fluorescent images were processed and quantified 

via custom Matlab scripts. 

 

7.6.9 Matrix deformation quantification 

Immediately after gelation, fibrin hydrogels were transferred to a motorized and 

environmentally controlled stage and imaged using a Zeiss LSM800 laser scanning confocal 

microscope. Images of F-actin, DexVS fibers, and fluorescent beads embedded in the bulk 

hydrogel were acquired every 30 min for 15 h. Images were converted to maximum intensity 

projections before analysis. Single particle tracking was completed by first aligning image stacks 

of fluorescent beads and then tracked using TrackMate, a freely available ImageJ plugin [-]. 

Beads were detected at each time point using a Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) detector with an 

estimated particle diameter of 5 µm and a threshold of 1.0 with use of a median filter. Single 

particle tracking was completed using a linear assignment problem tracker with a linking max 

distance and gap-closing max distance of 5 µm and gap-closing max frame gap of 2 frames. 
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Tracks were filtered to only contain particles detected throughout the entire timelapse and then 

analyzed using custom Matlab scripts.  

 

7.6.10 Bulk RNA-sequencing and bioinformatics 

 Samples for bulk RNA-sequencing included human umbilical vein ECs encapsulated in 

5.0 mg mL-1 fibrin hydrogels with 1) no DexVS fibers, 2) DexVS fibers (2.5 vol%) 

functionalized with the cell-adhesive peptide RGD, and 3) DexVS fibers (2.5 vol%) 

functionalized with the scrambled peptide RDG. All conditions were cultured for 18 hours upon 

which nattokinase (100 fibrinolytic units mL-1) was incorporated into EGM-2 media for 15 

minutes to digest the surrounding fibrin hydrogel. ECs were pelleted and RNA isolation was 

performed via RNeasy mini kit per manufacturer’s protocol. Purified RNA samples were 

submitted to the University of Michigan Sequencing Core for library prep and next generation 

sequencing. Expression data was analyzed using DESeq2 and custom R scripts.  

 

7.6.11 Statistical analysis 

Statistical significance was determined by one-way or two-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) with post-hoc analysis (Tukey test) or Student’s t-test where appropriate. For all 

studies, significance was indicated by p < 0.05. Sample size is indicated within corresponding 

figure legends and all data are presented as mean  standard deviation. 
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Chapter 8: Summary and Future Directions 
 

8.1 Summary of findings 

Overall, this thesis aimed to design and utilize synthetic fibrous matrices towards 

investigating the role of mechanical signaling during the self-assembly of multicellular 

structures. Chapter 2 summarized current biomaterial platforms to model the ECM, evidence for 

mechanical intercellular communication (MIC), and the current state of microvascular tissue 

engineering approaches. Specifically, this thesis employed various natural and synthetic fibrous 

biomaterial platforms that ranged in complexity from 2D Matrigel surfaces, suspended 2.5D 

synthetic fiber matrices, and fibrous hydrogel composites consisting of synthetic fibers 

embedded within 3D fibrin hydrogels. These platforms were combined with microfabrication-

based approaches, cell and matrix labelling techniques, and confocal microscopy to understand 

critical matrix properties that mediate MIC and the self-assembly of functional engineered 

microvascular networks.  

Chapter 3 examined how physical attributes of the ECM influence the assembly of EC 

networks in 2D and 2.5D fibrous materials (Davidson et al., 2019b). Chapters 4-5 worked 

towards advancing the mechanical tunability of 2.5D electrospun fibrous scaffolds, specifically 

long-term stability and control over nonlinear mechanical properties (Davidson et al., 2020b, 

2020c). Chapter 6 focused on enhancing our understanding of MIC between ECs, specifically 

investigating how tissue-relevant matrix properties mediate the transmission of cell-generated 
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forces as well as the cellular machinery required for ECs to generate, sense, and respond to 

mechanical signals (Davidson et al., 2021). Lastly, Chapter 7 looked to harness these 

observations in more translatable 3D hydrogel constructs by using a composite approach where 

fibrin hydrogels were reinforced with electrospun DexVS fiber segments. Overall, this improved 

understanding of how cells communicate via mechanical forces will provide new insights 

towards the design of morphogenetic biomaterials.   

 

8.2 Limitations and Future Directions 

8.2.1 Towards a deeper understanding of MIC 

 Continuing to advance our understanding of how cells send and receive mechanical 

signals will require integration of multidisciplinary characterization techniques that probe forces 

and mechanical strain at the cell-scale. Specifically, advances in Förster resonance energy 

transfer (FRET)-based molecular tension sensors have enabled the measurement of tensile forces 

across cytoskeletal proteins and have provided key insights into mechanotransduction (Gates et 

al., 2019; Ham et al., 2019). The first genetically encoded FRET-based tension sensor was 

developed to quantify tension across vinculin during focal adhesion assembly and enlargement 

(Grashoff et al., 2010). Combining this approach with our cell patterning technique and live cell 

imaging could advance our understanding of the dynamic relationship between FA forces and 

cell protrusive activity. Furthermore, direct measurements of membrane tension (Stabley et al., 

2012) or ion channel state (Agasid et al., 2017) during MIC could provide more information on 

the molecular mechanisms underlying this phenomenon.  

 In parallel to enhancing our understanding of intracellular signaling that underlies MIC, 

we also plan to utilize advances in mechanical manipulation of cells. One major limitation of the 
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cell-patterning approach described in this thesis is that it does not completely isolate mechanical 

signals from putative chemotactic factors. Recent collaborative work from our lab has developed 

a robotic manipulation platform that allows for wireless, localized, and programmable 

deformation within suspended fibrous DexMA or DexVS matrices (Uslu et al., 2021). This 

technology allows for mechanical activation of cells while simultaneously being able to monitor 

the cell response and force-mediated changes in network architecture. In addition to being able to 

isolate mechanical signaling from biochemical signals, this technology would also enable 

enhanced understanding of how cells respond to different properties of mechanical signals such 

as the magnitude of force or rate of loading. Overall, the continued development and deployment 

of such techniques will be essential in further elucidating critical aspects of MIC and employing 

new strategies to direct cellular assembly.    

 

8.2.2 Host-response to fiber-reinforced prevascularized tissue constructs 

Chapter 7 of this thesis describes a new strategy towards engineering microvasculature in 

3D biomaterials via the addition synthetic matrix fibers to a 3D monoculture of ECs in fibrin 

hydrogels. Despite the ability to create vessel-like networks in vitro, though, maturation and 

stability of the formed vasculature and rapid anastomosis to host circulation post-implantation 

remain significant challenges. Recent work has shown that both vessel maturity (pre-

implantation) and contributions from myeloid cells during the host immune response (post-

implantation) play critical roles in construct engraftment (Ben-Shaul et al., 2019; Grunewald et 

al., 2006; Lin et al., 2017; Nahrendorf et al., 2007; Shojaei et al., 2008). Thus, one major future 

direction for this work is to gain a deeper understanding of microenvironmental regulation of 

these processes to enable rapid integration of microvascular networks with a host circulatory 
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system upon implantation. Utilizing a subcutaneous implant model in SCID mice would allow us 

to answer the following critical questions: 1) how does the addition of synthetic matrix fibers to 

acellular hydrogels regulate host cell invasion (specifically host ECs and myeloid cells) post-

implantation, and 2) how does the addition of ECs to fiber-reinforced hydrogels (either seeded 

immediately before implantation and unassembled or seeded 3 days before implantation to allow 

for vasculogenic assembly) affect the time to perfusion.  

One additional limitation to our current approach is the use of fibrin as the bulk hydrogel. 

While fibrin has long been used as a matrix for the development of in vitro models of 

microvasculature (Morin & Tranquillo, 2013), major limitations exist, specifically its low 

mechanical stiffness and rapid resorption with subsequent loss of shape and volume upon 

implantation. The work in this thesis finds that cell force-mediated MIC between ECs is critical 

during vasculogenic assembly, and the low stiffness of fibrin enables MIC and as such is likely a 

major contributor to its vasculogenic potential. Indeed, building 3D vascular networks has 

proven more challenging in synthetic polymeric hydrogels such as PEG, hyaluronic acid, and 

dextran, which are more suitable for translational applications, but dissipate cell forces short 

distances away from the cell. Thus, an immediate next step is incorporating fibrillar features in 

synthetic hydrogels to enhance MIC and vasculogenic assembly of ECs. Overall, the continued 

advancement of tunable synthetic hydrogels that enable cellular morphogenesis will enhance our 

ability to engineer complex tissue constructs for regenerative medicine applications.  
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Appendix A: Matlab Scripts 
 

Analysis of Focal Adhesion Morphology 

function [] = faquant2(faFilename, actinFilename, experiment_title, root, 

dirOut, dataOut, pathname, imgCount) 
%FOCAL ADHESION QUANTIFICATION 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 

  
% INPUT FA IMAGE 
faScale = [20 255]; 
faImage = mat2gray(imread(faFilename),faScale); 

  
% MASK FA IMAGE WITH CELL AREA TO REMOVE EXTRACELLULAR NOISE 
% cellMask = imthresh(imin(actinFilename)); 
cellMask = im2bw(imin(actinFilename),0.12); 
cellMask = bwmorph(cellMask, 'close'); 
cellMask = bwareaopen(cellMask, 1000); 
cellMask = bwmorph(cellMask, 'spur'); 
faMaskraw = cellMask .* faImage; 

  

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% QUANTIFY ADHESION PROPERTIES 

  
% filter and threshold image using gaussian filter 
noiseSize = 5; 
backSize = 50; 
[faClean, faMask] = gfilt(faMaskraw, noiseSize, backSize); 
% filter out adhesions < 1 micron^2 
faMask = double(bwareaopen(faMask,40)); 
% % make all images binary 
% faMask = faMask(:,:,2); 
% faClean = faClean(:,:,2); 
impanel(faMaskraw,faClean,faMask); 

  
% COLLECT AND RECORD DATA ON FILTERED ADHESIONS 
[adh, adhCount] = bwlabel(faMask,8); 
adhStats = 

regionprops(adh,'Area','Eccentricity','Orientation','MajorAxisLength','MinorA

xisLength'); 
for i=1:adhCount 
    rawAdh2D(i,1) = adhStats(i,1).Area; 
    rawAdh2D(i,2) = adhStats(i,1).Eccentricity; 
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    rawAdh2D(i,3) = adhStats(i,1).Orientation; 
    rawAdh2D(i,4) = adhStats(i,1).MajorAxisLength; 
    rawAdh2D(i,5) = adhStats(i,1).MinorAxisLength; 
end 

  
% WRITE RAW ADHESION DATA TO EXCEL SHEET FOR EACH CELL 
cd(dirOut); 
cd(dataOut); 
raw_headers = {'Area', 'Eccentricity', 'Orientation', 'Major Axis Length', 

'Minor Axis Length'}; 
xlsFilename = strcat(experiment_title,num2str(imgCount),'_RAW','.xls'); 
xlswrite(xlsFilename,raw_headers,1,'A1'); 
xlswrite(xlsFilename,rawAdh2D,1,'A2'); 

  
% CALCULATE ADHESION STATISTICS AND WRITE TO SPREADSHEET 
areaMean = mean(rawAdh2D(:,1)); 
areaStd = std(rawAdh2D(:,1)); 
eccMean = mean(rawAdh2D(:,2)); 
eccStd = std(rawAdh2D(:,2)); 
aspectMean = mean(rawAdh2D(:,3)); 
aspectStd = std(rawAdh2D(:,3)); 
angMean = rad2deg(circ_mean(deg2rad(rawAdh2D(:,4)))); 
angDisp = rad2deg(circ_std(deg2rad(rawAdh2D(:,4)))); 

  
cellArea = sum(sum(cellMask)); 
totalAdhArea = sum(sum(faMask)); 
xlsOut = {faFilename adhCount areaMean areaStd eccMean eccStd aspectMean 

aspectStd angMean angDisp cellArea totalAdhArea}; 
xlsFilename = strcat(experiment_title,'.xls'); 
xlsRow = strcat('A',num2str(imgCount+1)); 
xlswrite(xlsFilename,xlsOut,1,xlsRow); 

  
% IMAGE EXPORTS 
cd(pathname); 
cd(dirOut); 
imwrite(faMask, 

strcat(root,num2str(imgCount),'_faMask.tif'),'Compression','none'); 
imwrite(faClean, 

strcat(root,num2str(imgCount),'_faClean.tif'),'Compression','none'); 
imwrite(cellMask, 

strcat(root,num2str(imgCount),'_cellMask.tif'),'Compression','none'); 
end 

 

Alpha Smooth Muscle Actin Quantification 

function [ actin_signal, asma_signal, nucCount, actinCell, asmaCell, 

asmaArea ] = asmaquant(asmaFilename, nucFilename, actinFilename, 

threshVal, pathname, dirOut, imgCount) 
% ASMA QUANTIFICATION 

  
% INPUT  
asmaScale = [6000, 65535]; 
actinScale = [2515, 35493]; 
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asmaImage = mat2gray(imread(asmaFilename),asmaScale); 
actinImage = mat2gray(imread(actinFilename),actinScale); 

  
% THRESHOLD ACTIN IMAGE AND REMOVE BACKGROUND NOISE 
cell = im2bw(imin(actinFilename),threshVal); 
cell = bwmorph(cell, 'close'); 
[objects, totalObjects] = bwlabel(cell, 4); 
stats = regionprops(objects, 'Area', 'PixelIdxList'); 
for i = 1:totalObjects 
    if stats(i,1).Area < 100 %GET RID OF NOISE THAT IS NOT THE CELL 

NETWORK 
        cell(stats(i,1).PixelIdxList) = 0; 
    end 
end 
cell = bwmorph(cell, 'spur'); 

  
% CALCULATE aSMA AND ACTIN SIGNAL (MASKED BY CELL AREA) 
cellArea = sum(sum(cell)); 
asmaMask = asmaImage .* cell; 
asma_signal = sum(sum(asmaMask)); 
actinMask = actinImage .* cell; 
actin_signal = sum(sum(actinMask)); 

  
% GET CELL COUNT BY COUNTING NUMBER OF NUCLEI 
[nucCount] = nuccounter(nucFilename,pathname,dirOut,imgCount); 

  
% CALCULATE aSMA AND ACTIN SIGNAL PER CELL 
actinCell = actin_signal ./ nucCount; 
asmaCell = asma_signal ./ nucCount; 
asmaArea = asma_signal ./ cellArea; 
end 

 

Fiber Crimp Quantification 

% FIBER TORTUOSITY QUANTIFICATION 
[imgName, pathname, filterIndex] = uigetfile('*.*', 'Open Image'); 
cd(pathname) 
img = imread(imgName); 
imshow(img); 

  
% while loop until an enter if you want to draw multiple lines 

  
button = 1; 
fibCount = 21; 
while isempty(button) ~= 1 
    imshow(img); 
    h = drawfreehand 

  
    % get actual length 
    numPoints = length(h.Position); 
    sumLength = 0; 
    for i=1:numPoints-1; 
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        sumLength = sumLength + sqrt((h.Position(i+1,1)-h.Position(i,1))^2 + 

(h.Position(i+1,2)-h.Position(i,2))^2); 
    end 

  
    % get start to end pt length - as the c row flies distance 
    crowLength = sqrt((h.Position(1,1)-h.Position(numPoints,1))^2 + 

(h.Position(1,2)-h.Position(numPoints,2))^2); 

     
    % calculate tortuosity 
    tortuosity = sumLength/crowLength; 

     
    fibCount = fibCount+1; 

     
    tData(fibCount,1) = sumLength; 
    tData(fibCount,2) = crowLength; 
    tData(fibCount,3) = tortuosity; 

  
    plot(h.Position(:,1),h.Position(:,2),'bl','LineWidth',20); 
    axis([0 1024 0 1024]); 
    pbaspect([1,1,1]); 
    saveas(gcf,strcat(imgName(1:end-4),'_',num2str(fibCount),'.eps'),'eps'); 

     
end 

 

Transition Strain Quantification 

% TRANSITION STRAIN QUANTIFICATION 

  
% input 2 column table with strain and stress 
name = swell13stressstrainFINALS2; 

  
% convert table to array and record the number of datapoints 
curve = table2array(name); 
datapoints = length(curve); 

  
% define low regime as first 25% and high regime as last 25% of data 
low_regime = curve((1:round(datapoints/3)),:); 
high_regime = curve((2*round(datapoints/3):datapoints),:); 

  
% linear fit to low and high regimes 
low_fit = fitlm(low_regime(:,1),low_regime(:,2)); 
high_fit = fitlm(high_regime(:,1),high_regime(:,2)); 

  
% find and display intersection point (transition strain) 
low_intercept = low_fit.Coefficients.Estimate(1); 
low_slope = low_fit.Coefficients.Estimate(2); 
high_intercept = high_fit.Coefficients.Estimate(1); 
high_slope = high_fit.Coefficients.Estimate(2); 
intersection = (low_intercept-high_intercept)/(high_slope-low_slope); 
disp(intersection); 
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Cell Spreading Synergy Analysis 

function [ clusterNucArray , totalClusters , nucCount , cellPerCluster, 

cellArea , aveCellArea, output ] = synergy(cellFilename, nucFilename, 

threshVal, pathname, dirOut, imgCount) 
%UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 

  
% INPUT AND THRESHOLD CELL IMAGE 
cellImg = imin(cellFilename); 
threshCellImg = im2bw(cellImg, threshVal); 

  
% CLEAN IMAGE TO GET RID OF NOISE AND FILL HOLES IN CELL NETWORK 
cell = bwmorph(threshCellImg, 'close'); 
[objects, totalObjects] = bwlabel(cell, 4); 
stats = regionprops(objects, 'Area', 'PixelIdxList'); 
for i = 1:totalObjects 
    if stats(i,1).Area < 500 %GET RID OF NOISE THAT IS NOT THE CELL NETWORK 
        cell(stats(i,1).PixelIdxList) = 0; 
    end 
end 
cell = bwmorph(cell, 'spur'); 

  
% INPUT AND THRESHOLD NUC IMAGE 
[nucCountone, aveNucAreaone, nucMask] = 

nuccounter(nucFilename,pathname,dirOut,imgCount); 

  
% MAKE ARRAY OF NUC CENTROIDS 
minNucArea = 100; 
maxNucArea = 1000; 
[clusterLabel,totalLabels] = bwlabel(nucMask,4); 
allStats = regionprops(clusterLabel,'Area','PixelIdxList','Centroid'); 
nucCentroids = zeros(size(nucMask)); 
for i=1:totalLabels 
    if allStats(i,1).Area > minNucArea && allStats(i,1).Area < maxNucArea 
       

nucCentroids(round(allStats(i,1).Centroid(2)),round(allStats(i,1).Centroid(1)

)) = 1; 
    end 
end 

  
% DETERMINE NUMBER NUCLEI IN EACH ACTIN CLUSTER 
[objects, totalObjects] = bwlabel(cell, 4); 
stats = regionprops(objects,'Area','PixelIdxList'); 
clusterNucArray = zeros(totalObjects,3); 
for i=1:totalObjects 
    clusterMask = zeros(size(threshCellImg)); 
    clusterMask(stats(i,1).PixelIdxList) = 1; 
    clusterNuc = nucCentroids .* clusterMask; 
    nucCount = sum(sum(clusterNuc)); 
    if nucCount == 0 
        cell(stats(i,1).PixelIdxList) = 0; 
    else 
        clusterNucArray(i,1) = i; 
        clusterNucArray(i,2) = stats(i,1).Area; 
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        clusterNucArray(i,3) = nucCount; 
    end 
end 

  
% CALCULATE OUTPUTS 
totalClusters = totalObjects - sum(clusterNucArray(:,1)==0); 
nucCount = sum(sum(clusterNucArray(:,3))); 
cellPerCluster = nucCount ./ totalClusters; 
cellArea = sum(sum(cell)); 
aveCellArea = cellArea ./ nucCount; 
output = length(clusterNucArray); 

  
% OUTPUT THRESHOLDED CELL IMAGE 
imwrite(cell,strcat(cellFilename(1:end-4),'_threshCellImg.tif'),'TIFF') 
end 

 

Cell Patterning Analysis of Matrix Displacements and Cell Morphology 

function [ output_args ] = cptracker2( rootFilename, positionCount, threshVal 

) 
%CELL PATTERNING QUANTIFICATION 
%   this function will input TrackMate file from ImageJ 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% INITIALIZE 
well_size = 500; %microns 
pixel_size = 0.624; %microns per pixel 
pixels = 1024; %x/y pixels per image 

  
fibFilename = strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_t01c1_ORG.tif'); 
well_pixel = well_size ./ pixel_size; %well size in pixels 
figure, h_im = imshow(fibFilename); 
h = imellipse(gca, [100, 100, well_pixel, well_pixel]); wait(h); 
wc = getPosition(h); wv = getVertices(h); 
well_mask = createMask(h, h_im); 
close all; 

  
% IMPORT TRACKMATE FILE FROM IMAGEJ 
trackFilename = strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_beadstack_Tracks.xml'); 
[tracks, md] = importTrackMateTracks(trackFilename); 
numTrack = length(tracks); 
save(strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_tracks.mat'),'tracks'); 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% FIND CELL CENTROID TO DETERMINE BEAD DISTANCES FROM CELL 
% IMPUT CELL IMAGE, FILL, AND REMOVE BACKGROUND NOISE 
cellFilename = strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_t01c2_ORG.tif'); 
cell = imgopen(cellFilename); 
cell_mask = well_mask .* cell; 
cell_mask = imbinarize(cell_mask,threshVal); 
[clusterLabel, totalLabels] = bwlabel(cell_mask, 4); 
allStats = regionprops(clusterLabel, 'Area', 'PixelIdxList'); 
for i = 1:totalLabels 
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    if allStats(i,1).Area < 200 %GET RID OF NOISE 
        cell_mask(allStats(i,1).PixelIdxList) = 0; 
    end 
end 
cell_mask = imfill(cell_mask, 'holes'); 
cell_mask = bwmorph(cell_mask, 'spur'); 
[objects, totalObjects] = bwlabel(cell_mask, 4); 
centroid = cell2mat(struct2cell(regionprops(objects, 'Centroid'))); 
centroid = centroid .* pixel_size; 
save(strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_centroid.mat'),'centroid'); 

  
% CALCULATE X AND Y DISPLACEMENT BETWEEN INITIAL AND FINAL TIMEPOINT 
beadArray = zeros(length(tracks),4); 
for i = 1:numTrack 
    trackLength = length(tracks{i,1}); 
    beadArray(i,1) = (tracks{i,1}(1,2)); 
    beadArray(i,2) = ((pixels.*pixel_size) - tracks{i,1}(1,3)); 
    beadArray(i,3) = (tracks{i,1}(trackLength,2) - tracks{i,1}(1,2)); 
    beadArray(i,4) = (tracks{i,1}(1,3) - tracks{i,1}(trackLength,3)); 
end 
save(strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_beadArray.mat'),'beadArray'); 

  
% QUANTIFICATION OF BEAD DISPLACEMENT (FINAL - INITIAL) 
beadStats = zeros(numTrack,2); 
for i=1:numTrack 
    beadStats(i,1) = sqrt((beadArray(i,1)-centroid(1)).^2 + (beadArray(i,2)-

centroid(2)).^2); %distance from cell 
    beadStats(i,2) = sqrt((beadArray(i,3)).^2 + (beadArray(i,4)).^2); %bead 

displacement 
end 
save(strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_beadStats.mat'),'beadStats'); 

  
% CALCULATE X AND Y COMPONENT OF MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT 
beadArrayMax = zeros(length(tracks),4); 
for i = 1:numTrack 
    trackLength = length(tracks{i,1}); 
    beadArrayMax(i,1) = (tracks{i,1}(1,2)); 
    beadArrayMax(i,2) = ((pixels.*pixel_size) - tracks{i,1}(1,3)); 
    dispArray = zeros(trackLength,2); 
    for j = 1:trackLength-1 
        dispLength = sqrt((tracks{i,1}(j+1,2)-tracks{i,1}(1,2)).^2 + 

(tracks{i,1}(j+1,3)-tracks{i,1}(1,3)).^2); 
        dispArray(j,1) = j+1; 
        dispArray(j,2) = dispLength; 
    end 
    [dispMax,dispIndex] = max(dispArray(:,2)); 
    beadArrayMax(i,3) = (tracks{i,1}(dispIndex+1,2) - tracks{i,1}(1,2)); 
    beadArrayMax(i,4) = (tracks{i,1}(1,3) - tracks{i,1}(dispIndex+1,3)); 
end 
save(strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_beadArrayMax.mat'),'beadArrayMax'); 

  
% QUANTIFICATION OF BEAD DISPLACEMENT (MAX DISPLACEMENT) 
beadStatsMax = zeros(numTrack,2); 
for i=1:numTrack 
    beadStatsMax(i,1) = sqrt((beadArrayMax(i,1)-centroid(1)).^2 + 

(beadArrayMax(i,2)-centroid(2)).^2); %distance from cell 
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    beadStatsMax(i,2) = sqrt((beadArrayMax(i,3)).^2 + 

(beadArrayMax(i,4)).^2); %bead displacement 
end 
save(strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_beadStatsMax.mat'),'beadStatsMax'); 

  
% QUANTIFY AVERAGE AND MAX BEAD DISPLACEMENT FOR EACH FRAME 
aveDispFrame = zeros(trackLength-1,2); 
maxDispFrame = zeros(trackLength-1,2); 
for frame=1:trackLength-1 
    aveDispFrame(frame,1) = frame+1; 
    maxDispFrame(frame,1) = frame+1; 
    dispArray = zeros(numTrack,1); 
    for bead=1:numTrack 
        dispLength = sqrt((tracks{bead,1}(frame+1,2)-

tracks{bead,1}(frame,2)).^2 + (tracks{bead,1}(frame+1,3)-

tracks{bead,1}(frame,3)).^2); 
        dispArray(bead,1) = dispLength; 
    end 
    aveDispFrame(frame,2) = mean(dispArray); 
    maxDispFrame(frame,2) = max(dispArray); 
end 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% QUANTIFY CELL MORPHOLOGY OVER TIME 
cellArray = zeros(trackLength,8); 
cellOut = 'cell morphology'; 
mkdir(cellOut); 
for timeCount=1:trackLength 
    locNum = 0; 
    if timeCount <= 9 
        locNum = strcat('0',num2str(timeCount)); 
    else 
        locNum = num2str(timeCount); 
    end 

     
    cellFilename = 

strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_t',locNum,'c2_ORG.tif'); 
    cell = im2bw(double(mat2gray(imread(cellFilename))),threshVal); 
    cell = bwareaopen(cell,400); 
    cell = imfill(cell, 'holes'); 
    cell = bwmorph(cell, 'spur'); 
    cell_mask = cell; 

     
    [cellLabel, totalLabels] = bwlabel(cell_mask, 4); 

     
    while totalLabels > 1 
       cellStats = regionprops(cellLabel, 'Area', 'PixelIdxList'); 
       [maxArea,index] = max(vertcat(cellStats.Area)); 
       cell_mask = zeros(pixels,pixels); 
       cell_mask(cellStats(index,1).PixelIdxList) = 1; 
       [cellLabel, totalLabels] = bwlabel(cell_mask,4); 
    end 

         
    cellStats = regionprops(cellLabel, 'Area', 'Centroid', 'Eccentricity', 

'MajorAxisLength', 'MinorAxisLength', 'Orientation', 'Centroid'); 
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    cellArray(timeCount,1) = timeCount; 
    cellArray(timeCount,2) = cellStats.Centroid(1,1); 
    cellArray(timeCount,3) = cellStats.Centroid(1,2); 
    cellArray(timeCount,4) = cellStats.Area; 
    cellArray(timeCount,5) = cellStats.Eccentricity; 
    cellArray(timeCount,6) = cellStats.MajorAxisLength; 
    cellArray(timeCount,7) = cellStats.MinorAxisLength; 
    cellArray(timeCount,8) = cellStats.Orientation; 

     
    cd(cellOut); 
    imwrite(cell_mask, 

strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_t',locNum,'_threshCellImage.tif'),'Compre

ssion','none'); 
    cd('..\'); 
end 
save(strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_cellArray.mat'),'cellArray'); 

  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% OUTPUT BEAD DISPLACEMENT DATA 
beadOut = 'bead displacement'; 
mkdir(beadOut); 
cd(beadOut); 
headers = {'Distance from Cell' 'Bead Displacement'}; 

  
experiment_title = strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_finalDisp_beadquant'); 
xlswrite(strcat(experiment_title,'.xls'),headers,1,'A1'); 
xlswrite(strcat(experiment_title,'.xls'),beadStats,1,'A2'); 

  
experiment_title = strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_maxDisp_beadquant'); 
xlswrite(strcat(experiment_title,'.xls'),headers,1,'A1'); 
xlswrite(strcat(experiment_title,'.xls'),beadStatsMax,1,'A2'); 

  
headers = {'Frame' 'Average Bead Displacement'}; 
experiment_title = 

strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_avePerFrame_beadquant'); 
xlswrite(strcat(experiment_title,'.xls'),headers,1,'A1'); 
xlswrite(strcat(experiment_title,'.xls'),aveDispFrame,1,'A2'); 

  
headers = {'Frame' 'Max Bead Displacement'}; 
experiment_title = 

strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_maxPerFrame_beadquant'); 
xlswrite(strcat(experiment_title,'.xls'),headers,1,'A1'); 
xlswrite(strcat(experiment_title,'.xls'),maxDispFrame,1,'A2'); 
cd('..\'); 

  

  
% OUTPUT CELL MORPHOLOGY DATA 
cd(cellOut); 
headers = {'Time' 'Centroid X Pos' 'Centroid Y Pos' 'Area' 'Eccentricity' 

'MajorAxisLength' 'MinorAxisLength' 'Orientation'}; 
experiment_title = strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_cellmorphologyquant'); 
xlswrite(strcat(experiment_title,'.xls'),headers,1,'A1'); 
xlswrite(strcat(experiment_title,'.xls'),cellArray,1,'A2'); 
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% MAKE COLOR-CODED QUIVER PLOT (MAX DISPLACEMENT + MAX CELL AREA OUTLINE) 
figure; 
title([rootFilename,positionCount]); 
set(gcf,'Position',[0,0,pixels,pixels]); 
quiverc(beadArrayMax(:,1), beadArrayMax(:,2), beadArrayMax(:,3), 

beadArrayMax(:,4)); 
axis([0, pixels.*pixel_size, 0, pixels.*pixel_size]); 
pbaspect([1,1,1]); 
[maxArea,maxIndex] = max(cellArray(:,4)); 
    if maxIndex <= 9 
        maxIndex = strcat('0',num2str(maxIndex)); 
    else 
        maxIndex = num2str(maxIndex); 
    end 
max_cell = 

imin(strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_t',maxIndex,'_threshCellImage.tif'))

; 
outline = bwboundaries(max_cell); 
outline{1,1} = outline{1,1} .* pixel_size; 
hold on; 
outlineSize = size(outline); 
number = outlineSize(1,1); 
for i=1:number 
    outline{i}(:,1) = pixels.*pixel_size - outline{i}(:,1); 
    plot(outline{i}(:,2),outline{i}(:,1),'w','LineWidth',3); 
end 
image = getframe(gcf); 
cd('../'); 
imwrite(image.cdata, 

strcat(rootFilename,positionCount,'_beadvector.tif'),'Compression','none'); 

     
end 

 

Single Cell Displacement Radial Projection 

% CELL PATTERNING RADIAL PROJECTION 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% INITIALIZE 
clear;clc; 

  
root = 'cp61_lowdensity-Scene-'; 
count = 0; 

  
for i = [1,3] 
    count = count + 1; 
    if i <= 9 
        refNum = strcat('0',num2str(i)); 
    else 
        refNum = num2str(i); 
    end 

     
    folder = strcat(root,refNum); 
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    cd(folder); 
    load(strcat(root,refNum,'_beadArrayMax.mat')); 
    load(strcat(root,refNum,'_beadStatsMax.mat')); 
    load(strcat(root,refNum,'_centroid.mat')); 
    load(strcat(root,refNum,'_cellArray.mat')); 
    cd('../'); 

  
    pixels = 1024; 
    pixelSize = 0.624; 
    beads = length(beadArrayMax); 
    beadStats = zeros(beads,3); 

  
    %------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    % QUANTIFY BEAD DISPLACEMENT AND DISTANCE FROM CELL CENTROID 
    for i = 1:beads 
        if beadStatsMax(i,1) > 250 
            beadStatsMax(i,1) = 250; 
        end 
    end 
    beadStats(:,1) = beadStatsMax(:,1); 
    beadStats(:,3) = beadStatsMax(:,2); 

  
    %------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    % QUANTIFY CELL LONG AXIS ANGLE AND QUANTIFY RELATIVE BEAD DISPLACEMENT 

AND 
    % ANGLE 
    cellArea = cellArray(:,4); 
    maxFrame = find(cellArea == max(cellArea)); 
    cellAngle = cellArray(maxFrame,8); 
    cellAngle = cellAngle(1); 

  
    for i = 1:beads 
        a = [centroid(2), pixels.*pixelSize];             % a is arbitrary 

point even with cell centroid to define 0 degrees 
        b = [centroid(1), centroid(2)];                   % b is cell 

centroid 
        c = [beadArrayMax(i,1), beadArrayMax(i,2)];       % c is bead 

position 
        ba = a-b; bc = c-b; 
        ba_mag = norm(ba); bc_mag = norm(bc); 
        theta = acosd(dot(ba,bc)/(ba_mag*bc_mag)); 

  
        if c(1) > b(1)                                      % if bead is 

below cell, adjust theta value 
            theta = 360 - theta; 
        end 

  
        if cellAngle > 0 
            if theta < cellAngle 
                theta_adjusted = 360 - (cellAngle - theta); 
            else 
                theta_adjusted = theta - cellAngle; 
            end 
        else 
            thetaNeg = theta - 360; 
            if thetaNeg > cellAngle 
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                theta_adjusted = thetaNeg - cellAngle; 
            else 
                theta_adjusted = theta - cellAngle; 
            end 
        end 
        beadStats(i,2) = theta_adjusted; 
    end 

  
    n = 7; 
    R = linspace(0,250,n); 
    A = linspace(0,360,n); 
    bin = zeros(beads,2); 
    bin(:,1) = discretize(beadStats(:,1),R); 
    bin(:,2) = discretize(beadStats(:,2),A); 

  
    displacement = zeros(n,n); 
    counter = 0; 
    disp = 0; 
    for i=1:n 
        for j=1:n 
            for k=1:beads 
                if bin(k,1) == i 
                    if bin(k,2) == j 
                        counter = counter + 1; 
                        disp = disp + beadStats(k,3); 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            displacement(i,j) = disp ./ counter; 
            counter = 0; 
            disp = 0; 
        end 
    end 
    figure 
    colormap('jet'); 
    [h,c]=polarPcolor(R,A,displacement); 
    displacementAll(:,:,count) = displacement; 
end 
save(strcat(root(1:end-7),'_radialprojData.mat'),'displacementAll'); 

 

Calcium Signaling Analysis 

%% ======================================================================== 
% WORKSPACE INITIALIZATION 

  
close all; 
clear all; 

  
%% ======================================================================== 
% DIRECTORY INITIALIZATION 

  
% EXPORT FILES AS AVI BEFORE RUNNING CODE % 

  
% Specify image directory. 
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% Set of files should be stored in one folder. 
% All file names should have the same # of characters. 
[filename, pathname, filterIndex] = uigetfile('*.*', 'Open Image'); 
cd(pathname); 
direct=dir;              % Initialize current directory 
% create output directery 
dirOut = 'calciumQuant'; 
mkdir(dirOut); 

  
%% Hard coded variables 
pixelSize = 0.624;  %micron/pixel 
                    % Axiocam 503 Parameters at 10x: 
                    % 1x1 = 0.454 
                    % 2x2 = 0.908 
                    % 3x3 = 1.362 
                    % 4x4 = 1.816 
                    % 4x4 @ 40x = 0.709 

  
%% ======================================================================== 
% Save File Info Initiation 
saveFileNameRoot = 'Calcium Imaging_'; 

  

  
% establish excel file for outputs 
% cd(dirOut); 
% dataOut = 'excel_data'; 
% mkdir(dataOut); 
% cd(dataOut); 

  

  

  
%% ======================================================================== 

  
n=1; % Counter for each file in directory, includes non-image files 
count=1; % Counter for analyzed images, max(j) = # images in folder 

  

  
for m=1:length(dir)             % FOR each file in directory @ cd 
    cd(pathname) 
    if direct(m).bytes < 1000000   % Filter based on filesize 
        n=n+1;                  % Skip small files (headers & text) 
    else                        % Continue if large enough to be an image 
        button = 1; 
        raw = VideoReader(direct(m).name); % Read video 
        file = raw.Name; 
        numFrames = raw.NumberOfFrames; 
        frameRate = raw.FrameRate; 
        time = raw.Duration; 

         
        saveFileName = strcat(saveFileNameRoot,file(1:end-4),'.xls'); 
        headers = {'Cell Number','Centroid X','Centroid Y','Num Peaks','Mean 

Peak Diff','STD Peak Diff',... 
            'Pulse Rate','Pulse PerTime'}; 
        xlswrite(saveFileName,headers,1,'A1'); 
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        rateInverse = 1/frameRate; 
        t = []; 
        t = 0:rateInverse:numFrames*rateInverse-rateInverse; 

         
        frameMean = []; 
        frames = []; 
        for s = 1:numFrames 
            video = read(raw,s); 
            video = imgaussfilt(video); 
            frames(:,:,s) = video(:,:,2); %only care about the green channel 
            frameMean(s) = mean2(frames(:,:,s)); 
        end 

         
        disp(file) 
        regionNum = input('How many cells wouold you like to analyze?') 

         
%% Pick cells to measure 
% Pick two regions perp to fiber alignment then two parallel. 
        centroid = zeros(regionNum,2); 
        for rectNum = 1:regionNum 
            figure(2);   imshow(frames(:,:,1),[]);     %Display raw frame 

with max intensity 

  
            rect = imrect;      % If 5 regions, last region should be area 

with no beating for normalization 
            imgRect = wait(rect); 
            imgRectRound{rectNum} = floor(imgRect); 
            rectMat{rectNum} = 

zeros(imgRectRound{rectNum}(3),imgRectRound{rectNum}(4),numFrames); 
            centroid(rectNum,1:2) = 

[imgRect(1)+imgRect(3)/2,imgRect(2)+imgRect(4)/2]; 

             
            %Make new matrix containing only chosen area 
            for n = 1:numFrames 
                for x = 1:imgRectRound{rectNum}(3) 
                    for y = 1:imgRectRound{rectNum}(4) 

                         
                        rectMat{rectNum}(x,y,n) = 

frames((imgRectRound{rectNum}(2)+y),(imgRectRound{rectNum}(1)+x),n); 

                         
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 

         

  

         
        %Find mean intensity in rect in each frame and normalize to 
        %nonbeating region (if chosen). 
        minVal = zeros(regionNum); 
        for k = 1:regionNum % first two regions for perp CV and second two 

regions for par CV. 
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            for slice = 1:numFrames 
                meanIntensity{k}(slice) = mean2(rectMat{k}(:,:,slice)); 

                 
            end 

             
            minVal(k) = min(meanIntensity{k}); 
            normInt{k} = meanIntensity{k}./minVal(k); 

             

  
            time = [0:1/frameRate:numFrames*(1/frameRate)]; 
            time = time(2:end); 

             
            if length(normInt{k}) ~= numFrames 
                normInt{k} = normInt{k}(1:numFrames); 
            end 

             
            %Plot time vs. mean intensity 
            figure(3)    
            plot(time,normInt{k}) 
            hold on 
            title('Calcium Transients') 
            xlabel('Time (sec)') 
            ylabel('Fluorescence Intensity (A.U.)') 
            xlim([0 time(numFrames)]) 
%             [xPoint,yPoint] = ginput(); %click on peaks and press enter 

when done if findPeaks doesn't work well (i.e. data is noisy) 

             
            [pkVals,pkLocs]  = findpeaks(normInt{k},'MinPeakProminence',0.2); 
            peaks{k} = pkLocs; 

             
            peakTime{k} = peaks{k}./frameRate; %convert frame to time. 

             
            %Difference between each peak 
            numPeaks(k) = length(peaks{k}); 
            centroidx(k) = centroid(k,1); 
            centroidy(k) = centroid(k,2); 
            peakDiff{k} = diff(peakTime{k});   
            meanPeakDiff(k) = mean(peakDiff{k});  %Mean time between peaks 
            stdPeakDiff(k) = std(peakDiff{k}); 
            pulseRate(k) = 1/meanPeakDiff(k); 

             

             
            %Filter data via Savitsky-Golay Filtering 
            sgFilt{k} = sgolayfilt(normInt{k},7,21); 

             
        end 
        centroidx = centroidx'; centroidy = centroidy'; 
        hold off 

         
%% Plot filter data and save raw data to csv 
        rawDataOut = time'; 
        for plotNum = 1:regionNum 
            figure(4) 
            plot(t,sgFilt{plotNum}) 
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            hold on 
            title(strcat('Filtered Calcium Transients (Num Peaks = 

',num2str(numPeaks(k)),')')) 
            xlabel('Time (sec)') 
            ylabel('Fluorescence Intensit (A.U.)') 
            xlim([0 time(numFrames)]) 

             
            [minFiltVal,minFiltValIndex] = min(sgFilt{plotNum}(10:end)); 
            [maxFiltVal,maxFiltValIndex] = max(sgFilt{plotNum}(10:end)); 
            filtPkThresh = (maxFiltVal(1) - minFiltVal(1))/4; 

             
            [filtPkVals{plotNum},filtPkLocs]  = 

findpeaks(sgFilt{plotNum},'MinPeakProminence',filtPkThresh); 
            peaksFilt{plotNum} = filtPkLocs; 
            peakTimeFilt{plotNum} = peaksFilt{plotNum}./frameRate; %convert 

frame to time. 

             
            plot(peakTimeFilt{plotNum},filtPkVals{plotNum},'ko') 

             
            xpoint = []; %clear each time. 
            [xPoint,yPoint,button] = ginput(); %click on peaks and press 

enter when done if findPeaks doesn't work well (i.e. data is noisy) 

             
            if button == 1 %left click 
                peakTimeFilt{plotNum} = xPoint; %use peaks that were cliked. 
                % If new points chosen, outputs need to be updated as well. 
                numPeaks(plotNum) = length(xPoint); 
                peakDiff{plotNum} = []; % clear old peak diffs 
                peakDiff{plotNum} = diff(peakTimeFilt{plotNum});   
                meanPeakDiff(plotNum) = mean(peakDiff{plotNum});  %Mean time 

between peaks 
                stdPeakDiff(plotNum) = std(peakDiff{plotNum}); 
                pulseRate(plotNum) = 1/meanPeakDiff(plotNum); 
            else 
                % if no peaks clicked, use peaks that were found above 
            end 

             

             
            normFiltData{plotNum} = sgFilt{plotNum}/minFiltVal(1); 
            rawDataOut(:,plotNum+1) = normFiltData{plotNum}'; 
        end 
        rawDataName = strcat('RawData_',file(1:end-4)); 
        xlswrite(rawDataName,rawDataOut,1,'A1'); 
        hold off 

         

  

          
%% Output ================================================================= 

         
        cellNumVec = []; 
        cellNumVec = [1:1:regionNum]'; 
        numPeaksT = numPeaks'; 
        meanPeakDiffT = meanPeakDiff'; 
        stdPeakDiffT = stdPeakDiff'; 
        pulseRateT = pulseRate'; 
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        pulsePerTime = numPeaksT/time(end); 

  
        %imwrite(pixelPeakNumColor,strcat(filename(1:end-

4),num2str(m),'_numBeatsMap.tif'),'TIFF') 
        ALLDATA = 

horzcat(cellNumVec,centroidx,centroidy,numPeaksT,meanPeakDiffT,stdPeakDiffT,.

.. 
            pulseRateT,pulsePerTime); 
%         cd(dirOut); 
        xlswrite(saveFileName,ALLDATA,1,'A2'); 

         
        count = count+1; 
    end 

     
    clearvars -except filename pathname filterIndex direct dirOut pixelSize 

saveFileNameRoot n count 

     

  
end   
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